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CHAP'rER 1

-------

INTRCDUCT ION

works on sociology and anthropology of

industriali~-;a-tion

are largely based upon unique experiences o£ the
Recently, some
sociologi~al

~vorks

~veste.r·n

societies.

have been done in the Indian si·tuation but the

and anthropological study of power

plan~s

or other

industries in India has not yet attracted any major attention of
the scholars.

Baviskc..r (1969) demonstrated that caste and other social
configurations of people in a• factory had prwctically no significant effect on r..1ork efficiency. His obsexvation was baseo on
a co-operative sugar factory in Mahar ashtra.

Bhowmik (1981) investigated the aspects of class formation
among t.r·ibal >vorkers engaged in the te u plantations of North
Bengal. Employment in the plantations has changed their cycle
of economic activities fr0m that of self-supporting cult.:Lvators'>
to wage labourers. The specific focus ot h.is study has been on
change in social relations, which resulted from a changE: in the
.:·.

organisation of product.i'on.

Dasgupta ( 1980) has shown the impac·: of industrialisation
on· a tribe of Bihar who were economically back"<ard. He demons·trated
how they utilised the agricultural land in industry, how their

2

social structure was affected by the factory life, and how their
traditional rituals and beliefs were affected by the industry. He
also studied the impact of industrial complex on the emerging
tribal solidarity movement and hew the tribal workers responded
to the Trade Union movements.

Holmstrom (1978) examined workers'

attituce to work and

their concept of career in industry as well as life in an urban
community in relation to the force of traditional institutions.
He argued that a tradition of choice (among different sets of
norms and values) and equali·ty (among social segments) which

0

was marginal in traditional India was becoming central in the
behaviour of the urban industrial population.

Lambert (1964) examined the problem of cornrnitment to
work in depth and concluded that the cegree of maladjustment of
the Indian workers with their jobs is relatively smaller. He
pointed out that some industrial organizations make their work
force overcommitted by providing them

~vi

th very attractive social

and economic benefits. In his view employees may be overcommitted
to an organisation if i t enables them to fulfil all their social
obligations well enough alongside their obligations to the
employer ..

Morris (1960) stressed that the major proportion of labourers required for modern industry in India is of unskilled sort
and their nature of work in the factory is incistinguishable

3

from that done in rural areas.

Niehoff

(1959) commented upon the social and economic

life of a group of workers in a factory of Kanpur. He attempted
to substantiate the view that industrialisation in India leads
to sccial change in the direction of the social institutions
obtaining in the

~vestern

society.

Orans (1965) studied the impact of industrialisation on
a tribe (Santal) in

Jamshed~ur

- an industrial belt of eastern
0

India. He observed that the Santal had to readjust the culture
of 'pleasure' orientation in the indus-erial areas and the amountof social change among them varied partly in ·terms of distance
between residence and the industrial centre.

Rice (1958) observed the causes the caste-sub-caste
conflict and.their relations with the production system in
industry. In addition, he also compared the conflict of different
ethnic groups among the workers of the European industry with the
caste-sub-caste conflict of the Indian industry. He observed
that the effects on productivity due to rivalries or jealousies
were not there in the Indian industries but vlere present in the
European industries.

Ramaswamy (1977) studied the employees'

involvement in

the trade union activities in the context of their economic and

4

political affiliations, work si·tuation, the net work of social
relationships

·~oven

into trade union organization. The behaviour

of the employees and their attitudes to work are also examined
by him.

Sheth (1982) examined the widespread notion about the
traditional institutions of India are an obstacle to its industrialization. He built a comprehensive picture of the life and
structure of an Indian factory and obseLved the various forms of
relationships

amon~

the personnel and the values and norms

governing them. He began with an account of the emergence and
gro....rth of the factory ('oriental' in Guj rat),
routine in i·t,

a normal day• s

and the formal organization of the employees into

group and categories. Their social backQround and their obligations
to local corrununities, castes and kin groups were thi:m examined
to explore how far these influenced their work. The employees'
involvement in trade unionism was discussed in the context of their
relations within and outside the factory. He also discussed the
,interaction pattern between modern industry and the traditional
institutions of developing societies in the Third world.

The given review of relevant literatures reveals that
most of the Indian scholars have studied the employer-employee
relationship, economic inequalities among the workers, casteclass relations, trade union movements, bureaucratic organizations,
status hierarchy, etc. These studies were mostly concucted either

5

in jute~ textileQ or engineering industr·ies a Naturally very
litt.le \>JOrk has been. done in the context of electricity and
various aspects of t.he state Electrici·ty Boards of different
states of India., The following references have merely touched
upon the issues ..

Bhanage (1976) studied the aspects of regulation and
econo~ics of the electricity supply industry in Maharashtra, with

particular emphasis on public

utility~

Rao (1984) emphasized to find out the causes for the ldw
proC!.uction of the State Electricity Boards. He specifically
examined the situation as found in the Electricity Boards of
Andhra Pradesh, Madhya Pradesh, Tamil Nadu, Uttar Pradesh and
west Bengal.

Kashkari (1975) discussed the resources, demand and nature
of conservation of energy. He observed that intreation and continuous expansion of electric utility industry resulted in an
enormous increase in the unit costs in recent times in India'

o

Kothari and Padi (1977) specifically examin~d the economic
benefits by the rural electrification in Gujrat.

Naidu (1980) observed that the electric utility industry
is a 'decreasing cost industry• i.e. the greater the use of the
equipment the lower the unit cost. He critically examined the

6

finances of Andhra Pradesh State Electricity Board.

Salahuddin (1987) suggested the following points to improve
the quality of output of power:

(i) Objective of the

(working team should be well defined,

(ii) The Corrunissioning personnel should be different from
the construction personnel,

(iii) Operation crew shvuld be fully involved in corrunissioning
activities,
(iv) Priority should be given to train the operating staff.

From the given reference it becomes conspicuous that
sociological researches in the fi.e ld of power plants

~which

is

somewhat different from the other industries) are significantly
lackingo Such studies are urgently needed for understanding the
organizational pattern and the system of norms within it. The
present account will not be in a position to fill up the gaps but
will endeavour, though close exan.ination of the situation, to
provide insight into the nature of the problem and possible
remedial measures.

Electricity being the most convenien·t and versatile form
of all energies, the demand for the sarre has Qeen growing at a
much faster rate than other forms of energy. Since electricity
plays a crucial role both in industrial and agricultural sectors,
the quantum of consumption of electricity in a country represents

.

0

7

an indicator of productivity and growth. In realisatiun of this
fact, power generation has be.en given high priority in the plan
prograinmes of contemporary Indiao

Power from electricity holos the key for contemporary
technological and ·.economic development. Our daily life, science
and technology, etc. are depend upon the same as a large measure
of electricity is required to meet such demands.

11

PO.ver generation programmes, made phenomenal progress with

the advent of Five Year Plans. The po,1er sector is highly capital
intensive and investment in this sector constitutes a substantial
share of the total plan outlay in the country 11

(India, 1988-89 :

431).

11

Throughout the sixties,

rncia had a shortage of electrico

power. This shortage turned into a power famine during 1972-73
and affected all.areas of activity in India 11

(Naidu, 19SO : 39)o

The power engineers' conference held early in 1978 in
New :Delhi estimated that "shortfall in power generation has lost
the country of Rso 300 crores in terms of industrial production and
three million j obs 11

.

(Economic Times, Febe 7 8 1978;5). This brings

8

out clearly the fact that the country's economy has been suffering
considerably. because of power shortages

(Naidu, 1980 : 39).

At the end of the First Five Year Plan, the generation
capacity of electricity stood at 34.2 lakh KW. At the end of
Second Plan it reached to 57 lakh KW. At the end of Fifth Plan,
the installed capacity rose to 313Q07 lakh KW comprising 113.86
lakh Kvl from hydroelectric projects, 192.81 Kakh Kvl from thermal
projects and 6. 4 lakh Kvl from nuclear projects. The achievement
during Sixth Plan has been 142.26 lakh KW (28.73 lakh KW hydroelectric, 108o98 lakh KW thermal and 4.55 lakh kw nuclear) i.e.
72.3 per cent of the target. The total generating capacity during
the Seventh Plan is i2,245 million kw (MW) in utilities. This
comprises 15,999 mw thermal, 5,541 mw hydro-electric and 705 mw
nuclear po.ver.

Despite seven shortfall, the installed capacity of electricity in India,is steadily increasing. Nevertheless, the demand
of power has grovm faster than its rate of generation resulting
in the shortage. In view of this nagging problem, the National
Thermal Power Corporation

(NTPC) has taken up the responsibility

of removing this shortage from its very beginning. Its declared
objective has been to irradicate power shortages within the
shortest possible time (NTPC News : 1985).

The National Thermal Power Corporation as a Public sector
undertaking was incorporated in November, 1975 with the main

9

objecti~e

of planning, promoting, and organising the integrated

develOpment of . thermal power in the country. The Corporation has
been entrusted with the task of execution and operation of large
pit-head thermal power stations and associated transmission networkse The authorised share capital of the Corporation is Rs. 6, 000
croreso

(India 1988-89 : 435).

The NTPC has comrnissioned 12 units of 2 00 Mvl and during
the sixth plan period, it accuunted for 20.2 per cent of the total
thermal capacity in the coutry. During the Seventh Plan, its
contriDution rose to about 50 per cent of the total thermal
capacityo Further, NTPC has constructed of 10,000 kms of 400 KV
transmission lines and HVDC transrr.ission lines for the bulk transfer
of power (NTPC News : 1987).

The Objectives of NTPC,

as envisaged, are to construct and

operate coal-based Super Thermal Power Stations near coal pitheads,

along with associated Extra High Voltage transmissicn

systems for bulk transfer of

po:;~er

to State Electricity Boards.

It ·is presently betting up nine super thermal power stations.
Among them the following seven have tne total installed
of 16q360 MW at Singrauli, UP
Ramagundam, A. P.

(2000 MW) i Korba, M.P.

(2100 MW); Farakka,

MP (2260 MW); Rihand, U.P.

w. B.

capac~ty

(2100 MW);

(2100 MW); Vind.hyachal,

(3000 MW), Kahalgaon,

Bihar (2800 MW).,

Installed c,. .l:-':--"~.ty of the remaining two viz. Talcher (Orissa)
(-) and National Capital Thermal Power Project, U.P.
i~stantly

(-) is not

known. It is also betting up three combined cycle gas-

10
'based power stations at Anta (Rajasthan), Auraiya (UP) and Kawas
(Gujrat)Q The eorporation is also extending transmission lines
with a total length of about 17,600 circuit km. The total estimated
cost of the projects is

~.

13,157.5 crore.

Five units of 200 MW each and two units of 500 MW each
at Korba, three units of 200 MW each and one unit of 500 Ml'/ at
Ramagundam, three units of 2 00
210 MW each,

M~"i

each at Far akka, two units of

c>.t Vindhyachal and one unit of 500 MW at Rihand have

already been commissioned. NTPC has also been managing Badarpur
Thermal power station at Delhi on an agency basis (India 1988-89;
435-37; NTPC News, 1987).

NTPC has been earning profits right from the beginning of
its

cperation~

While in 1984-85 it earned a net profit of

crores; in 1985-86, the profit rose to

~.

aapital investment in projects has risen
~.

~o

87.54

183 crores. The cumulative
from~.

1.1 crore to

5,249 crore by October 31, 1986 (NTPC News, 1987).

NTPC has the distinction of being the single largest
recipient of credit/loan from the world Bank, the total assistance
from 1;;hich
~.

sourc~

alone amounts to $ 3, 062.1 million (approximately

3,700 crore). Recently, NTPC has also earned the distinction

of receiving the largest loan for the single·project from the 0
world Bank (conmined Cycle Gas Turbine Project) of $ 485 million
(NTPC News, 1987).

11

Power sector accounted for an investment of ~. 10,431
crore which was 14.63 per cent of the total investment in public
•enterprises under the Central Government at the end of March, 1988 ..

The top nine public enterprises in the public sector
according to the amount of investment therein are : National
Thermal po·.ver corporation Ltd.
Authority of India Ltd.
Nigam Ltd.
(Rs.

steel

6,545.20 crores); Rashtriya Ispact

4,022.28 crores); Oil and Natural Gas Commission

3., 546.55 crores); Rural Electrification Corporation Ltd.
(Rs~

(Rs.

(Rs.

(Rs.

{Rs. 7,713.30 crore);

2,562o10 crores); Nativnal Aluminium Company Ltd.

2, 516. 44 crores); Food Corporation of India Ltd.

crores); Mahanagar Telephone Nigam Ltd.
National Textile Corporation Ltd.

(Rs.

(Rs.

(Rs.

2 1 03 3. 67

1,613.85 crores) and

1,435o44 crores) !:Year

Book, 1990 : 791_7.

Among the profit making enterprises of the Government of
India 1

Oil and Natural Gas Commission tops the list accounting

for. over 39 percent of the total profitso Indian Oil Corporation,
National Thermal Power Corporation, Bharat Heavy Electricals,
Mahanagar Telephcne Nigam, Oil India and Bharat Petroleum are
the others in the list of profit making enterprises (Year Book,
1990 :: 792).

Along with the generation oi power and accruing profit,
. the NTPC has been concributing to a major extent tov1ard solving
the problem of unemployment. There is a large number of peOple

12
engaged by the NTPC and its associated power stations as regular
employees. The Seventh Five Year Plan made provisions for providing employment to about 46,000 persons at various levels· during
the five years period (NTPC News, 1985).

Farakka Super Thermal Power Project:
The National Thermal Power Corporation

(NTPC) initiated the

task of setting up its fourth Super Thermal Power Plant at Farakka,
situated in Nurshidabad district of west Bengal in 198L On comple:tion, the power station would be the largest Super Thermal Power
Station of the NTPC.

In fact,

the initial work of the project has

began as early as in February, 1979 and the Letter of Intent of
the main plant

equip~nt

for three 200 HW units was placed with ·

Bharat Heavy Electricals Limited

(BHEL) .on Nay 15, 1981o

The Farakka Super Thermal power Project (FSTPP) is located
at about 300 kms. North of Calcutta. It is situated on the west
Bank of feeder canal of the F arakka Barrage. This project has an
ultimate capacity of 2,100 MW.

The total land requirement for this power station was
4g 500 acres which included land for Merry-Go-Round

pond, main plant,

and township.

Out of this,

(rvrGR) ash

2,500 acres are

in west Bengal. The entire land of which was acquired by
February 1986. The remaining land is to be acquired from Bihar.
The total 1 and required for the :tvlGR is 1, 3 67 acres (78 c.cres in

-

west Bengal and 1,289 acres in Bihar). Till March, 1986, compensation had oeen paid for 1,078.09 acres in Bihar.

0
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0

For establishing this power station, 8000 persons had to
loose their shelter and turn destitute. The land oustees of this
area, of course, received compensation. But that could not save
them from turning to destitution. It was promised that the persons
who had suffered for establishing this power station would get
priority in employment. Out of such 8000 persons, only 294 so far
, got jobs (Anandabaz ar Patrika, 27th April, 1988) o

There is 1630 (upto May, 1989) employees in the

Fara}~ka

Super Thermal Power Project including executives, supervisors,
trainee and clerks/workers. The General Manager is the top in the
hierarchy. There are a number of divisional/departmental managers
below him. Next are the supervisors, the clerks and the workers
in order (skilled, semi-skilled and unskilled).

Generation of Power;
In Farakka Super Thermal Power Project, there were three
stages of commissioning. The comn:issioning of stage I is completed.
There are three units of this stage. The capacity of this stage
is 3 x 200 MW. The commissioning of unit I stage II having 500
MW capacity is also completed. The second unit of Stage II is also
likely to be completed by December, 1992.

As already mentioned, there are

1600 employees in

the FSTPP. After completion the total work of the project, more
men should be absorbed as regular employees. Gut of these employees,

0

14
the bulk is from outside Farakka and for accommodating these non
local employees,

c township has grown resulting in the emergence of
0

a heterogeneous cultural atmosphere. This has a tremendous impact
on the life· and culture of the local people.

Organization of a power plant is an important area for
sociological investigation. Through the present study it is proposed to analyse various forms of relationships as found among the
workers of the ·power plant and to examine to what extent those
motive to its production potential.

Aims and Objectives of Present Study:
Specific aims and objectives of the present study are to
knovl the following issues:
(1) what is the nature of structure and organization of Farakka
.Super Thermal POWer Project?
(2) what is the pattern of status hierarchy in the bureaucratic
structure of this power

station~

(3) what type of relationship exists among the management and
employees of this power station?
(4) what is the interactional pattern among the white coller
employees with those of the skilled and unskilled labourers
of the poer station both in place of work and elsewhere?
(5') what are the characteri sties of working relations (industrial
relations) among the employees of FSTPP?

15
(6) what are the differential rates of remuneration/salary
among the_employees of FSTPP"?
(7) what is the background of the employees of FSTPP and how they
have adjusted themselves to the formal industrial norms?
0

(8) what is the nature of commitment of the employees of FSTPP
and what are the problems they face for successful commitments'
in their respective duties?
(9) what are the rates of absenteeism labour turn over and
indiscipline in work activities among the workers of FSTPP"?
(10) what are the characters of T.:rtade Unions of FSTPP"? What roles
do they play for the cevelovment of the power station as well
as for the betterment of the workers"?
(11) what is the level of class consciousness among the workers?
(12) \<That are the roles of informal organizations in the life and
activities of the employees of FSTPP?
(13) what are the roles played by ethnicity, caste and religion
of the workers in w9rk activities of FSTPP and also in
interpersonal relations among the workers in their day to
day life?

114) what are the patterns of socio-economic.life of the different
categories of employees of this power station?

§,~fij ~~~~

~;J.~.;&)>.-.&Jf•' t<.Ji~ili.i
~ .t %" :;e;' 11 )) , ~ i!t ~~

<J,;u ,~

\
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(15) what is the state of education among the employees of

this power station, with a special reference of their
technical education?
(16) what impact the FSTPP has on the life and activities of the
workers and also on the people in general of this locality?
{17) what happens to the environment of the locality due to the
0

existence of FS1'PP, with particular reference to environmental
pollution'?
{18) is there any existence of other small industries which have
grown out to meet the necessity of FSTPP?

In order to fulfil the said aims and objectives, we propose
' to concentrate our enquiries into the following areas:

To examine the structure and organization of NTPC as well
as Fb'TPP, including the system of their production and distri· bution of power. The relation of NTPC and FSTPP have also been
reviewed.

To highlight the interpersonal relations among the management and employees of FSTPP. In this context we have shown the
relationship between the management and the employees and relations
among the employees of different

categories~

The class conscious-

ness among the workers and their formal and informal organizations
will also be examined in details.
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The nature of commitment of er.1ployees of FSTPP, their
educational and social backgrounds, roles of ethnicity, caste
and religion of the workers in their wcrk efficiency, rate of
absenteeism and labour turnover,

satisfaction and dissatisfaction

of workers, etc.

Lastly, we have shown the impact of power plant on the
local

~ociety,

relations between the employees ana local people,

ecological and economic imbc.lance and scOpe for new industries
and employment opportunities.

o

Hypotheses:
In view of the given research strategy, the following
hypotheses have been considered important for the present study.

(1) Being exposed to the process of inoustrialisation,

a pre-

industrial community tries to adjust itself with the form
of industrialisation without concomitant breakdown of their
traditional norms.
(2) The development of production system. of the ineiL:stry is
entirely dependent on comrr;itment of its employees which in
turn entirely rests upon the opportL· ni ty in the o:r:-g a'1iz ativnal
set up and behaviour pattern of the labour force.
(3) There lies a gap between icieolOlJ.Y and practice in the trade

union movements in industrial S_('Stem ..
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(4) It would be possible to integrate agricultural and industrial
developmen~

by proper planning.

(5) Industries can be established in the rural sector \vithout
drastic change of social, cultural and psychological set up
of the region.

Methodology:
Since electricity is the most convenient and versatile form
of all energies ancl. since t:n.e de mane for tne s arne has been cuntinuously growing at a faster rate than other forms of energy, the
present author wanted to go througn the rout of its productioi.J
and to highlight the social relations involved with this system.
In India NTPC is being the most important agency to produce
electricity. Thus a concern of it viz. FSTPP w.as selected by
him for his study. west Bengal is facing various problems in
industrial sectors since last few years. The deficiency of
electricity is one of the important factor for this problem.
FSTPP is the only power project of NTPC in west Bengal. Naturally
the author was interested to choose FSTP.P for his study. Another
important factor knocked him that a Super Thermal Power Project
must have sophisticated modern technology and there would be a
tremendous impact of such type of industry in the socio-cultural
life of the people living in and around of this.

The present study has been carried out primarily on the
basis of structural-functional approach. Data for this study
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have been collected both from primary as well as from secondary
sources. Information on organizational pattern of FSTPP has been
gathered from published accounts as well as from empirical study.
The empirical facts for this study, in particular, have been
collected through intensive field investigation in FSTPP.
Empirical investigation have been conducted on the basis of
conventional anthropological tools and techniques like :
interviews, case studies, group discussions, genealogy and
observations, etc.

At the initial stage,

a pilot survey and a preliminary

census were conducted on the employees of various departments of
FSTPP.

To collect detai'l inf.ormation on economic, social and
cul·tural life of the employees and the local people, the author
asked the aged and experienced persons. He also gone through the
census report and other published materials and had taken the
help of local government officials.

At the stage of study proper, data have been collected
through intensive study of 25 percent of the employees of each
department .. The sample was drawn on the basis of stratified
random sampling technique to represent every section of the
.workers belonging to different ethnic and social backgrounds.
Intensive study on the sample households have been conducted
through a schedule developed on the basis of pilot survey. For
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collecting other information, techniques like interview, case
study, group discussion and participant observation have been
adopted.

In the context of social change among the employees of
FSTPP, the base line for comparison is obviously the pre-industrial
phase.
0

As one of the main thrust of this study is to descrice the
various forms of relationships found among the employees of
FSTPP and the norms and values governing those relationships, i t
examines the set of relationships within the organization which

-

functioned both as an unit of production and also as an association
of peOple operating within the formal f rame\vork of the system.
This set of relationships has been analysed by the cGncept of
bureaucratic organization as proposed by Weber (1964).

The present author visited Farakka Super Thermal Power
Plant for the first time in the month of March, 19$8. He stayed
there for 20 days to get an idea about the entire set up of this
power plant viz. situation, employment, trade unions, local
people, etc. He met with a number of officers, clerks, workers
and others,
of study.

and collected some data for pursuing the next course
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He visited the place for the second time in the month of
October, 1988 and stayed there for 40 days. During this visit,
he collected a number of other information relevant for his
research viz. recruitment matter,

labour turnover, economic

situation, generation of power, workers' entitlement to facilities,

land oustees and compensation, remedy of air pollution, etc.

Preliminary census of a section of workers were also conducted
at this stage.

The author started his intensive research work in the
month of March, 1989 and stayed there for 45 days. During thi;
visit he collected necessary information frcm 35 percent of
employees of each Department. He also visited the different
departments at this stage and talked to a number of employees and
also visited several local areas.

He visited Farakka for the fourth time in the month of
May, 1989 and stayed there for 40 days. During this visit, he
collected various secondary data and further discussed with a
number of employees. At that time he talked to a number of
labourers under the contractors of NTPC and FSTPP, different trade
union leaders and few officers and clerks. He talked to some local
people and Government officials too at that time.

In the month of December, 1989 the present author visited
Farakka for the firth time and stayed there for 20 days. During
that visit, he collected detailed information about the contractors
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of NTPC and their nature of works and including information regarding the scope.of setting up of new industries there. He also
observed the family-life of the employees of FSTPP and the informal
relations as found among the family members of the workers.

In the month of December, 1990 he visited the field 6or
the sixth time, stayed there only for ten days and collected some
secondary data from the FSTPP library.

The author visited Farakka in the month of July, 1991
for the last time and stayed there for other ten days for verification of field data which were collected earlier. Thus the
0

total field work consists of a total of 185 days.

The present author was also visited several libraries
of New Delhi, calcutta and Shillong for obtaining relevant
secondary data. Besides these the libraries of FSTPP and the
University of North Bengal were time to time consulted by him
for the sake of this research.

The data collected through primary and seconday sources
were processed after necessary checking and editing. In course
of data processing the completeness and accuracy of data were
looked upon. Data were analysed both quantitatively and qualitatively. The quantitative data were analysed through preparing
the tables and statistical calculations. Simple statistical
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methods consisting mostly of percentages were calculated. The
analysis of qualitative data were made through systematic and
analytical descriptions of the facts. The methods of comparison
have also been used. The data were finally organised and

pre~ented

into nine chapters.

Limitations

Despite repeated visits and serious endeavours, the study
cculd not be totally free from limitations.

It was in fact not possible for the author to take
interview of all the employees. Due to

c~rtain

limitations

of the authority of the pov1er plant and also of the author he
could not go for a total enurreration of the employees. Besides,
there were other limitations too, the most important among them
are as follows:
L

Some employees thought that this research work was being
carried out on behalf of the management that brought in
a undesirable bias.

2.

some others had the notion that the researcher had
poli·tical linkages too which affected free and frank
exchanges of views.

3.

Another set of employees had the notion that their views
would be relayed to the management to their disadvantage.
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Hence they were rather apprehensive. Another section of
workers took the present researcher as a member of the
press whose column might not be the safe medium to
ventilate their grievances.

4o

Some others felt that they had no reason to be generous
for the personal benefits of an individual. One of the
t;=mployees told the present author,

11

You will be educa-

tionally benefited by this worko You may get better
service, better benefits but what is our profit out of
this'? 11

For various reasons, the management of FSTPP was also
rather non-cooperative at the initial stage but gradually over
the period, a good rapport could be established.

In order to observe the informal life in the residential
colony, the author visited several times the temporary township,
0

permanent township and the field hostel. But mostly due to
disin·terest of the peaple, the :gresent author was compelled to
restrict his entrance only to the employees 1 quarter and could
not reach the depth of information as he desired.

CHAPTER 2

FARAIQ.A SUPER THERNAL POvlliR PROJECT

: HISTORICAL

BACKGROUND AND DEVELOPMENT OF INFRA-STRUCTURE

The power development was initiated in India as early as
in 1900 with the commissioning of the hyoroelectric power station
the progress was not very

at Shivasamundram in Karnataka,
impressive

til~

1947. The installed capacity was as low as

1363 MW' and activity was mainly concentrated around urban areas
(India, 1988-89 : 431). The installed capacity of electricity in
India has since been continuously increasing.

In the year 1900,

the total installed capacity was only 1.13 M\'1 which rose to 1363
M\'/ in the year 1947 end 18,322 MW during the year 1974-75. The

following table gives a clear picture of the development of
installed capacity of electricity in Indic.
Table 2:1
Installed capacity of electricity in Inaia
Hydro

Year

Thermal

Total

1.13 MW

1900

0.13

1 .. 0

1915

71.13

3 6. 0

107.00

II

1930

287o00

311.0

598.00

II

1939

442.00

629.0

1 1 071. 0 0

II

1947

508.,00

855 .. 0

1,363.00

II

1960-61
1965-66

4,653.00

II

9,027.00

II

1970-71

.14,709.00

II

1974-75

18,322.00

u

1983-84

24,210.00

II

1985-86

46,603. CJO

II

1986-87

50,059.,(!0

II

Source :

(i) Rao, K. L. (1970)
(ii) statistical Pocket Book

(1975)

0
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Nevertheless there is still a shortage of lJO-.'ier in this
.country. This s h ortage was rCJ. th er too hl.o.h
_ l·n the year 1970
affecting industrial and agricultural products. Again, in the
year-1980-81,
,,1 as

n
bet•,·Jeen the dernand
for power 0nd i·ts supply
the ga ~
"

12.6 percent. It came down to 6.1 percent in 1984-85 but

again rose to over 8 percent in 1986-87.
Emergence of NTPC
National Thermal PO\ver corporation Ltd. was constituted
as a generating Company in November 1975 for the purpose of
construction, operation and maintenance of the Super Th·~rmal Power
stations and associated Extra High Voltage transmission lines
£competition success Review Year Book 1989 : 83 5_7.
1976, the &~ended Electricity Supply Act
establishment of a corporation

In the year-

(1948) provided for the

(National Thermal Power Corporation,

NTPC) under the authority of the Government of India. This· body
was authorised to set up regional thermal pow-er stations and to
take charge of bulk transmiss.ions from these units to the state
power system.
There is Board of Directors to this corporation vli th a
full time Chairman-cum-Managing Director. This Board included
a Director-in-charge.of Finance and five part-time Directors. They
represent the Departrrent of Power, the Central :t:lectricity

o

Authority, Planning commission anC the Lep&.rtment of Heavy
Industries. The Corporation is divided into different divisions
responsible for corporate planning,

data processing, contract

se+=Vices, finance, personnel, project management c-md technical
services.
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~vi th this vast administrative structure,

the NT PC is

, supposed to plan, promote and organize efficiently the thermal
power sector which includes planning,

investigation of new sites,

preparation of feasibility and project reports, construction,
operation, generation, maintenance, transmission and distribution
. of pOI.ver generated from all thermal units. Besides ·this, it also
undertakes res.earch and development in the area (Sah, 1983).,

Production and Distribution of Power
In the year 1982 there were six super thermal power
projects of NTPC. These were at Singrauli (Uttar Pradesh),
Korba (Madhya Pradesh), Ramagundam (Andhra Pradesh), Farakka
(~vest

Bengal), Badarpur (Delhi) and Neyveli (Tamil N adu). The

total installed capacity of the said six power projects is
10,910 MW. There were also five propo.sed projectsG The proposed
stations were at Kahalgaon (Bihar), Talcher (Orissa), Pench
(Madhya Pradesh), Bhadrachalam (Andhra Pradesh) and

~vaidhan

(Uttar Pradesh).
To distribute the produced power, the NTPC has also
arranged to transmit poWer through the upgraded 400 Killo volt
(KV) lines. These are extra high voltage lines, at the load
centre in ·the regional grid and are supposed to help establishing
a national grid. The NTPC is now

constructi~g

1700 Ckt. kms. of

j

these transmission lines ano the total transmission lines to
0

be constructed for the Singrauli, Korba, Ramagundam and Farakka
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Projects is 7380 kms.

~ve

may get a clear picture about production distribution,

as well as the total investment from the Table 2:2. It is to be
mentioned here that the said projects are mostly Super Thermal
Po:.ver Stations.

Feasibility of FSTPP
0

Farakka Super Therrr.al Po-vver project is utilising coal from
the Rajmahal Coal Fielc:s T.vhich are abuut 80 kms away and the
source of water is Farakka Feeder Canal. FS'I'PP is the only
project of NTPC lvhere the distance bet·,veen project and the source
of coal is so far. According to information of the officers of
ESTPP, there is no technical justification for inception of this
project at Farakka. According to then:, the project is bound to
spend a large amGunt of money by coal tran!:>portation and toward
vehicle cost. According to a high official source, i t wss set
up here due to the influence of a powerful political leader of
the locality. The source also added that due to shortage of
accommodation, FSTPP is also paying the vehicle cost and the
employees suffer due to the long distance. They are required to
cover bet\veen the plant and quarters. FSTPP also had to spend a
large amount of money for levelling tl-le. ground and such other
jobs which would be avoided with some adjustment to the selection
procedures of the site.
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Table 2:2
Installed· Capacityo Transmission of Power and Investment to the
Different Power Projects of N1'PC
Project
Singrauli

Korba

Installed Capacity
2, 000 MW

2,100 MW

Rarnagunoam

2,100 Mvl

Transmission System
2350 kms of 400 KV
lines

1960 kms of 400 KV
lines

2430 kms of 400 KV
lines

Transmission Lines

Total
Investment

·------ --------

Singraulili-Obra
Singrauili-Kanpur
Singrauili-Kanpur Jaipur
Singrauili-LucknowHoraciabad-HuradnagarPanipat
Korba-Korba (~vest)
Korba-Bhilai
Bhilai-I<..oradi
Koradi-satpur
Sat pur- Indore
Inode-Asoj

Ramagundam-Hyderabadagarjunasagar-CuddapahB ang alore-s alem,
R amagundam-N agar j un as agar...:
Cuadapah-Redhills,
Ramagundam-N agarjunasagarIvlunirabad.

1001.96

cr.

1142.95

cr.

t~

1429.34 Cr.

Contd ••
0
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Table 2:2
Project

Installed Capacity

(Contd •• )

Transmission System

Transmission Lines

Total
Investment

·--------.Farakka

2 6 100MW

Bao.ar;>ur

1,140 Mvl

Neyveli

1,470HW

640 kms of 400 KV
lines

Source : NTPC Tocay and Tomorrow,

Far akka-Durg a pur
Far akk a-Jeer hat

974.00 Cr.

189 ... 35 Cr.
Neyveli-L alapakkam

~1ay,

1981.,
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Historical Background and Development of Infrastructure
The N·ational Thermal power Corporation (NTPC) established
its fourth Super Thermal Power Plant in 1981 at Farak}<.a,
bordering Bihar (3 kms)
Project,

a place

and Bangladesh (about 10-15 kms). The

as already stated,

is located in hurshidabad C::istrict

of west Bengal which is about 300 kms NOrth of Calcutta and h2s
an ultimate Cqpacity of 2100 MWo 'l'his power plant has already got
an installed capacity of 600 1.'-J.W

(2 x 300)

in .the 1.irst stage. 'l'he

seccnd stage comprising of two uni·ts of 500 MW each are unoer
construction. The original schedule of comrrissi.:.:-ning the first
500 MW unit is 1990-91.

Initial work of the project began in February, 1979
and the Letter of In tent of the main .plant equil)rrent for three
200 MW uni·ts were placed with Bharat Heavy Electricals Limi·ted

(BHEL) on May 15, 1981o

There are three stages of this power project by w·hich .its
installed c apaci ·ty is expected to be met. Stage I envisaged
construction of three 200 MW units, which has already been
completed. TlvO 500 MW units are oue to be cc.nstructed in stage II
and in the 3rd stage construction of aTlother 500 Wtl unit \vill
follow.

Out of the three uni·ts constructed during Stage I,

one

unit is presently out of order. Due to bad quality of the generator,

0
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the unit got locke do The generators of all the three units were
supplied by BHEL (A Govt. of India enterprise). Strangely, although
0

the said generator v;as of substandard quality and was disqualified
by the Korba Power Project of NTPC, the same was supplied by the
manufacturer to the Farakka project. The r8sult was obvious, the
unit could not perform.

Invest'ment and Assistance:
The total cost of construction for the Stage I of the
project was
is

~.

~.

603.33 crore. For Stage II, the estimated cost

955 crore. International financial assistance of $ 250

million was received for the purpose from the world Bank unoer
a loan agreement signed in July, 1980. ~International Development
Association ($ 225 million), International Bank for Reconstruction
and Development ($ 25 million)_7.

The first 200 MW uni·t was comnissioned on January 1, 1986.
The second unit was commissioned on December 24, 1986 and the
third was commissioned on August 6, 1987u

The two 500 MW units cf the Stage II received the CEA
clearance on 5th October, 1983 and the PIB clearance on 19th
October, 1 98 4.
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Manpower :
Estimated man-power for the project would be around 3000
at the ultimate stage. The strength of employees of this project,
as in

Mlily,

1989, was 1630 heads.
0

Resources:
Coal and water are the two natural resources for this
power station. For establishing the project, the plan was that
the coal required for this power station would be taken from the
Hurra block of coal mines in Eastern Coalfielos Limi·ted' s
Rajmahal Coal fields. It should be noted here that the calorific
value of this coal is very low. The water required for running
the plant is obtained from the feeder canal of Farakka. 'l'his pO\oTer
project requires 10.5 million tonnes of coal per annum as its
ultimate capacity. The transportation system of this coal is
Merry-Go-Round (MGR) system, 88 kms long,

totally owned and

operated by NTPC. It links the project with the coalmine. The
water

r~quired

for the steam generation in the boiler is supplied

by two streams in the water treatment plant. The c_ivil 'tlOrk of
the water treatment plant began in November, 1982 and the first
stream was comnissioned in April, 1985. The second stream has
also been put into operation in January, 1986. The water required
for cooling the steam in the condenser is around 300 cusecs. It
is pumped inco the system from the pump hcuse connected to the
feeder canal by the intake channel. The water used in the boiler
is purified and made usable by chemicals.
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Transmission Lines and Distribution of POWers;
Power generated from this po•,.,rer station is being transmi·tted
;over the NTPC 400 KV Farakka-Jeerhat Sub-station of west Bengal
state Electricity Board and over the NTPC 400 KV Farakka-Durgapur
line. These transmission lines have already been

com~issioned.

Construction work for the Farakka-Bihar Sharif Transmission Line
has also started. Malda-Farakka 400 KV (presently changed too 220
KV) transmission line, which has been constructed by National
Hydroelectric Power Corporation, has connected the Chukha Hydel
Power Project to the Regional Transmission system at Farakka
through the National Hydroelectric Power Corporation's distribution
system.

work for Farakka-Kahalgaon-Bihar Sharif power transmission
system, Farakka-Lalmatia and Durgapur-Jamshedpur Transmission
Lines have already been taken up. New sub-stations in Bihar
Sharif and Jamshedpur are being established and those at Durgapur
and Jeerhat are· to be extended. The total length of the transmission line system for FSTPP is 408 circuit Kms for stage I
MW) and 1289 circuit Kms for Stage II (1000 MW).

(600
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Table 2:3
Allocation of Power to Beneficiary States
(for Stage I - 600 MW )'

-1st unit

States

2nd unit 3rd unit

Total

'Yo ratio

--Bihar

45

45

45

135

22.5

west Bengal

68

. 68

69

205

34.0

Orissa

25

25

25

75

12.4

Sikkim

02

02

01

05

0.1

D. V.C ...

30

30

30

90

15.0

30

30

30

90

15. q

/

Unallocated

source : Pamphlet of NTPC :1988

Air Pollution and Remedy :

Air pollution is one of the most important problems for
the surrounding people of the indust.ry. To prevent the environmental pollution, Farakka Super Thermal power Project has initiated
certain necessary steps. Due to burning of coal, carbon monoxide
would be produce? as by product. This carbon monoxide is very
harmful for human and other animals. To avoid any hazard, a
mechanism has been evolved initially to convert the relea?ed
carbon monoxide to carbon dioxide. Since carbon dioxide is also
harmful in order to avoid the damaging effeet, very high chinmy
has· been put up which mixes the discharged carbondioxide wi"th
the upper layer of the airo
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On the other hand, the ash-handling plant and disposal
system incorporating the highly efficient electrostatic precipitator has also been installed. There are the ash sturry pumps and
piping for handling rapid disposal of the ash produced by burning
coal inside the boiler. Due to this, the surrounding people are
. under protection regarding this aspect of the environmental
pollution.

A technical expert told the present author that the ashwater (·which are coming out of boiler) falling in the feeder canal
contains many minerals, alkaline and acidic substances. This
pollutes the water and threatens aquatic life. He apprehends
that .there·may be some radio-2ctive elements in the ashes- which
are also harmful for human and other animals.

The authorities are trying to prevent air pollution by
growing vegetation

around the plant. The author has so far not

come across any serious disease caused by air pollution in this
area ..

Township and Facilities :
Development of the township is one of the most important
feature of modern industrialisation. At present, there is a
temporary township within the project

.

c~~pus

named 'Nabarun'.

This temporary township has every modern civic amenity. There are
Schools, post office, Bank, medical centre, shopping centre,
residential quarters of the employees and an well-furnished
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guest-house in this terr.porary townshipo Residential quarter of
the General Manager of the project is also located within this
campus. Besides there is also a children's park.

A permanent township complex is under construction with
all the facilities like shopping centres, schools, hospital,
recreation cen-c.res, playgrounds,

stadium, swimming pool,

cinema

hall, etc. The name of the permanent township is 'Pubarun' which
is located approximately eight kms awaj from the plant. The location
of the permanent township is within Malda District of west· Bengal.
There is a transport service bet\veen the township and plant. rrhe
employees enjoy free tus trips betv1een the township and the plant.
The buses operate on ccntract with the FSTPP. There is also a
boat

ferryin~

between the temporary township and the

plant~

It is

also under similar contract. Only the employees of FSTPP and the
0

contractors of the FSTP.? may avail of these facili·ties. The power
plant is now spending more than Rs. 8.39 lakh for providing the
transport facilities per year.

In 1987-88, the expense was Rs. 8.39

lakh for this purse (Finance & Account Section, FSTPP, May, 1989).
Besides, the cost of fuel is by the FSTPP. Employees wno are not
availing of these facilities,

use their persvnal vehicles but

nevertheless get an extra allowance from the plant for this purL:,ose
which is in commensurate with the ran};: they occupy.

Besides the temporary and the permanent townships, there
is an another campus - known as field hostel. Both bachelors and
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f amilymen are accommocated there. The construction of the ·hostel
is yet to be completed. 1'.. small shopping centre is also growing
up there.

The author observed that prices of different comrnodities
are a little bit high in shopping centres of the campus.

Neverthe~

less, this can.pus is fully protected by the Jawans of Cen-cral ·
Indust~ial

Security Force

(CISF).

Residential Areas:
According to service rules of NTPC,
entitled to get· residential facilities.

c>n employee is

If the corporation fails-

to extena this facility to the employees, they are entitled to
get rent in lieu of the same. The authorities, however,
hard to provide accummoC:ation

(Corporations'

2.re trying

quarter) to the

employee's.

There are four categories of qu;_=n·ters in the townships and
0

field hostels :.A-type, B-type, c-type and D-type. Facilities and
comfort in the B type quarters are more than in A-ty-pe accommodation. C-:type accommodation are rated better than B-type accommodation and so on. Iri better accomrnooaticns,

rooms are larger and

more. Entitlement to houses del.Jends on pay scales and not on
rank of the employees. Thus it is p02.sible.for a supervisor to
get C-type quarters when an executive has been allotted with a
B-type accommodation. It may be nC?ted here that the executives
are

s~perior

in rank to the supervisors.

Distribution of quarters in t!1e tO\·mships by categories
is given in Table 2:4D
Table 2:4
. Categorywise \Juarters in

'l'ownsi"1i~-:Js

c:mc Field Hostel

---------------------------.-------·
Types

Place

Permanent
Township
Temporarytownships

'l'otal

A

B

C

512

3·36

102

25

975

120

125

24

05

274

Total married quarter

D

-

975 (Permanent rl'ownship)

-

274 .(Temporary Tovmship)

Bache lor 1 s Accomrr.odation:
23 6 rooms in Field Hostel

192 rooms in Permanent Township

---·--source : P & A Dept., FSTPP;May,

1989.

It has been reported that scme quarters have been allotted
on share basis. There are instances· where a quarter· either A-type
or B-type has been shared by two unmarried eniployees.

Altogether 90 B-type quarters are occupied by ·these
employees \vho are entitled for c-type accommodatic.m and 115
A-type quaL·ters are being enJoyed by those who are .entitled to
B-type quarters. This has happened due to shcrtage of quarters·.

0
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There is already a demand for aodi ticnal A, B and C-type quarters
0
and the construction is in progress. 'rhere is nevertheless some
delay in the schedule and some employees alleged indecisiveness
of the authorities as the reason for the de l?Y.

Though i t was decided by the corporaticn

(NTPC) tf1at the

1 ocal people living within a radius of eight kms would not get
the acc.orrr,:odation facilities,

but 30 percent of even the local

employees are enjoying the same. P.ccording to information the
authorities Personal & Administration

(P & A Department) cunsidered

them as special cases. There appears perhaps extra-of:ticic.l considerations behind such allotment. An union leader, whose own house
is just about two krns.

c.way from the site of the plant, 1-vas

enj eying a family accommodation.
hailing from 500 kms.

Gn the other han c.,

an employee

away failed to get a family accommodation.

As i t appears, political considerations as well as personal
·contact are important in this respect.

Though the author was informed that the field hostel was
only for the bachelors'

accomrnocation

(which is also shown in

table 2:4) but in reality they were also used as family accommodations~

P.. number of employees with their respective families were

staying there.

several contractors were also enj eying the quarters or
rooms of the fielci hostel. According to Personal

&

A6ministration
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Department, trds allotment was dcne purely on temporary basis
since there was no guest house/hostel/hotel around where they
could accommodate themselves. 'l'he employees of schools, banks,
post offices etc. were also enjoying such residential facilities.

It is to be mentioned here that there were separate BHEL's
quarters in an adjoining c

aiTil.JUS

cGnstructed and maintained by

Bharat.Heavy Electricals Limited. P. separate colony (Mustafa
Complex) which does not belong to the establishment of the FSTPP
is also coming upto accomn odate the contractors.

water, electricity,

and such other facilities are

avail~le

in tne quarters of the permanent township, temporary township and
field hostel and the employees are not required to pay anything
for these facilities.

Education and

~velfare

Centres:

Education is an imr:ortant feature of an inaustrial complex
and the corporation as well as FSTPP is also looking into this
aspecte The authorities are interested in spreading education
among the children of employees of the E'STPP as well as among the
local people. There are some primary and seccmcary (Higher
secundary too) educativnal institutions for· the children and
training centre for the employees. The place anci categories of
the educational institutes are as fol1ov,rs:
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(1) NTFC Nabarun Point English Medium school - it is situated at
Nabarun, the temporary township of the plant. There are
primary, secGndary and higher sec<-.noary sections of the
school. rt is recognised by Lhe Government of west Bengal
and affiliated to the Indian Council of Secondary Educatipn
(I.CeS.E) Council, Delhi. There is a separate Managing Committee of this school -

almost c.ll the: members of vJhich were

employees of the FSTPP (specic.lly high grade ofLicers). The
Principal of this school is the ex-officio Secretary of the
Managing Cormnittee. The Principal as well as the other staff
of the school were getting salaries according to pay scc.les of
the Government of west BengaL Further, they were enjoying
other facilities- like free quarters, medical benefits, etc.

(2) Kendriya Vidyalaya at Pubarun,

the permanent township area.

Though there is a separate Managing Committee for this school,
it is totally guided and administered by the Kendriya Vidyalaya
Sangathan, Calcutta. Recruitmentn policies, pay-scales, etc.
are like the other Kendriya Vidyalayas (Central Schools).
They follow the Central Board of Secondary Education (CBSE)
syllabus.
(3) A Bengali medium school is located at the permanent township
area. There is a separate Managing Comrni:J:.tee for this school.
Pay Scales of the staff here is at per with the west Bengal
Government pay scales. Here also the staff get extra facilities
like free quarters, mecical benefits, etc. There are seconcary
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and hi~her secondary sections that follow the west Bengal
Board of Secondary Education and \.'Jest Bengal Council of Higher·
secondary Education syllabus respectively.

(4) There is a Primary school at the permanent township. It is
guided and managed by the 'Ladies Club'

Besides there is a separate

trainin~

of the FSTPP.

cen·tre for the

0

employees.

It was reported that the said schools were open to all
(i.e. for employees • children and tor ou·tsicers). Most of the
students, however, were the children of employees of FSTPP. The
local people were not too much interested in educati(;n. They
. consider these schools as exclusively for the children of employees
of the FSTPP only. Thus by and large they avoid these institutions.

Though i t was told by the higher officers of FSTPP as
well as by others that those institutions were very gooc5 for
education and discipline, i t has also been reported that the
children of some high officers were getting themselves admitted
to purely private educational institutions like The Atrayee at
Balurghat -

approximately 150 Kms.

away from the campus. This

institution follov;s the CBSE syllabus. 'l'he bparding f·ees and
tuition fees are very high in The Atrayee. still.the employees
of FSTPP were sending their children to this school. If these
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children get themselves admitted to the schools operated by
FSTPP, they coulc have obtain education staying in their respective
houses. They could also stay with their parents.

It should be mentioned here that the hi-gher educatiGnal
institutions (college} of \vest Bengal are considering the CBSE
syllabus as somewhat lower than the ICSE and west Bengal Board
(as well as Council's) syllabio

From this fact,

a questicn may arise whether the standard
0

of education of the schools run by FSTPP is altogether satisfactory.
If not,

are the management of these schools incapable of maintaining

the standard? If satisfying, why they are not able to attract
children of high officers to tnat school. This issue deserve
close consideration.

It is important to note down here that nearly 2000 people
are working in the FSTPP and approximately 1000 employees are
there at the Farakka Barrage. The total population of the FaraJ<.ka
Block is 1,34,445 (1981 census), but there is no College there.
Mr. Sekhar Datta, the then B.D.O. of Farakka Block, told the
present author that due to non-availability of space, they could
not yet set up a College.

l'he employees of FSTPP are not found

that concerned in this respect.
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Employees : Their Culture and welfare :

According to the policy cf the Central Government,
such public sector industries 7 0

p·~rcent

in

of the staff have to be

the local recruits and 30 percent coulc be non local i.e.

of

other States. The province-wise stren'0th of employees of FSTPP
is as follovJs:
Table 2: 5
Province-wise Strength of Employess of FSTPP (1989)
No.

Province

of employees
8

Assam
Andhra Pradesh
Bihar

22

147
0

Guj rat

4

Haryana

2

Jammu & Kashmir

2

Kerala

22

Karnataka

4

Maharashtra

7

!1adhya Pradesh

12

Meghalaya

3

Orissa

23

Punjab

7

Rajasthan

1

Tripura

5

T arr.il N adu

11

uttar Pradesh

60

vvc:st Bengal

1289
l629
1

Nepal
Total

------------------------------source: Incumbent Register,

----------------------------1630

SL No. 1 to 1722, FSTPP, May, .1989.

0
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From the given data i t beccmes clear that the Bengalees
constitute the dominant group among tne er..ployees in FSTPP.
FSTPP is publishing a huuse journal named Anirvan from
its Public Relations Department. There is a separate 'Hindi
Secticn•

in this journalo Nevertheless the authorities besides

' promoting programs for the dominant group also arrange Hindi
poetry recitation competition, Hindi course and celebrating
Hindi week.

The employees celebrate Independence Day, Re Ljubl ic Day,
Rabindra Jayanti, Durgapuj a,

Diwali etc. The present author

had the privilege of attending the Ro.bindra Jayanti function
there in the year 1989 .. That function was organized by the Welfare
Association of FSTPP. we observed that

ver:~

few employees were

really interested or participated in the programme.

Thougr1 i t vJas rerjorted that the cultural and religious
festivals were informal in nature, yet we observed that they vJere
to some extent formal in nature. The high officers anu their
family merrbers were monopvling the facilities.

As a resclt most

of the lower ranked employees were rather detached and casually
attended the prograrrme.

It CC!ulc: be more

appro~Jriate

to say that

the ordinary workers took the programme as if trJe officers not
of them.

0
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Although i t was reJ:.·Orted tnat ti1ere •·Jas a clear and
distinct informal relations amon:;,; the employees in the tovmship
areas, in realitt it. did not really aJ:-ipear to be so.

Ae observed

an overtone of a formal relaticns among the employees living in
the township area. Moreover, we observed that friendSI1ip/relationship among the employees as well as amcng their family members
were mostly r~sicential among tne employees of t.t1e same category.
It is appropriate to say that they demonstrated a sort of classcencred social behaviour. For the Bengalee employees in particular
we may say that a modern cultural trend is growing up.

Among the 1289 Bengalee employees,

there were 559 employees

from Malaa and l-Iurshida:l:lafi districts. The rest are from other
fifteen districts of west Bengal.

Distribution by religions of the employees is as follows:

Table 2:6
Religious Distri0ution of the Emr:;loyees

0

·--------.--·- ----,--------- -·------ --··-------·-No.

Religion

of em-ployees

Percentage

1431

87.79

148

9.08

Christianity

16

0.98

Others

35

2. 15

1630

1 oo. 00

Hinduism
Islam

Total
Source~

N.Be

:

Incumbent Register,

Sl. Nc.

1 to 1722, FSTPP, .May,

The Incumbent Register is not properly arranged. The
Religion column is not there. Author cc·ncluced the::
religion by the name only.

1989.
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From the distribution i t becorres conspicuous that the
Hindus (employees of FS'l'PP) constitute dominant religious grcup.
still,

as repo,rted, the employees of FSTPP get special holiday

for Muslim festival. This holic'lay specially allotted for this
power plant only. Even the State Government employees do not
enjoy that holiaayQ It is said that they get this facility S'ince
in Malda and l•Iurshidabad Districts, the proportion of Muslim
population is high. It may, however, be noted that w.e observed
no ethnic disturbances or ill-feelings among the employees of
this pov-rer station. The educational qualifications of the employees
of FSTPP are as follows:
Table 2:7
Educational Qualifications of the Employees of FSTPP

-----No. of employees

Qualification
Mo A. /!'i. Sc. /M. Com.

Mo Tech.

t-1 .. B. Be s. /Diplomas ITI
and L .. c .. E .. etc.

Matric/s. F .. /H.
Under Matric
Total

s.

Percentage

110

6. 7 5

6

Do37

426

26.,14

183

11.23

210

12.88

366

22045

329

20.18

1630

1 oo. 00

-----·---------------·----·--·----.--------source : Incumbent Register, sl. No. 1 to 1722,
FSTPP, May, 1989o
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rt may be added here that there are a very few· foreign
degree/diploma holders among the employees of FSTPP.

welfare for the workers as well as for the local people
is considered as one of the important. obj ec·tives of a modern
industry@ Farakl<a super Thermal Pov-rer Project is fulfilling this
objective fairly wello There are Welfare Associations,

Ladies

Clubs, etc have various welfare activities are undertaken by
these associations/organizations. They do the works for betterment of the workers as well as of the

loc~l

people. They worked

(by distributing food, cloth etc.) for the flood

affecte~

people

in the year 1987-88 .. There is a primary school in t:he permanent
to\.mship area whj_ch has been set up and is being governed by the
members of the Ladies 1 Club. Besides this, several cultural
programmes have been arranged by this club. Though i t was told
that the Ladies• Club is working for the local people also, but
it is observed that they mainly work for the people of FSTPP.
The authorities pay fair attention for ·this purpose. Thei .also
spend sufficient money for this. The year wise expenses of
welfare in· ·the FSTPP are as

follows~
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Table 2:8
Yearwise Welfare Expenses of FSTPP for the Employees
Expenses
in. lakh)

Year:

(Rse~

-----....----

--------------------

Expenses

Year

(Rsu

in lakh)

·---------,.,._~--

.

1981-82

1.,64

1985-86

42o15

1982~83

6.,07

1986-87

61.66

1983-84

17 .. 31

1987-88

53.32

1984-85

25 .. 32

----------------------------------

----

-----

Source : Finance & Account section, FSTPP, May, 1989.

Safety and its Precaution:
The 1630 employees in the FSTPP are engaged in official
works 6 field works, managerial works, etc. Besides 1 there are
approximately 2000 workers (labourers) engaged by d:Lfferent
contractorso '.rhe works of t.he field workers are too t:ough and
dangerous6 though too much safety precautions have been taken by
the authority of FSTPP and by contractors
at any

time~

There is a Safety Department in this power plant

having two executives 8
and one

accl.dent may happen

sweeper~

one supervisor, one typist, one

a-~tendant,

The Safety Department generally highlights the

problems but the remedial steps are. required to be taken up by
the concerned department/departrnentso As per Government rules,
the sa£ety Department should also take c;are of sa£ety of the
workers under contractors. According to regulations,· the contractors are bound to pay compensation .in case of accidents. If the
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contractors viCJlate the rules of the Safety Departrrent of FSTPP,
they could be penalised by imposing fine ranging from ~. 5000/to~.

1,00,000/-.

The following safety committees are functioning in this
power plant :
1" Central safety Committee - Head oi the Department of • Operation
and-Maintenance• is the Chairman of this Committee. Union/
·. ·. ··~·.

Association representatives and safety Executives

are._th~:':

·...

·

members of this committee.

2 .. Task Force safety cormni ttee - General Manager of FST.PP is the
Chairman of this Committee. General Secretary/President of
the Unions/Associations are the members of this committee.

3. Safety Stewards Committee- Head of the Department of 'Operation
&

Maintenance' is ·the Chairman and Supervisor of the safety

Department is the member of this Committee.

'·

4. Contractors• Safety Committee - Represented by the Contractors'
safety representatives.

In the year 1988, Shaik. Irsad Ali died in an accident. He
\vas a helper of Metaloid Corporation. His rarnily received Rs. 40, 000
from.this Company as compensation. Isak Shaik, a labourer of Ellora
Enterprise, died on 7th April, 1989 being involved in accident. It
was reported that he could get compensation. The formalities
are still going on.
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Table 2:9
Accidents Directly Connected with the Cperation
and Maintenance Department

Year

Particulars

1985

1986

1987

1988

85
8

127

169

187

204

70

75

100

100

10

150

239

378

466

1984

1. Averag:e Dai ~P lE,lme£!:
i) Executives
ii) ·supervisors

iii) workmen
iv) Contract labourer
Total

-103
-

e:27
347

483

665

1197

Nil

Nil

Nil

Nil

4

22

33

37

--·----

2. No. of accident
Ao Reportable

i) Fatal

Nil

ii) Non-fatal

1

B. Non-Reportable

Nil

Nil

1

Nil

2

Co Non-lost time

Nil

1

5

7

12

Total

1

·----------------5

28

40

51

----Source

~

Safety Deptt., FSTPP, May, 1989.

There is a separate safety budget for this department.
The safety budget in different years of this power plant are as
follows:
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Table 2:10
safety Budget in FSTPP from 1985-1990

Expenditure(s) in lakh

Year

1985-86

N. A.

1986-87

13,.90

1987-88

9.24

1988-89

9.25

1989-90

16.71

·---------------Source

safety Deptt9, FSTPP, May, 1989.,

This department is arranging different sen.inars, workshps,
etc. regarding safety. This Department has put up a number of hords
throughout the plant indicating the different precautional
measures regarding safety in power plant.

Th.is poi'Jer plant received the in~:ernational safety award
at several timeso This award is given to those industrial organizations only where there are sufficient safety precautions and rate
of accioents is very lovl.

From the given table it is clear to us that fatal accidental
case is practically nil in this power

:~;lant.

There was no reportable

fatal case in this pov1er station during the years from 1984 to

1988 and only 3 non-reportable fatal cases

(1 in 1986 and 2 in

1988) were there.

0
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FSTPP and

j_ ts

surroundings:

It is said that the area where the plan·t is now locate~
was very low. Due to this the rain water used to get accumulated
in the area. To establish this power plant this area had to be
filled up and due to this there has been a loss of land where the
rain water could get accumulated. As a result, this area has
become

f~ood

prone. It is to be mentioned here that the flood

of 1986 was very serious in this area.

It is also reported that the area acquired for constructing field hostel, permanent township etc. were had good quality
land for agriculture purpose .. Due to loss of valuable agricultural
lands many fCJ.milies .have been landless •.

Farakka industrially is the most important Block of
Murshidabad District0 Besides the big barrage· and the power
plant .. the:r::-e are several small scale industries of weaving,
bidi-making, etcft F·u.rthe:c, sericulture and production of good
quality of mangos are grown here. Al these helps to grow some
other small scale industries in this area.

According to 1981 census, the total population of Farakka
was

1"34~445

of which 68,371 1r1ere males and 66,074 were females.

'I'he t.otal Scheduled Caste population was 15, 522 which constituted
11.,. 55 percent. of the total population

(Males - 7, 925 and Females-

7 1597 )~ 'l'he total Scheduled Tribe population was 2, 275 which
constituted 1.70 percent of tile total population (Males- 1,165
and Females- 1,110) of this place. The approximate ratio of
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Hindu and Muslim population in this block was 30:70. Altogether
there were 19,352 literate men and 8,300 literate women in this
block.
The peaple of this block were mostly engaged in agriculture
and household industry. some others were agricultural labourers
and servicemen, But due to setting up of the power plant, many
of the people have changed their occupation. A new group of
con·tract.orf sub-contractor, middlemen and some qnti social have
also emerged. Many of the agricultural labourers have turned
into industrial and construction labourers. A group of small
businessmen have also emerged. Many of the people are working
as taxi drivers, rickshaw pullers, coachman etc. as means of
their livelihood. All these have came up to setting up of the
power planto
.The occupational break-up of the people in Farakka Block
is given in Table 2:11.
Table 2 :11
Occupational Distribution of the people
of Farakka Block (1981· Census) ·
Category

-----------------------i.. Agriculture
ii .. service

POpulation

Male

Female

-85- -

6,659
(15.78)

6, 574
(21., 08)

(0. 80)

12,089
. (28., 65)

10,961
(35. 13)

1,128
(10. 69)

3,276

8, 925
(84. 59)

iii., Household industry
12,6Sl
(j_ncl uding manu£ acturing,
{2 9. 98)
processing, servicing, etc~)

uo . 50)

contd.,.
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Table 2·; 11

-----category

(Contd. o)

Population

Male

Female

-----------------------~-----~--------~-------------~------------

iv .. Day Labour
(Agriculture &
non-agriculture)

----------------

1·0, 7 99

10,386

{25o 59)

(33.29)

42,19'8

Total

--------·
31,197

413
(3. 92)

10,551

source : A. natt:a, B.D. o., Farakka Block, Ivlurshidabad
· District, west Bengal, May., 198 9 •
.
.

·,
~·

'

'·:_;:f-;:
..':: l __ I·.

Most of the.people of this Block are now economically
depend (directly or .indirectly) upon this barrage· and power
'stationo Since the work of this barrage has already been completed,
th~.people

are mostly depend upon FSTPP.

Most of the people in this area were economically .backWard.
Due' to poor economic condition, many of them were involved in
.·.

~

; .

~

'

..

various anti-social activities as their sources of livelihood.
:

'

•

I

'

•

l ·• ';. Beniagram village w.as known for the existence of a good number
'.;

.; ~ :"·1 •.•

of ;anti-social .elements. But due to establishment•. of barrage
' . ~-

-;:

.

and

I

power station,. many of them have taken up new occupations
earn.ing~

·.,for their

It is however true that only a few could

abruptly. chan:ge their economic condition. But they have

faile~

• ' t<? de:velop
themselves:.·in
the culture/educat:ional side. Due to
'
..
this ,gap,· theY\
1

!

,

'

·aon~ t ~a~e
"

•

-

•

I

hesitation to continue with anti-social

'

works despite position of enormous wealth. It was' reported t(lat
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such people, who suddenly became rich 1 cmd involved in antisocial works are getting shelter of different political parties.

On the other hand some people got chance to meet their
minimum needs because of the establishment of this power plant.
They are mainly serving as contract .labourers; Since their earning
is very low they cannot effort to take much interest in education
of their children. As a result they are still educationally and
culturally backward as they were before setting the FSTPP. Further
details of which will be given elsewhere.

Emergence of FSTPP, Immigration and Rise of Colony:

There were 1630 employees of FSTPP (as on l\'1ay, 1989)
0

and there were more tnan other 8000 people wno were directly
or indirectly engaged with the works of FSTPP. :rvrost of these
people came to Farakka from outside of West Bengal. some of these
outsiders are trying to adopt themselves to the culture of
Bengal, while the remaining are not interested to do so. Thus
they are practicing their own culture and rituals even lzving
within the cultural milieu of Bengal. But they are attending
the socio-religious functions

(say Durgapuja ) of Bengal as

festivity. The Bengalee people are also attending the functions
of the non-Benga1ees. In ·this way an accult;uration is taking
ple.cee
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We observed that the outsiders who stay in the residential
quarters of the po.-Jer plant have a tendency not to mix with the
local people freely .. S.imilar1y, the local people have also a

0

tendency to avoid themo Due to this the employees of FSTPP appear
to live in an isolation.

To this

1

isolated residential places 1

,

the employees of

FSTPP are also celebrating social-cultural and religious functions.
The national festivals are also being celebrated. To these festivals
and functions, the employees and family members of FSTPP

in~er

change their cultural norms to each other. It has been observed
that many Bengalee employees were participating in many nonBengalee programmes (say Hindi poetry recitation, ess.ay writing
etc.) and they have been able to earn excellence. On the other
hand, many non-Bengalee employees tried to learn the Bengali
language. At present there exists a mixed culture in this colony
and the children of the employees of FSTPP will be adopted to
this culturee In this way a new cultural trend is likely to emerge.

CHAPTER 3
S'JRRUC'l'URE AND ORGANIZATION OF THE POifER PLANT

Electricity being the most versatile form of·energy which
provides the infrastructure for economic de vel oprnent, the
successive Five Year Plans of India have laid special emphasis
on the development of power industry in the c_ount.ry. But, until
'1975, this remained- a rather neglected area of developmento The

. financial outlays on power were of the order of Rs., 5000 crores
during the entire plan era from 1951 tc 197 4. In contx· ast, the
Fith Plan alone provided for an outlay of Rs. 19,265 crores. This
outlay far exceeds the total of outlays made during the earlier ·
plan period. Despite vast resources, financial and other material
.inputs mobilised for power development, this sector has

apPf:irently
---

failed to produce the desired results

{S.ankar 6 1982

$

1),..

~

The developed countries are characterised by the use of
energy on a large scale, both for deomestic consumption and
industrial and agricultural production. The people there are
energy conscious. They ·realised that satisfactory economic growth
could not be achieved without adequate supply of energy in suitable
forms of acceptable quality and at reasonable cost. Unless this
condition is fulfilled,

i t will not be possiole to achieve

optimum development of production and productivity in industry,
agriculture, transport,

services and economic growth may fall

short of the set target (Bhanage, 1976).
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Till the era of plannigg was ushered in, the overhead
capital in t0e public sector was meagre and power development
there received .scant· consideration. PubJ.ic investment was three
percent 6f the national income in 1931-32 and was 1.7 percent
on an average during 1932-37. It rose merely to 2o3 percent during
1948-49. During 1927-37, public investment on electricity deve1op·o

ment accounted for only 1e8 percent of total public investment
Healey. 1965) ..

The Government, in fact, had no plan to develop this
industry. About this Visvesvaraya (1934 :4) stated "In India
the use of electricity has made a headway in a few industrial
centres like Bowbay and in lighting industrial towns, but its
use for industries and manufactures is not being fostered according to a predetermined potential. While other countries are
actively prosecuting well thcught-out schemes, this ccuntry seems
to be merely looking on 11

•

Despite such in action

, the demand for power had all .

along an increasing tre.nd. we get a clear picture of this increasing
demand from Table 3 :1.
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Table 3:1
Demand and Supply of Electricity in First and
Sixth.Five Year Plans

Installed capacity at the beginning
of First Plan (1951)

2,270 MW

Installed capacity at the end of 1980-81

32,961 MW

Installed capacity at the end of
Sixth Plan (1985)

51,192 MW

'

P lanr~ed installed capacity at the end
of this century

1, 3 O,

000 MW

Investment to the Power Sector in
the 1st Plan

Rs.

Investrrent to the Power Sector in the
6th plan

N. A.

Per capita consumption of electricity in 1951

18

Per capita ccmsuljlption of electricity
at the end of 1980

131

Per capita consumption of electricity
in the Sixth plan

N. A.

No.

N.A.

of villages electrified so far

No$ of pumpsets energised so far
LSource - NTPC : Today

&

3 20 crores
(16e 3% of total)

N. A.

Tomorrow, 1981_7

Since the records of Seventh and Eighth Plan are not
available, the records of sixth Plan have been considered for
our discussion.

It may be pointed out that alone; with the increasing
demand, there has been an increc1se .in the installed capacity.

0
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The follovving table will provide the picture of the increasing
installed capacity.
'rable 3 ;2
Dcvelopm~n~

of Installeo capacity

--------------· ----Hydro
Year
---------------------------

Thermal

Total

1900

0.13

LOO

1915

70o87

35.00

105.87

II

1930

216.00

27 5. 00

491.00

II

1939

155.00

318.00

47 3. 00

II

1947

66o00

2~6.00

292.00

II

1.13 HW

1960-61

N.A ..

N .. A.

3290.00

II

1965-66

N .. A ...

N .. A.

43 7 4. 0 0

II

1970-71

N.A.

N. A.

5682 .. 00

II

1973.74

N.A ..

N. A.

1955.00

II

197 4. 7 5

N. A.

N. A.

1658.00

II

1983-64

N.A.

N .. A.

5888. 00

II

1985-86

N.A ..

N. A.

23 92.00

II

1986-87

N.A.

N. A.

3456.00

II

0

_ _ ___.._... _ _

.......... _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _

Source :

--~---·---

____

4

______

- - - - ·

- - - - - - - - - - - - -

i) Ruo, 1970 ; ·153
ii) Statistical Pocket Book : 1975
iii)

India : Different years.
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Table 3 ;3
Percentage Share of Different Categories
of con,;:;umers in Total Electricity sold

-----------------------------·----------------------------category of,
consumers

Sl.,
No.

1.

Domestic Light and
small power

2.

3.

5.

;

1960-61

1970-71

12o62

10.7 0

8.96

commercial light and
small power

7.43

6. 08

6.01

Pub lie lighting

1.45

1.38

1.17

62.64 *

11.76

9.14

57.73

59.95

Industrial power (Light
. and medium voltage)

4.

1950-51

Industria'l power (High
yoltage)

6 ..

Traction

7.42

3.,25

3.19

7"'

Public water works and
sev-1 age pumping

4.55

3o13

o. 24

8 ..

P.griculture

3.89

5. 97

10o44

'

*

Industrial Power-Light, medium and High voltage
for all the three.

source; shah, 1977 : 21.

.
'.;o,,' .,
The rising power consumption pattern and the compulsipn
, to increase the economy of generation and transmission calls for
improvements and new developments in the power sector. The power
syst.em is required not only to meet the additional requirements
of electricity in the future but also to make up for the past
lapses and deficiencies.
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For achieving a six percent growth rate during the 8th
plan, the

el~ctricity

be 480 billion units

generation requirements in 1994-95 will
(Kwh) o After taking in to account 25 billion

units from the captive power units, the ·generation requirements
from utilities would be of the order of 455 billion units. The
gross generation after the addition of about 38,000 MW capacity
during the 8th plan period is estimated about 410 billion units.
However, this can be stepped upto 450 to 452 billion.units provided
:.;~..

a time bound action programme is 'taken for improving the performance
and productivity of the existing units and operation of the pow·er
system as a whole (editorial, southern Economist; 1990:1).

· A det.ailed figure of target and actual power generation
:;~;··

.

of different years is shown in table 3:4.

Emergence of NTPC
Until the year 1975, the development of povJer resources
in the country had taken place with power stations being planneo,
constructed and operated almost exclusively by the State Electricity BoardsQ The Central Electricity Authority acted merely as
the co--ordinating agency. Challenging needs of the fast growing
po..ver sector made it. necessary for ·the government to review the
organisational arrangements and saw the formation of a new Minist+y
of Energy in late 1974. To facilitate construction, operation,
and overall management of the Super Thermal Power Stations, the
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Table 3:4
Target and Actual POI-Jer Generation of Different Years in India

Year

Hydro

TARGET
Thermal

1984-8§

52

1985-86

56

1986-87

Not Available

1987-88

56.4

--.,...----

{Billion Units)
Nuclear

Total

Hydro

98.5

3.5

154

53.75

110.0

4.,0

170

50.933
53.8

143.0

5. 6

- -Thermal
-

ACTUAL GENERATION (Billion Units)

205

Nuclear

Total

4c 05

156. 63

114.119

4. 985

170c 037

128.8

5. 0

187.6

98.77

Not Avilable

---------------Source·= India 1985, 1986, 1987, 1988.

0
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Electricity {Supply) Act was amended in 1976 to enable generating
companies t0 be set up in the Central and state sectors. This is
a rnaj or milestone in the power sector development as tnis amendment paved the way for the Central Government to be directly
involved -in power generation and transmission on a countrywice
basis.

For the challenging needs of power, NTPC was emerged in
the national power scene in November, 1975 under the Ministry of
Energy as the so1e Central Agency for promoting and organising an
integrated development of thermal power in the country. The company
started functioning in March, 1976 with the appointment of a
Chairman and Managing Director.

"

The first stage of development of NTPC envisaged
installation of more than 9,000 MW of generating capacity in the
running decade. Initially there were four pit-head super thermal
power projects, being simultaneously constructed at Singrauli,
Korba 11 Ramagundam and Farakka. At present, there are super thermal
power projects, thermal power projects,

and gas stations under

this agency.

While accepting the gigantic power development programme,
tne company has placed special emphasis on manpower planning and
career development in order to provide quicker progression and
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job enrichment to employees at all levelse The scope of NTPC' s
opel: ations are as follows:

(i) Planning,

investi~ation

of new sites, preparation

of feasibility and project reports and design,

and

§ngineering of poitrer stations;
0

(ii) construction and commissioning of large pit-head
thermal pcwer stations and associated transmission
networks within tight time schedules;

(iii) operation and maintenance of povver stations;

(iv) research and development in power generation.

Organisational Structure of NTPC :

'The organisational structure, management systems,

and

human resources are the important ingredients in the success of
an organisation& NTPC has adopted a three tier organisation
structure consist.ing of

(i) Corporate Functions,

Service E'unctions and (iii) Qr_erating Division

(ii) Centralised

(Projects)e

The Corporate Functions provide the policy making nuclei
and ensure uniform implementation effort of all the projects. The
Centralised Service Functions permit a nigh. level of specialisation
and building up of a valuable data base with progressive implementation of the projects.
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The Operating Divisions (Project) have the total responsibility for implementation of the project within the predetermined
targets. The relationship between the Operating Division and the
service Functions has been developed on a client-consultant basis.

Chart

3:1

Organisation Structure of NTPC

}Board of Directors}

""

Chairman & :t-'lanaging Directorl

.J,
...x,
Management
Contmi~ctee/

Project
Review
Teams
~

Quality
Assurance

I

1

l

Service
functions

.L

~"

con t:-:act
serv1.ces

.:I

l

l

Corporate
functions

+

_l

1

j

Operating
Functions
~

..L

J,

Project
Management
Services

Technical
services
Division

~~

,

..I;

L
T r ansmi ss ion
Systems
Division

J,
Different
Thermal
project

L-

..L
Corporate
Planning/
Marketing

J,

Corporate Finance/
Company Secretary

~
Corporate
Personnel
Administration
~ 'rraining

source : NTPC ; Today & Tomorrow, 1981
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service Functions, Gperating
Functions are

~orrelated.

Funct~Lons

and Corporate

The works of Cor:porate Functions are

related and depend upon the works of service Functions and Operating'
DiYisions., The follOYiring Chart gives ·the in·terrelation among these
three mentioned above ..
Chart 3:2
Functional Relations of Corporate Profile

Service
Functions-+

Quality 1
Assurancel
Operating
Divisions

Management
Committee

-------Project
Review Team

+

con .... rac·t 1
Servicesj

Trans.
systems

Project
management
Services

Farakka
Super Thermal
Power Project

Technical
Services
Division.

Ramagunoam
Super ~her mal
Power Project

Corporate
.Personnel
Administ.tatior.

Korba Super
Thermal Power
Project

bivis-J.oi~
I

Board of
Chairman
birectorsD--1111 &
Managing
Director

&

Training
I

corporate
Finance

------·--Company

Singrauli Super
Thermal Power
Project

secretary

•

Corporate
Planning
Marketing

-------

Source : NTPC :Today & Tomorrow, 1981

Badarpur Thermal
Power station/
Project
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The Technical Services Division ot the company has been
constituted "for in-hout;e engineering development. This division
has the f olJ. owing main functions:
i) pre par at ion of Feasibility Report,s,

ii) preparation of Design Memorandum,
iii) .Preparation of detailed Project Re[)Orts,

· iv) preparation of technical sp:=cialisati on for plant
equipment/works and technical evaluation of tenders;
v) detailed engineering,

vi) construction· services,

vii) Design development for plant and process improvemento·

The Technical Services Division has intrcduced a number
of new technological concepts:

i) Merry-go-round coal transportation system

ii) High voltage D. C. transmission
i i i ) Data acquisition system

iv) Tall multi-flue chimnies
v) Power Plant Training Simulator.

The works of Technical services Division may be shown
in a diagram as follows;
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Chart 3:2
Structural Pattern of Technical Service Division

Systems
Engineering
I
Project
Civil andll-aa-~Civil l
co-ordi- ~Systems
J)esignj
na·ti.on
· Engg.

General

Construction
Services

Manager~. .-.. . . . . . . . . . . ..

(Engg)

Plant and
Equipment
Engineering

1-----------t

'l'rans
Design

I

-

Elec ..
Design

C & I
Design

Meehan ic al
Design

J
Coal
Coordination

Source: NTPC : Today

&

Tom or row

1981

The Operation Services Function was constituted soon
after the inception of the Company to take care of the operational
requirements right from the planning and design stages and in order
to build a core of specialists to plan and prepare for the operation
of the Company 0 s power stations. This grouR has been actively
associated with identifying problem areas ans dravving up timebound programmes for improving the performance of i·ts projects.
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The applied Research and Development function, now being
developed as a part of this group, will go a long way in solving
many day to day specific operation and maintenance problems, 1r1hich
are bing faced by the thermal power plants in Indiae

The project management services is involved in drawing up
the pre-order activities and master netwOrk for each proj•:=ct,
identification, co-ordination,
works,

and integration of detailed net-

activity status moni·toring and reporting for collation and
0

dissemination of control information as well as exception reports.

Electronic Data Processing and management systems. group
is responsible for

~dentifying

and co-ordinating the development,

implementation and documentation of management systems in all
areas identifying areas for Electronic Data

~rocessing

applic ati-:ms,

coordinating the comf::uterisation of management systems and procurement of computer services and hardware.

·rhe Contract Services Division has the total responsibili·ty
for contract packaging, preparation of commercial documentation
and integration of all bid documents for tendering and performing
co-ordination of all pre-tendering activities, bid evaluation,
award finalisation and contract negotiation. The post-award
responsibilities include expediting and co-o-rdination of inspect
work through constant follow up with the contractors in order to
ensure timely deliveries of equipment of right quality to the
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·project sites.

In addition,

the contrect services also undertake

centralised procurement co-ordination for steel, cement end
diesel for all the projects.

NTPC ·has set up a separate ·;.Juali ty Assurance Group to
ensuro;e·che quality requirements of goods and servj_ces produced
by the Companyo

All the quality management functions in NTPC

involve the following:

i) Contract Quality Assurance

0

ii) Engineering Quality Assurance
iii) Inspection of Manu£ acturer• s works
iv) Field Quality Assurance at each of the project sites.

The Finance Functic_:.,n in N'l'PC has an important role to
play in vie'..v of the

car~'ital

intensive nature of its proj·2cts.

Headed by a whole time Director, the Finance Functicjn has the
following main areas of responsibili·ty:
i) Accounts and Budget

ii) Loans and Finance
iii) Financial Information svstems
iv) Internal Audit

In addition to normal work, finance

function has been able

to develop systems in critical management areas such as budgeting,
costing, financial and contract accounting,

inventory control and
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internal audit with appropriate management reporting systems
at corporate as well as at project levels.

The Corporate Planning and l'·1arketing Departn:ent is
responsible for the follavling functions:

i) Project approvals and progress review
ii) Project appraisals and co-ordination with
financing agencies

iii) Long range planning
iv) Organisational planning
v) Marketing.
0

Corporate Planning Departn:ent also functions as the
Secretariat for the Chairman and l'lanaging Director. The marketing
function involves the forn-,ulation of tariff policy, contracts
for supply of energy, billing and collection.

The Management Committee chaired by the Chief Executive
comprises of all General Managers and whole-time Directors of
NTPC .. The eommi·ttee meets at regular intervals to aiscuss policy
issues for implementation. The Committee reviews and approves all
policies and provides a forum for resolution of issues affecting
the en tire company or a number of projects ..

The Project Review Teams consisting of representatives
from various functions, both from the corporate office and the
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site organisation, rreet every month to review the project in its
entirely·embracing all functions, namely, engineering, contracts,
construction, finance. and accounts, personnel and administration,
and corporate planning. The meeting is chaired by the Gene·ral
Manager of the project.

o

The personnel Department looks after the development of
.the managemen·t system of NTPC. The main role perfonned by this
department are as follOYTS:

i) Manpower planning
ii) Recruitment & selection
iii) wage and salary administration
iv) Personnel policies, motivational and welfare schemes
v) career planning
vi) Organisational development, personnel research &
personnel audit
viil Industrial relations
viii) Training and Management Development

The project or9anisation (the Operating division) headed
by a General Manager is entrusted with the total responsibility

for' implementation of aspects of the project in accordance with
the master network schedude. The project organisation is selfsufficient in most respects with delegation of adequate administrative and financial authority to the General Manager to redefine
priorities within the framework of time, quality and costs. The

.,...::'
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following gives the interrelation among the different Department/
section of a Power Plant.

Chart 3:4
Functional Arrangement of a Power Plant
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Table 3:5
Some Important Features of a Super Thermal
power Project (Power Station) are as f ollo.v:

Generating Capacity

2100 MW

capital OUtlay

Rs. 1, 000 crores

400 KV Transmission

2, 000 Kms

Annual Revenue

Rs.

coal

Consumpt~on

2 00 crores

10 million tonnes

Qperation Manpower

5, 000

Structural Steel

50,000 tonnes

Reinforcement Steel

100,000

II

Cement

200, 000

II

Equipment

160,000

II

Cabling

3,000

II

construction Manpawer

20,000

II

source : NTPC : Today & Tomorrow, 1981o

It may be noted in this ccnnection that despite the
transmission system of FSTP being 640 Kms instead of 2000 Kms,
still j_t is said as Super Thermal by N'rPC.,

Projec·t:s of NTl?C :;
Different Super Thermal Power Projects, Thermal Power
Projects,

and the Gas Turbine Projects are ·the operating units

or prOducing units of NTPC. These units ara producing power for
the country. Production capacity (installed capaci·t:y) of some
power stations of NTPC are as follOVJS:
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(i) Singrauli Super Thermal Power Project -. It is one
of the biggest power stations in India located at Nirz apur
District of uttar Pradesh with an installed capacity of 2000 MW.

(ii) The Korba Super Thermal Power project has already
achieved a generating capacity of 1600 MW and with the proposed
commissioning of the third and final 500 MW unit,

the total

capaQity of Korba located at Bilaspur distract of Madhyapraaesh
will raise to 2100 MW.

(iii) At Rarnagundam of Karim Nagar District in Andhra
Pradesh three 210 MW units and one 500 MW unit have already been
installed. Two more 500 MW units are under
will raise the ultimate capacity to 2100

co~struction

which

M~"l.

(iv) Farakka in :t-lUrshidabad District of west Bengal has

already got an installed capaci·ty of 600 MW {3 x 200 MW) in the
first stage. The second stage comprising of two units of 500 MW
each are under construction.
(v) The Indo-Soviet Venture Vindhyachal in Sidhi District
of Madhya Pradesh has a generating capacity of 420 {2 x 210l .. MW.
The approved capacity is, however, 1260 MW, comprising 6 units of
2l0 MW each~
(vj_) Rihand in Mirz apur District of uttar Pradesh has one

unit: of 500 MW already in Operation and the second unit is under
construction.
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(vii) Badrapur Thermal Power Station/Project - 'rhis power
project is

~ocated

in Delhi and it was not ini.tially a project of

the NTPCo The main plant and equipment are among the first few
units fabricated indigenously. After setting up, the managernent
of this power station was handed over to NTPC in April, 1978. The
first stage of this unit, designed to generate 300
was commissioned in 1973. The secc..·nd state of

(3 x 100) MW

310M~~

unit started

on commercial operation in 1980 211d the third stage of 210 Mvl
unit \vas commissioned in 1981-82o 'rhe installed generating capacity
of this power station is 720 MW.

NTPC is also constructing projects at Dadri near Delhi, _
Kahalgaon in Bihar and three gas stations at Anta, Auraiya anQ
Kawas. Governmen-c. approval for Talcher Project in Orissa has
now been received for the first stage of two units of 500

M~'l

each.

In future, projects at Mangura (Andhra Pradesh), Chandrapur
(Maharashtra), pench (Madhya Pradesh) and Birbhum (West Bengal)
will be taken up by NTPC.
0

Approved capacity and investment of NTPC :

As on 31st March, 1988, the approve.d capacity of the
company was 13,370 MW with an approved investment, ii'lcluding
the cost of the associated transmission system, of ~o 12,227
cores. Including the Talcher Project, the approved capacity of
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the•company is being raised to 14,370 MW with an approved
. 0.

investment of. Rso 13 1 7 58 crore

o

J '.
: · Generat.ibn and seventh Plan Profile of NTPC :

The corporation earned a net profit of
1987-88.~

· during

~.

crore

registering a significant 42.77 pef cent increase
~.

over. the previous yea.t:'' s
inc:::ome of:

~.302.40

_211. 80 crore. This included a prior

36.17 :CrOJ;:"es, mainly arising out of conversion of

'io,ari >~:_to equit:y, f~r S~ng:r:a~li and Farakka Projects~ Thus the
.

'

n()rm<3:l,profit f.Qr_th~ ye<3,r amounted to~. 266o63 crores, which is
itself
far ahead
of. the
previous
profit. The return on
..
' .
' '
..
.
- .· .
.
. year's
.
'

~

'

~

•.

~

("

~

capitai:was an:i~ressive i2.1 percent •
.. '•.

·II

·NTPC ag¢.eq; ~4),0 MVI_to i;ts generating capacity during

,,,

.

i

1 ~~~-:;~~ _ag (3.ippt:' .i3. f:~g~~- .of.
•

'

•

' ' '

.,,

•••

''

••

J.

-

...

J ~;1.:0 .MW,

raising its total installed
•

";!•'

c:::a.pac..;i..ty 1:.0 ~?~Q:~~~·. T.'pe·, :cgrpo):ation .. ach.teyeq ai1 average plant

· l?~<?-

:f.ac'tor. of 'Z.~• 6 p~E=_:t::S!eri:t against the nat~on~l ?Ve~<;J,ge of

5'6 •. 4 p~rC~I):~ f:J::c:m therma,l_ st~tiOJ:lS during _1987-88. 19,378 million
I

i ·

un'its.

of

pow~.i' o/er~; geJ:leziated dur.tng the_ year p.gaiust the pf:'evious

·.;

year.Ds gener.at.;i..on·o£·15,921
millidn
units.
This represe.nts almost
... -- . ---. .. . ,
I
. .
. .. ..
.

!.

10 percent of 'the. total power generation in the country.

Seventh Plan Profile :
An outlay of.

Rs.. .5560 crore

initiall~

approved for NTPC

was recommended for enhancement ater a mid-term review to

:,

;
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- ~. 9,460 crore by the Planning Commission. The increase is

: primarily oq C?-C.Count of the new starts during the seventh Plan.
This .stands fqr an increase of

~.

3900 cDore, over the initial

outlay.

The Corporation has been relying more and more on internal
and extra-budgetary resources for meeting the plan fund requirernents. In the case of new starts, the requirements of funds to

.a:

large extent is_ eny;i.saged to be either through NTPC' s internal

resc\lrces or by the way of international assistance and market
borrowings.

The_ ne:t,. budgetary support from the Government would
rE?duce ·to a mere 9. ~- percen ~ in the :r;ecommended outaly of
i~

,·

~ ..

9_4(50 crore as against 41.6 percent in the initially approved

·outlay.

1. ,

Plan Outlay of NTI?C :
Year
--

Amount

1988-89

Rs.

2185 cr()re

1989-90

Rso

2565 crore
.• 0 ..

It is to be .{Iletnioned here that moqes of production • o~
power industries is qvite

diff~r~nt

from the other manufacturing

industries. There is indirect production in this organisation
but a number of industries are basically depencent upon its
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production. Like the other industries, it is not a factory-based
organisation but'the correlation among the different departments
(like

L~e

factoDz-based organisation) are important. Its produc-

t.ions are totally dependent upon those employees who are highly
·technical experts. It is a fact that most of the technical experts
of the pov1er plan·ts of NTPC have been drawn from five Indian
Institute o:t; Technologies. Despite this, the pr.oduction of this
po.,.Tei plants is not entirely satisfactory. As information reveals,

Farakka remains the,only power plant of NTPC which is running at
loss.

II

Emergence of Farakka Super Thermal Power Project

As stated,

'

FaraJ~ka

Super 'rhermal Pow·er projects (FSTP.P)

is the fourth Super Thermal power project, being constructed
by NTPC. The villages surrounding the power plant and townships
are. generally

thick~y

populated. Percentage of literacy is low

(20., 57% according to 1981 census) and the area was inoustrially
very backward.

0
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Table 3 :6
Population and Literacy of Farakka Block (1981 Census)

·----------····------ ----------Male

Female

Total

68,371

66,074

1, 34,445

Scheduled Caste Population

7,925

7, 597

15,522

Scheduled Tribe Population

1,165

1,110

2,275

----------------------Population
'

Literate
Total Population

-----

Percentage
~literacy

Total

27,652

20.57

Male

19,3 52

28.30

8,300

15.56

Female

Source : Census Report, 1981.

The Farakka Super Thermal Powe.r Project, whe completed,
will have an ul-timate capacity of 2100 MW. The first 200 :HW
unit of Stage I was commissioned on January 1, 1986. The generation
of stage I
j

(i.e. total generation) of FSTPP are as follow:

I

0

':-.'!'

'.,
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Table 3:7
Generation of Power of ESTPP in different years

Installed
capacity

Year

Actual
Generation

----------------·--·--------1985-86
(From Jan. 1 86 to
April, '86)

200 MW

1986.:.87

400

,,

552.92

1987-88

60 0

II

1221.517

--------·-·-------

(~lillian

..J,lni:U__

0.276

---·--------------

source : Operation & Maintenance Deptt. , FSTPP, May' 8 9.

The power from FSTPP is being carried through 400 KV
·transmission system linking Farakka to Jeerhat and Farakka to
;. ·

Durgapur.

structure and Organization of FSTPP :
~ve

may divide the works of FS'I1,PP in two categories viz:
(a) Corporate works
(b) Con·trac;t Labourers

It is to be mentioned here that it is a strategy of NTPC to
complete their

con~truction

works in all power stations mainly

by the contractors. There is a centralised contract services
function of NTPC which has been established to organise and perform
all procurement activities pertainin~ to high-value engineering
9

9.
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based equipments, materials and services for NTPC power stations.
Procurement. of . services/materials/works requiring adherence to
procedures of international financing insti-ti.ltions. This involving
long delivery periods and intense engineering knowledge have been
classified as Category-A contracts which are handled by the
Centralised Division of NTPC. All other contLacts pertaining to
the project are classified as Category-B contracts and are handled
directly by the project.

The Corporate's work is to find out the contractor's work
and to produce powere

The administerial chief of this power plant is the General
Manager. There are nine different departments headed by Deputy
General Manager/Managers under the General Manager. These departments are as follows:
(i) Operation & Maintenance
(ii) Project
(iii) Finance
(iv) Materials

(v) Personnel & Administration
(vi) p &
(vii)

s

EDP (Electronic Data Processing)

(viii) Field Quality Assurance

(ix) Field Engineering Services

0

86
0

Besides these, there are other

b-10

Sections which are

directly under the General Manager -

(i) Vigilance Department - headed by a Vigilance Officer
(ii) Safety Department - headed by a Srfety Officer.

The Managers/Sr., Managers or Deputy General l'1anagers
are responsible to report about their Departments/Sections to
the General Manager of the plant. The only exception are the
cases of Vigilance and Safety Departments. In these two cases,
the officers are liable to report to the General Manager directly.
The following Chart shows a clear picture abuut the Bureaucratic
structure of FSTPP.

rt is important to note down here that the deviations
of the said Departments/Sections are not rigidQ This system may
vary from plant to plant, depending upon the situation of the
plants.

The importance of different departments vary from time to
time. For example, the importance of the Project Department is
too h.igh in comparison with other Departments at the ini·tial state
in
··the

ev•~ry
1

plan·t .. After cumpletj_on of the project, ·the importance of

Operation and M.ain·tenance• becomes very high.
Despite such arrangement for i·ts maintenance generation of

power and distribution, only FSTPP is experiencing loss among all
project of NTPC, the reasons of which will be discussed in due
course.

0
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Chart 3:5
Organisational Structure of Farakka Super Thermal Power Project
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CHAPTER 4

MANAGEI'-'iENT, WORKERS AN'D THEIR
IN'l'ERl?ERSONAL RELATIONS

rt is the general requirement for every organiz 2ticn
that it observes some necessary procedures by adoption of which
i t is in a position to run smoothly. Categorization of workers,
division of ·lab.our, participation of various sections of employees
in the management, etc.

are some of the requirements considered

irrportant for smooth funct.::.oning of an industry. Since a pov1er
plant is associated with the indirect moo.es of production, its
workers 1 c ategoriz a.tion should be different from the other industries but the basic requirements have to be similar. Here we propose
0

to examine this position at FSTPP.

Recruitment Procedure of the Employees;

It has been pointed out in the Chapter 3 that there are two
agencies of the managerr:ent of FSTPP, viz.

(i) Central body e.nd

(ii) Local Projec·t body

Chairman is the chief of the central body and JY'lanaging Director
is ·the chief of the local project body. Jl..ccordj.ngly recruitments
in this organization are made by (i) the NTPC' s central body c.s
..wel~·. as

(ii) the local project.
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The executives 2.nd trc::inees

(of executive c c.c.re)

are

deployed by the central bod_/ of NTPC thr cugh open exafi;in cticns anc
interviews on all India basis. such recruitments are oone through
open advertisements of these posts by the N'l'PC. The local projects,
on the o-c.her hand,

recruit the non-8xecutives

(Supervisors 1 'dOrJ<.ers

and others). Generally the Projects ask for reco....mmenc2tions fr,_m
the local en:plcyrrent exchange (s). Posts are also &'1nounced tnrc·ugh
news papers and selection is mc.c.e after the necessary in ~erviev.f·
HOvJever 1

ap:!;."Jroval o± the cen trc:.l bod.l is neces sari' before the

actual recruitment.

In certain cases, the central body also

recruits the technical hancl.s belungin:,; to non-executive caC:'.re.

The non-executives belong to three categories:
(1) Trainees
(2 )Artisan-~·JorLmen 1

o.t. Lenc• <··D ts, ·etc.

(3) Diploma hclC::er .Supervisors.

'l'he workers•· categorizaticn in :F.s'l'PP can be represented
by the follcwing diagram:

Employees

J,
Executives

NCJn-excc1...:tives
~

Train0e§

~

Artisans

~

Supervisors
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The categorization of employees in ·t,.is poder plant as t.Ve ll
as in other pOvJer plants of i:Tl'PC is based on pay-scc.les as v,relJ. as
on the nal..ure of job. 'rhe pay scale of the en1ployees cf FS'rP1:' are
given belov1:
Exectuvives
1.· Assistant Officer
Scale:~

(Assistant Engineer)

: E

1

1000-50-1300-60-1900

2. Officer (Engineer) : E 2
Scale :

~.

1100-60-2000

3. senior Officer (senior Bngineer) : E

5

Scale :

~.

1600-60-2200-75-2500

scale :

~.

2000-75-2300-100-2800

• Hanagef§:l~ ~s~.

6.

3

23oo-1oo-31oo

Senior l''lanager
scale :

~.

2600-100-3400

7 .. Deputy General .f\·lanager : E

Scale :

~.

3000-100-3700

B. General Hanager ; E

Scale :

~.

8

3500-100-4000

9. Executive Director :
scale :

~.

7

Eg

4000-125-4500

Supervisor
1. Junicr Supervisor

:

~.

750-30-900-35-1250

0
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2. Supervisor II

. R:s.

3. Supervisor I

: Rs. 880-45-1465

4 .. Senior supervisor

.

800-35-975-40-1335

Rs. 950-45-1040-50-1540

workmen

.. Rs.

550-11-715

2. w2 • Senior Attendant

. Rs.

580-12-640-15-790

Junior Assistant

.•

Rs.

600-16-840

1. wl : As tend ant, !Vlazdoor

.

'J
Jo

w3

4.

w4

5.

w5

6.

w6

7o

w7 .

8..,

Wa

.
.

Grade IV
II

II

.• Assistant,
D

9. Wg

Jl.ssistant~

III

Grade II

Assistant, Grade I

. Assist&'1t
.
~

10. w1o=

Rs. 620-20-920

.
. Rs.

710-23-825-25-1000

.. R.s.

750-25-875-30-1205

• Rs. 650-22-980

.• f<.s.
. R.s.
.• Rs.

800-30-950-35-1300
880-40-1440
950-40-1030-50-1530

source: Finance & Acc...,unts Branch, FS'rPPI Larch, 1989.

0

Besides the basic pay there are D •.Z'...
Consumers'

(based on All India

Price Index, Labour Bureau, Simla)

1

Project allowance,

Tea S'l.J.bsidy, Transport Subsidy, Hcuse Rent Allowance I

etc.

Recruitments during different years in this poNer plant
have been as follOl:JS:
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Table 4:1
Recruitment in FSTPP in Different Years

-------·--------------·--·-------·- -·------- -No.

Year

of Employees

---~·-

--------------------·--------..------ ----·---·-·---·1978

01

1979

10

1980

16

. 1981

170

1982

165

1983

138

1984

252

1985

309

1986

207

1987

161

1988

112

-- --

____
..

------ ---·-----··--------------------------------------1253

'fotal

-------

-·-----~--·------

--------- ·--------·-------------------------

source:: Personnel & Acministration Section, FSTPP,
October, 1988
The groupwise

er~ployees

upto 1988 were as follow

Group B

66

c

8§4

Group D

326

Group

( Supervisors &

Executives)
Group D

07

(Sweepers & etc.)
Total

1253

Source: Personnel and Administration Section, FST9P,
October, 1988.

o
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According to Personnel & Administration Section, in I-1ay,
1989·there were 1630 employees in this power station. Altogether
377 employees have been appointed betHeen 1988 and 1989 .. The
empioyees can be categorised into 14 aifferent types. The oistribution of whom is shown in Tab+e 4:2.
Table 4:2
sectionwise Distribution of Employees
in FSTPP

---------.-------------------Headed by

Types

No. of
employees

----------------------------------------------------------------08

1. G.M. Office
2o Vigilence

Vigilence Office

04

30 Planning system
4o Field Engineering

Nanager

13

II

23

II

19

II

19

DGH

84

8. Trainee

Ivlanager

22

9. Hedical

Asst. Cheif Medical
Officer

78

10o Personnel &
Administration

Chief Personnel
Hanv.ger

99

llc, lviaterials

Chftef Haterial Mc.nager

112

12;, Civil

DGM, Project

136i

s.

Field Quality
P..ssurance

6. EDP, SCM

7. Finance

&
&

safety
Ac.cc,unts

13.; Erection
14. Operation &
Maintenance

Total

229
Sro Supdt.

784

------·---------------1630

------------------source : Personnel & Administration Section, FSTPP,
May, 1989.
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The employees spend about eight hours of each working
0

day in the Plant. ·rhere are shifting duties in the Operation and
Maintenance branches. In other sections, the duty is generally
from 9 A.M. to 5 P.l-1. As i t appeared, many of the employees
reg~ded

the plant not just as a place to earn their livelihood

but as the manifestation of a community, characterized by a set
of rules, beliefs,
\'las

and sentiments, common to its members. This

particularly so, specially among those er;;ployees \vho were

associated with fieldwork. The few, who regaroed the plant as a
place to earn their livelihood,

are the employees of the

p'ersonnel & Administration section. In comparison v:i th the former,
they append to lack total involvement. This is also true for
s-orre trade union leaders and active unicn members.

Interpersonal Relations
Smooth interperscnal relaticn is an important factor for
any industry_. Industrial harmony., modes of production, in a way,
the industrial atmosphere as such depends upon these factors.

An industry suffers from sickness if the interpersonal relationships there are not steady or smooth. Besides interperscnal
relation, if the workers of an indus·try maintain heal·thy relationship with the local people, that too speaks of strencJth of the
industry. The interpersonal relationship is rnore important for
this pm-.rer plant,
the

er~loyees

as this is the only pO'I'ler plant of NTPC where

do not get incentive for production yet. workers

of all other NTPC planes enjoy this benefit.
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Interpersonal relations may be looked into in two vlays:
(1) Formal {i..e. inside the factory) and
(2) Informal {i.e. outside the factory).

Formal Relations:
There are certain committees having representatives from
the

ma~agement

as well as employees meant to look after industrial

harmony.

Employees• Participation in Management:
11

NTPC believes that active participation of all employees in

every aspe.ct o;!: its operation in true participatin<!;f spirit
is essential for creation of a climate of involvement and
commitment to the work which alone can motivate the employees
to contribute the best for the sustained growth and prosperity
of the organization" LErnployees participation in Management
(Pamphlet), FSTPP~. In pursuance of this belief, NTPC has
set up a joint Bipartite Negotiating Committee at ·the apex
national level in 1982 (Now i t is called Negotiating Bipartite
Committee). It is believed that this has resulted in 'industrial
harmony accompanied with significant achievements in productivity and other construction activities' ~Employees participation in Management (Pamphlet), FSTPP~70
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Though i t is claimed that there is an industrial harmony
over ·there, this was only for those Departments which were related
to the field works (Operation & Maintenance, Field Engineering
Erection, Civil Departments) .. some Departments like personnel &
Administration, :tvlaterials, Planning & System,

appeared to lack

of harmony among the workers. There are many workers in these
Departments who spend time in gossiping, union \vorks, etc., rather
than attending to their concerned duty. such work-culture has no
apparent

differenc~

Government

from those engaged as petty

Clerks in many

offices~

rt is a fact that at the apex level NTPC Joint Performance
Committee has been formed .• NT;PC has decicied to extend the participative system to the plant and shop levels. The objective of the
,

scheme o£ Employees' Participation in Management at FSTPP are as
follows:
(i) To

establ~sh

a system of participation ensuring

involvement of employees and the management in decision making both
at plant level and shop floors.
(ii) To ensure effective tv1o-way communication and continuous

exchange of information for an objective appreciation of problems
relating to production activity <:md other activities with a view
to resolving problems through the joint en8eavour of both employees
and the management.

(iii) To foster a spirit of joint responsibility and
co-operation with a view to promoting increased production, productivity, and other activities by optimum utilization of the
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resources for the general benefit of the organisation, the
employees,

and the country.

Joint Performance Committee

*

.JI
Plant level
Committee

l

Shop level
Committee
.),

"'

Operation
&

Maintenance
Dept.

l

Civil Construction
Deptt.
Equiprrent,
Erection Dept.

Personnel &
Administration
Finance &
Accounts

There is one Plant Level committee and there are three
shop level comnittees at FSTPP. Three shop level comr.ittees
covering shops/sections are as follows:
(i) Operation and Maintenance Department with all
its sections and sub-sec·tions
(ii) Civil Construction Departn,ent and Equipment

Erection Department

(iii) P & A, F & A, Materials and other sections
i.e. Plannin'g & System, Field Quality Assurance,

Auto Base etc •

.A.ccording to ·their ·constitution,

1

the plant level

committee shalJ. consist of three representatives from the employees
a~d

equal number of representatives of the management, besi6es a

Chairman•. There are eight members in the Plant Level Committee.
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Besides, there is also a

8

member-::;ecretary 3

Q

'rhe three representa-

tives of the employees are nominated by the following union's!
association

(one each)

:

(i) NTPC supervisors 0 Association, Farakka

(ii) FSTPP workers 1 union, Farakka
(iii) FSTPP Employees Union, Farakka.
The General Ivlanager of the project is the Chairman of the
Plant Level Committee. He nominates an executive from Personnel
Department as the Secretary to the different comrd ttees.

According to their constitution, there shc.ll be seven
members

(in total) in the Plant Level commit tee
(representatives of management)

3

Total

+3

(representatives of employees)

+1

(General Nanager)

=

7

At the time of field invE:ostigatic..n, on which the present
accvunt is based, Mr. K. Radhakrishnan, General rvranager wc.s the
Chairman of

~he

Plant Level committee and !·Ir. 1>-K. B2.la, Deputy

I'-'Ic.nager (Personnel) was the Secretary.

The Plant Level Committee meets CI'lCe in three mc.,n·ths. rl'he
Secretary prepares the agenda for the. meeting with the approval
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of the Chairman. He also prepares the schedule for discussion.
All decisions of the committee are on the basis of cons12nsus.
This. Committee is expected to deal with different types of matters
which are given below:
1) Optimum general efficiency and fixation of productivity

norms and generation/cunstruction/perfurmance. targets.
· 2) Planning, implementation <:end review of monthly targets
and schedules.
3) Matters relating to planning of materials, maintenance
of inventory at optimum level and storage facilities.
4) House-keeping.
5) Encouragement to a cunsideraticn of sug0estions.
6) Exchange of operational performance figures.

7) Hatters not resolved at the shop level cormrli ttee or
> .

concerning more than one Shop.
B) Review of working of the Shop Level

co~nittee.

9) Hatters relating to profit and loss statements, Balance
Sheets.
10) Review of or-'E:rating expenses and financial resu1ts.
ci

11) Ha·t.ters relating to plant performance in financial
terms, labour and managerial costs etc.
12) Absenteeism in general and remedial measures for its
reduction&
13) Initiation and supervision of workers• 'I' raining progr2!T'.me

consistent with requiremsnts of the Project.
14) General health, welfare,

safety measures, medical

benefits, sports & gcrnes, housing, township administraticn,
can teen etc.
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15) Natters relating to Control of gambling, drinking,

indebtedness and other activities affec::;ting the social
and physical health of employees.
16) Natters concerning extension of services and community

.develOpment activities.
17) Pollution control.
18) AnY matter agreed upun by IvianagemE·nt and Employees'

representatives.

Each Shop Level Cormnittee ccmsists of three representatives
of employees and an equal number of representacives from the
managerr:ent. The three representatives of employees are nominated
by the three Unions/Associations. The seniormost manager.ient

reprE;sentative is the Chairman of the shop Level Comrr;ittee. Thi-s
Corrunittee meets once in two months. 'l'he works of the secretary of
these committees are the same as that of the Secretar.f of the Plant
Level Cornmittee. This Cormnittee deals with seven C.iiferent types
of matters as indicated.

At the time of field investigation on which this disserta·t.ion is based, l.Ylr. T .. K.. Sinha Roy, A:::;sistant Personnel Officer
was the secretary of all the shop Level committees. Nr ..

B·l.>\~

Bhattacharyya, Senior Hanager (or.eration & Maintenonce); Nr. P.C.
Saha, Chief Erection Manager ano 1'-lr. A. Y..

Bhaduri, Chief Finance

Manager were the Chairman of the three Shop Level

com~ittees.

Though i t is not specifically stated in the Cons·titution
·that cne and the same person wc·ulc.. be the Secretary of the C.ifferent
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shop Level cormnittees, this is generally observed here. Further,
despite the fact that Mr. P..K. Bhaduri is one of the members of
the Plant Level corrmittee (representative of mcnage~r.ent),
same time he is the Chairman of a Shop Level Cormnittee

at the

(Personnel

& Adt11inistration, Finance & Acccunts, Materials & 1'-'lanagement

services).

It is ·to be mention(,cJ here that the comrnit.tees are

foDJJled for one year from the date of its first meeting.

'rwo interesting points are mentioned in their constitution
which need a reference here. That

(i) the functions of the Cowmittees shall not include
any item vlhich is tradi·tionally accepted as a
bargain:Lng between the unions

and

subj~ct

of col1ec·tive

the managment,

·(ii) '.vhere joint consulta·tive committees are in operation,

the Plant Level Committee or shop Level Committee cannot persue
that rnatter(s).

In view of the facts it may be stated that the

committees are working for proauction, productivity,

and related

phenomena. rnsteaa, the trade unions are functioning more or less
exclusively with respect of bargaining between the management and
>vorkers.

From the given description
type of formal

l~elat.ion

j·t

becomes c.lear that theo

as exist.s here is generally observed in

other r.:ublic and private organizaticns, where the relation is
basically j ob-orientec.
emerc,;.e. Are corrunittees

In this re<:::ard certain irnl_)Ortant questicns
worJ\.in~

for j ob-h<=.,.rn:uny or rnore proCiuction?

Are these cornn:ittees helping to O.evelop smooth ·inou.strial atmosphere?
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Are they able to make i·t? 'l'he phenomena c.s observeCi C:Jre yet. to
indicate any posi·tive answers to these qw:.:sticns. Despi·te the
presence of such

co~nittee,

workers were found threatenin0 the

Leputy Manager in hiS charriber.

Though Jche caste/cvmlliunity feelings of the

c~Jr;ployces

we:::e

not prominent within the factury but we observed lack of participation of the so-called backr.v-ard classt:"S to the formal organizations.

In the said committees

(Plant Level and Shop Level)

there ·was practically none belvnging to the bc.ckward classes
except in the Personnel & Administration, Fin<3I1ce & Accuunts,
Haterials and l'1anagernent Services• Shop Level Committee,

althcugh

there 'dere 12.2 percent Scheduled Cc:tste and 2. 5 percent Schec'iuled
Tribe employees in the FSTPP.

It was observed that there was a rele::tive lack of participation of this grvups in the union activity also. Nei·ther the
scheduled nor the non-scheduled communities were founc very willing
to discuss this subject.

In some cases i t \vas observed "chat the employees were to
sume excent interested in the informal relc.t.ions rather than in
the formal ones insiue the factory.

In.st ances are mal)y when the
0

subordinates were addressing their SUl=H2riors as • brother•
elder brother)rather than
true -

1

Sir'

(Dada-

in ·the 0ffice. The rev::.::rse is also

the superiors were addressing ·cheir subordinaces by name rather

than as • J'.·1r. X' ..
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It reveals that i t is. a healthy atmosphere on cne sici.e
for any institution -

inaustry or other place whatever the case

may be. By such relation any work can be conpleted smoothly. 'l'he::re
are demerits of such relations too. This type of rel~tions may be
a barrier for a bold cornmana of any superior to his subordinate
and, of course, this may disturb the harmony of •vork of an industry
which may

ult~mately

reflect upon the production.

(B) Informal Relations
It has been indicated tnat tht:.!re is informal relationship
within the plant during office-hours. To find out the extent of
informal relationship outsioe the factory,

all the three residen-

tial places, viz. Permanent Township, 'I'emporar.z 'rownship and Field
hostc=l were visited. In·fact, the present investigator stayed
for several days in the field hostel. He v;as invited to dinner
by an executive and was able to make close observation abuut the
nature of informal relationship.

In the field hostel, particularly in the bachelors•
accommodatic.,n, very few employees were sharing their sorrow or
joy wj_"ch others. Rather ·they

't~ere

extra-j_ndi vidualis·tic. They

hardly pa.ss any t.ime in the common room for \...,ratching T.V.

1

listen-

ing to radio/tape recorder o.t- studying mag~zines. 'I'hey assembled
toget:her only at the time of Ciinner or lunch. Even in the dining
hall, there was haroly any cunversat:Lun arncmg the employees. People
preferred to roarn about here and there to pass their leisure time.
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"·
In the family quarters of Temporary and Permanent Townships
'people mostly exchanged greetings when they came across their
neighbours. Thus, the in'formal relation too turned out to be a
mere formality. Though there are a number of informal organizations
(Ladies• Club, Welfare Club, etc.), informal relations were not
that conspicuous.

'There are, of course, a few people who came to socialize
and are very popular. Tl),is popularity is certainly not due to any
union leadership or soo They are pcpular because of their own
behaviour,

activity and control. They maintain informal relations

inside the plant, with

thei~.

subordinates, as well as with their

neighbours outside the Plant.

~

Among the family members, relationships are restricted
t,o members of the same
that

th~

~.ategory.

It has already been mentioned

quarters were allotted according to the pay-scale and

not according t() the service grade. But income could not be an
equaliser in this respect.

Relations A!Illong Employees
worker vs. worker -- Relations among the workers of the same
department and of the same section are fairly cordial, particularly
\vi·thin the Plant 9,uring working-hours. It was observed that the
workers of the same .age group of the s arne section and department
were addressing cne another by name. But on ·the other hano they

. 0
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were addressing as pseudo brother to the elder and senior worker.
They preferred c,ompanion of the same age group which going to the
canteen at the tiffin hour and lunch time. This companionship was
regular and stable. It \vas observed that they were giving preference
con~anionship

the department/section to select this

in most of the

~

cases~

This friendship was not so rigid to their residential life.

They had other company (in some cases,

specially for the family

men) to that place. To select this company they were giving
preference as the following criteria :
i) Neighbouring quarter,
i i ·~ .People of same natibe place,

iii) Old classmate or wife's old classmate,
iv) Family friend,
v) Ivlember of same union~

vi) seme caste/religious group.

It \vas also observed that some employees who have the
nearby-quarters, t!ley are continu,ing_ the friendship with each
other. They were passing their leisure? time with the said companies .. sometimes they invite each other (if possible with farr.ily)
~o i:,heir .feligious/fami·ly festivals.

Their 1,vives were also making

friendship with the wives of their husband's friend.

It was

observed that the women were malc.ing relation (at least tried to
ma)(e relation) to the women of the nearby quarter.
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The children of the employees were selecting their

~1n

friend .. To select t.heir friend they were not giving emphasis to
their father's friend or they were not thinking about the status
of their father. This was true for their parents too.

workers vs. Supervisors -- The relation of the workers with their
Supervisor was not so formal within Plant during their working
hours: Because there were the lack of bossism feelings to the plant
as a whole. The commands of the supervisors to the

worker~ ~ere

seemed to be as instruction only. Though the relation of the
'.vorkers with the supervisors were cordial, no friendship were
there among. the workers and

s~pervisor

s. Few cases were exception,

specially this, was observed to the cases of union leaders and
members. 'I'his fact is true to the plant as well as to tne resiaentia.J, places. For the bachelor worker and supervisors, friendship
among them was observed in the plant and residential places.

workers vs. Executives -

'l'he relation of worker ano executive

are almost the same which have been discussed under worker vs.
Supervisor. Let us describe here two cases which 1tvill give scme
idea about the relation of workers with workers, supervisors and
execut~ves.

These two workers were not so popular union members or

others.

Case No. 1 : Sarat Kundu was a worker of the Operation and
I-1aintenance Department. His native place was at JalpaiQuri,
>

a
•

District of North Bengal. He joined ·there at the time of field work
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of the author. He had

depencten~

father, mother, one brother,

wife and two children. Being the new employee he didn't get his
family quarter and he stayed at field hostel in a single room.
He was ta}:..ing his lunch and dinner in the canteen of field hostel.

An executive was his close friend who was totally unknown to him
before joining this

p~wer

station. They were going together to

the canteen to take their meals and to find out if their duty
hours were the same. They were going together to the plant. They
were passing their extra time by roaming here and there together.
Mr Kundu was sharing the newspaper and T.V.

of that executive.

Once ·\ve observed that Mr. Kundu was having his tiffin to the
office canteen alone. He was not sharing
wor~an.

It

i~

h~s

table with other

to be mentioned here that the said executive was

of their department. That executive was trying to obtain a family
quarter for Mr. Kundu.

case No. 2 : Nitai Ghoshal was a typist

(~vor)~man

Grade) of the

Pei:-sonnel & Administration Department. His native place was at
Raiganj of 1ilest Dinajpur (Uttar Dinajpur at present) District
of North Bengal.

~e

was staying at permanent township to a family

quarter with his w;i.fe, mother and two children. He had good
relation with a number of workmen of his department and of other
departmen"'c also~ He had good relation 1.vi th a number of supervisors
a_Y'ld few exer.:!utives. we saw him with a supervisor, Mr. Nikhil
~q~~ar of Personnel

& Administration Department, so many times.

They were having their tiffin and lunch together in the canteen
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of the plant. vle observed that Nitai and Nikhil were gossiping
so many .times within the office. They were coming to the plant
together and v.rere also leaving the plant. together. vJe saw them
together to the permanent township on a number of occasions.

By analysing the above case studies, i t is observed that
the status of the employees is not so barrier to make the informal
relations among the employees. There are some criteria, which
have discussed earlier, which are the factor for in£ ormal
relationships. Besides this, it has been observed that the
bachelor employee were giving preference to another bachelor
employee to seleet the company. To make friendship with an
executive by· an workman is possible to FSTPP.

The relation of supervisors \'ll'ith the workers have already
been discussed. N9w we will discuss ·the relation of supervisors
with supervisors and supervisors with executives.

Superv.isor vs. Supervisor -

In most of the cases it \vas seemed

that. t.here was a good relation an;ong the supervisors with one
another. 'rhough all of. them were the members of the Supervisors•
Associatioi1,. _there was a clash amcng them. 'l'his clash was not in
publicly viewed.

Th~

supervisors of the other de}?artments could

not tolerate the supervisors of Personnel & Administration Department. According to their versiqn, the supervisors of ·personnel &
Administration Department had a superiority ccmplex. The supervisors
of Personnel & Administration Department blamed the supervisors
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of Personnel & Administration Department for various cases. They
reported that the supervisors

(as well as the workmen and executives)

of Personnel & Administration Department were not sincere at all.
Instead of \vork, they were more interested to union works and
others. But the unity of supervisors is remarkable for thei~
common interest. It has already told that the selection of company/
friend d.epends on some criteria. 'l'his is true for the supervisors
and their family also which have discussed earlier.

Supervisor vs. Executive -'"rhe relations between supervisor·s and
the executives are not that good. Though this is not a public
knowledge but the jealous is of supervisors against the executives
on their activity an<i version. In most of

t~1e

cases, the super-

visors are tried to ayoi6 developing pers(;nal relationship with the
executives. ·rhis is true for their family members c.lso.

The picture is somewhat different in the cases of workers
who are field oriented e.g.

of Operation & Naintenance Department.

The employees of. this. section are relatively more dedicated and
devoted to.their jobs. By the way nature of their wcrks,

all the

employees (workmen, supervisors, executives). come in close contact.
Th:is lead to cordial relationship among them. ·In matters of v1ork
they are more. concerned about the assignment in hand than the rank
of themselves ..

It was observed that most of the executives wanteci to show
that they are different from the other employees. There is a basic

,.i
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distinction of the executives because they have been recruited by
the corporate centre directly. It was observed that the executives

,.....-

were more united than the supervisors. 'I'hey are the members of the
Executives' Association. There are, of course, a nunmer of
Executives who had good relations with their subordinates. But,
for the collective interest, they didn't have any hestitation
in acting ag?inst the supervisor/workmen. MOst of the

exed~}ives

are c6ming to the .Plant by their own vehicle. Except the bachelors,
generally the executives do not go to the canteen to take their
luch or tiffin. A number of executives vvere found to bring lunch
£rom their respective hom in tiffin carrier.

To their residential places they tried to maintain distance
.i

..,;.•·

from supervisors/workmen. Generally their wives restrict making
relations with wives of other execu·cives. The case studies 1vill
make argument explicit.

Case No. 1 : S.N. Dubey was a senior Engineer of Operation &
Maintenance

Departmen~.

His native place was 24 Parganas, a

Dis·trict. of west Bengal. Before joining this power plant, he was
viorking in a c:;:ompany. of the

~ata

Group. He stayed at the quarter

of permanent township with his wife and children. He was coming
to the plant by his own vehicle. He was not going to canteen to
take his lunch because he was carrying his lunch from_hcme. He
observed,

"There is no proper atr:nosphere of work here. so many

technical difficulties are there. Due to the political motivation,
there is a lack of rythm of work". After returning home in the
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evening he generally spends his time w·ith his family members. He
is, however, very popular in his pl2ce of work. Still he is almost
isolated at his residence. His wife is a graduate. she

main~ains

.the family jobs herself.

Case No. 2: Dr o So Purkayastha is a chemist.

~e

did his Ph.D.

from Indian In'stitute of 'rechnology, Delhi. He is associated with
the'· Chemistry Department. His native place is Shillong. He is a
I

0

bache lor and stays in the bachelors • accommodation of the field
hostel. He is coming to the plant on foot and by ferry service.
His main work is to analyse the coal in order to test the
calorific value and to. analyse the water to testify ·the percentage
of mineral. Since his work load is too small he passes his extra
time by gossiping with his colleagues and reading newspapers and
materials. He had good relation with supervisors an6 \vorkmen.
He has his lunch and tiffin in the canteen ana at that time he
shares his table with supervisors and workmen. After the working
hour, he is roams here and there with any friend. NO friend is
fixed to this

T.v.,

time~

After returning home he passes his time with

newspapers, j ourn_als an<i literary papers. sometimes he

takes drinks with his friends.

It has been observed .that in some cases,

a Hindu employee

had a close friendship with a Muslim employee and vice versa. It
was also obser:ved that in some cases, Bengali spea}(.ing employee
had a close relation with one or more non Bengalees. Hanithripathi
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was a supervisor of the Operation & Haintenance Department. He
vJas more interested to share his table with the Bengalee en:ployees

at t.he-tiffj.n time rather than the non-:-Bengalee ernployees. It was
observe¢ that in most of the time he was entertaining his extra
time with Bengali speaking people rather than non-Bengalees. It
is an interesting-phenomenon that he could not speak in Bengali.
This fact was observed in few cases.

From the given discussion it is observed that in order to
make the intormal
tarrt f c.ctors

$

~elations,

religion or caste are not the impor-

Similar age group and friendship is one of the .. most
•. ,f)__

important factors in this respect. Language, culture, place_of
·origin, native place, rank and union affiliation are some other
minor factors for developing such informal relations.

workers• Attitude towards the Hanagement

It is observed that there is the nighly exploitative
management which divides the workers and their unions systematical1y and take _advantage of the weakness of them. This is the
·general cr_iteri~ for every industry, private or public, \vhatever
the case may be!'!. In most cases, the managernents are offering some
special facilit.;i.es to few influ(2ntial worJ<ers or union leaders
to keep them within their <;rips. In this wa¥ they try to achieve
their goal. This is also true in the case of Farakka Super Thermal
Power Project. By the divisionary tacktics the trac:e unions are
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operating in this power plant.

1'hough most of the inf ormats indicated positive at ti tuc.1e
towards management/authority, they c:iemonstrated that they in
reality had reservations with respect to their relationship with
the management. Only a few \'lere definitely positive. They have
boldly expressed their opinions. 'There were different categories
o£ emp,J..oyees

(viz.. executive, Deputy General Manager and the

general workmen) who had shown the negative .response towards the
management. "'rhey (management) are always trying to build their
own service-career and not looking after the project

generatio~

or completion of the project in time 11 • This is perhaps the most
important issue in almost all of the

m~agements

(who are

al~o

"

employee) in the public sector company. There is a general feeling
that ·the executives try to build. their career (like av1ard, promotion etc.) at the cost of the subordinates.

Class-con£ lict

There are serious class-conflicts among the employees
executiv~~

vs. supervisors, supervisors vs. vlorkers,

(say

employees

vs. Deputy Hanagers/Managers etc.) in this power plant. Due to
such conflict, the povJer generation programme suffers. And as
a result, the employees fail to qualify

fo~

any production

incen -ci ve bon us.

Class conflicts otten get reflect through the follOVJing:
(i) Posters against the management.
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(ii) Threatening pasture of the workers against Deputy
Managers during office-hours on some petty issue
like non availability of socks.
{iii) In the month of December, 1988, a processicn of the
workmen and supervJsors as well as their familymembers gathered in the permcnent

t~1nship

their grievences against the executives and

to express
mana~ement.

According to the rule of NTPC, the executives may get
vehicle loan. By this rule, some of the executives
have taken that loan and purchased vel-.icles. The
supervisors demanded that such loans shoul6 be given
to them also but the management could not oblige.
(iv)

There were several instances when some employees
demonstrated a hostile attitude toward their

r~spective

superios. Though the high officials reported that
this was possible because there

~vere

fL-iendly relations

among the employees- but the manifestation of grievances
app~ared

rather too serious.

The following comments of the workers will highlight the
nature of conflict:
(i)

11

They (management) are always trying to blame the

workmen systematic ally 11 ,
(ii)

11

Management try to put all the blame on the workers

to cover up their own inefficiency 11 •

.,

!'.'
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(iii)

11

Managemen t is only able to give facilities to
to the .executives but not to workmen or supervisors".

(iv) ••

~.

11

Management is extremely executive oriented 11 •

As has already been mentioned, the executives are directly
, appointed by the corporate office (head office, New Delhi) through
. competitive examinations, whereas the workmen and supervisors are
appointe~

by the local plant. A questicn may, therefore,

arise

whether the conflict has any relativnship with this fact.

In order to make some idea about the matter,

a senior

engineer of this poVJer plant was askea to comment. As he respcnded,
11

not only the managment, the workers are c.lso responsible for

creating this type of_ atmosphere 11

•

According to him, the workers

are by and large lethargic - they do not want tc work and this
_:is happening due to high politiciz ation and lack of work culture
a,rrtong the people .. As he tolci.,

11

people know that they are l)ig_hly
. . ._.. ,().,

protected by the political party. 'rhe.z know that they woul¢i .nbt
be jobless-if they do not work. For this, they are indifferent
abuut their duties and _do not hesitate in creating chaos 11 • He
aJ,.so a¢ided that he never before experienced such type of unhEalthy
atmosphere during his service-life. It is to be

mentic.~neci

here

that the senior engineer worked with the Tatas and some other
private sector companies (power plants) before Joining FSTPP.

·._.

.·. -

-/.~-·o

:········ ·._, .

~-

<r -..

~

-
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Another ,respondent too blamed the workers for the unhealthy
atmosphere in the power plant. He repeated that was happening due
to high political motivation. 'l'he res.t:)Ondent was PheD. from I ..
Lelhi. He commented

11

I.'r.,

I like to wvrk but I am sorry to say that

. there is no atmosphere in this pov;er plant to work with satisfaction".

If there

i~

no satisfaction of workers of an industry,

production will not be satisfactory there. Dissatisfaction is cne
of the important factor to ·the commitment to work. Due to this it
is necessary to highlight the workers • atti tuce and their commitment to work.

. ·.: ·.. o...

CHAPl'ER : s·

·

WORKERS' ATTr·ruDE AND COMMrrHENT TO WORK

Most of the workers of FSTPP were found to have been
suffering from the •fever of dissatisfaction•. As i t appears
that they joined this organization just to earn their livelihood.
Many of them were found ready to leave the organization if they
got otner jobs like school teacher, clerk, or equivalent in any
other

.

organ~zation •.
~abo~iQus,

boring,

.

According to them, the job over here is

monotonous and uncomfortable. such attitude

; was conspicuous among potp technical and non-techn.ical workers.
An _executive,.

Ph.:p. l;1_ol¢ier from .Indian

In~titute of Technology,

New DeJ,hi, t9ld the prepeqt investigator th_qt there was no sc:::ope·
here -j:o util;ise the krJ.owledge that he acquired through higher
education. As he assessed, his works could be done even by a
matriculate.

A!lother

e~ecutiye.

of

~c,magerial

rsmk, expressed the view

tha'\;:. thei:-e 'l...r.as no justific;:at;ion for setting up that power
station at FarakkS: _by destJ;oying so much cultivable land. According_ 1;-o him, . the nation .. could e?I"n mo,r:e
duction~

J:le was.

th.J:'o~gh.

agricultural pro-

of t}1ese land t}1an by production of power. Inci6.ental1y,

~

active supporter of a leftist

polit~cal

party. The

present invest;ig_qtOJ:" was, however, reported by different persons,
includi:p.g gpy~r~E:nt 9ffiqials (local B. D.o.) that was an
~gr;icv.lturally 1~

_prodt?-ctive area. It

i~

to be l}len.tioned here

that the_ power station was set up in ·that area by the· active
patroniz ation of tpe i;:he:o central minister A. B. A. Gani Khan
Chaudhury, a well respected man from Malda district.

"
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Most of the employees of Farakka Super Thermal Power Project
have mi9rate<;l from villages to a highly sophisticated and modern

technolbg:y-based power station .. A number of workers/employees are
·there who are first generation service-holders.. Their father/
brothers are =?till engaged in' Cflgricultural farming. To

out

their livelih9od they joined the power project. Since they have
joined the project only to earh their livelihood, most of the
em.Ployees_perform

th~ir_duty

by passing their time within the

' compound of_ the .. P9We~ .. st.at.;i.O~.· T}:lere ~pp~~s a hardly any motivation

~ong 1=-he_w9r~-~~

eff:i~iency_

gf tl}e

ot

pr<;>je~t.

th;i.s pCJI&er station to demonstrate
It is t<? be ment,toned here that the

~~i9 Rela~~9ns ~f~ce~. (an executive) of this power station

left_ ~his o.r;gao.iza~iop. to jo:l,.n _another o:z::-gan:l,.zation ~hen the
:field-work_ of th'? p.J;esent ~uthor was in pr()gr~ss. Few re~pondents

·r.

~·

to19: that

l?-1-n~e th~y

A<;::c:;o~4!Ag

j:.o several,_ of them, the jobs. of the power station are

got_ n_o otl)er job, they

ar~

;Ln this project.

not attractive, challenging or enjoyable.

One _Ga;t_
90nducive i;.o

.p~_~§onqb,ly _pr~sence

pr_omo~~---·W9J;"k~cu,lture

that su_cl:l mentality is n9t

in the project._ 'l'!le r.tegg.:l;ive
.

·.'

.i.mf:"~~t. 9£ this mental.j. ty on the production seems rather/t.d.:i?o::·> ·
i···

apparent ..

The

e~pl9yees

who came from rura_l_

.

~eas,_

a_lmost_ all of

them belong to_ the nop-ex;ecu_tive category. They_ are not much
educated and are generally from the agricultural background.

, I:

'' i .· -·
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.Being

~om~what;educated,

,field for.
1

farming~

they are rather hesitate to go to the

They are interested in the job that belong to

the chite collar cate.gory. The moment ·they qualify .for this kind
of job, they try; heart and soul to stay there· and became eager
to transform their life style from the rural to the urban pattern.
Ther~

are instances where they were found hesitant to mix with

the rural people of their' own neighbourhood.

Although the vaf?t majority of Indian workers come from
:~;~ra1' .bac}tground ai:l<;l by. and large prefer t.o return back to their

·_traditi<;>rial .ne·i<JOP()ur{lpod,_ they to9 ~hew prefer~nce for. indu~tr.ial
jobs 9:lo~g w~th resentmeJ;l~ __ abo.u:t. c.:j.ty :J,.ife. :;rh~Y- l()o]c upon their
.:Ln~.::;~rial

,i.nc<?me:

~d

res~ctive

~d pe:J;"m~ep.t

jobs, i.P the city_as a steady
ecop._omic

s~9urity,

but

f.:j.n~

to

n~aintain

$0\J.rc:::e of

t,i,._es. with

villages for fulfilment of social and cultural require-

ments ..

!\tit __ alr.ea¢iy ;Lndicate9, __ the

Power PrC?j <;<:~

~<=..

;athef'.

wo;r:ke~s

ap51-~h~tic

tow.a.J:'d

of Jrar9kka S'llpe:t'_ 'J;'l'lermal
di~~_c::t p~tic;:;Lpa~ion

.. i;g U~;iop./Ass9ci atic:>~ -~<?:t_iy.:j.ties. They stay away from. d.:j.rec::t_
·.

_

donf·J...:!-<=.1;; of·' ~he 'Q~;t.on/A~sociation Vl?•_ 111an~ge~ept ... Few: o~ t;.J;lem,
)

of _C9Uf'se,

-

•

j

.

.

~

•

are yery aggr~ssiye but they are rathe~ excep~_~Qri§.
····,.;_: .(:-::)l. __ -.-

one re;;>pOfl.den:t. pf tp~ ~u;r;al_ area, _who~e h01JS~ iS_ ,in a V;i._liag~ .
qf .w~st Di!l_ajpli,r Dis~r.;i,.ct, told th~ prese:q.e ,i.nves:t_iga~oJ::,_ ".we
sl}oulc;l be

sat:J,s~ied
1

wi tl:1 O\lr

~a.;I.ary

and Other bel)e_t_i:ts as_ we get

more than many in such organiz ation 11 • He was a commerce graduate
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and a typist in a state Government office before joining this
organization

Q

Tl1e mental make up of the techn,ic al ernployee,s are to some
extent different from the non-technical employees. The nontechnical employees viz. employees of Personnel & Administration
Department, Finance & Accounts Department in general were passing
their time primarily as •clock watchers• who were ever eager to
get back horne. Of course, a small fraction of them was an exception. otherwise. i t \vould have been impossible to run the plant
a-t;. a_ll.., Even thatsmallfrac-t;:.ion do not

f~nd

the;dr job very

attrac:tj,.ve. J:t rn~y b~.- noted .that mo~t of the active Union/
Assoc.;lc:;tion workers are from the. Personnel & Administration
Department.

The . tec:hnical_ employees in comparison, appear s<:)mewhat
dedicat;.ed

~Q ~hE:ir._

jobs_. Although in certain cases they t;.oo }1ave

l?~()Wn thE;!i~. <;tis.sat~sf ~ction
p~ope:r:.atmosphere
gue::;tion~

A

~ep.;i.9r

since they were not getting their

of work st;i.ll

tl)eir_c:oromit:.m~nt

ts beyond

Engineer told the present author, "The work
0

j_n

"):his p9we.J: stati.on is highly politically motivated. Due to

this, the;ce prevails an unhealthy atmosphere leading to some
troubles at work" ..
0.

Since thef'e is a c.lose interconnect_ion qf the Departments
regarding wqrk, 'if ope Depa.I:"trnent O.I:" few employees behave
irresponsible, others cann•t do their work properly either.
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. .! '

The technical employees are closely associated with the
production •.They often demonstrate responsible behaviour. In
certain cases., this dedication is duly appreciated by the management.

Job satisfaction is the most important criteria for the
empJ.oyees of· an industry and even for any institution. The
Hawthorne experiments were taken to provide eviden of the need
to think in terms of • social man •. Awareness of the nature of
man's 'needs'' ha~ l~d to disc\:lss of 'self-actualis~ng man' or
'complex

m~ • r5:lt~er

than

1

social Il)ap. 1

(Schein : 1965) ~ It has

b~en: suggested tl1at ~e~ds can_be_ classified in a hierarchy ranging

from sj,ffipJ.e need;? £or f;lurvi val, safety, . and security to selfacttJ.al;i,s~r~i_on_

whj,ch rnaY involve· both go()d

1

hygiene 1

(removing

f act9rs. ;Like ppor_ wor.ldng con.<;l;i.tions which lead to dissatisf actiop)

c;m<l prov;id;i:g.g_mqtivatj,ng _fac:t:ors (e. g.
'\'il}ic}J fu_lfil_ the_ ne<?<;ls

~ox:.

_rec~gni tion

ar1d achievement

esteem .az:ld self-actual;isat;i.on)

(:t-').~~low,

1954; Herzberg et al, 1969; see also wall and stephenson, 1970).

:

T'*-i~g ~-led

I

~Xaiflj,~e

in

fro.m given

it is prop()se.<l __ t9

the

i~sues

:r:aised by the

t~~ pr~sent disse~_tat;ion.

At; tpe

tim~::

_at

le~st_s()m~_o:f:

sit:u.a~ion,

PQir!~~--P,roj<?Ct ~rho. were
dis~atisfied

.a\lthorit:i~s

of fieldwork the pre$_ep.t

due ·to 'llnhe althy (politic:;al) atmQsphere 1 ,

ship of the management•

w~rl?,

diss.;1t.:j,sfied ii1 their wo,r:J(s. _They

and nature of works, etc.

1

__

dictator-
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Even among the best qualified people employed by FSTPP
some elements of dissatisfaction are conspicuous. A number of
scholars (from the Indian Institute of Technology, Indian Institute
of Management etc.) are engaged in this power station, NTPC is
deploying highly quaQified professionals and technical experts to
their organisations/plants. But according to them {scholars),
except in a few cases, most of the workers are inefficient and
irrespbnsibl~. This becomes a constant source of frustration

and

irritation for them.

J.u:!o~e~ respond~:gt
lecturership_i~

any

told,_ •• If .I would_ get any scope o;

C.C)ll~ge,

I

sh?].ll~ave th~s

;service". It

i:;:; to b~ mentioned_herE? .. that t:;,he salary and other benefits are

more here than what could be in the Colleges.

pue

t~ ~uch. qi~sa~i~fac~io~,

worJ.c~ i~ _conspicuQ~S.

~ents'

p~:>int

i:g. this p()Wer

~.kind
§t.at~oq.

of lack of rhythm.of
I

_ B\J.t, ... from ,t:.he

~an51.ge-

of yi~w,. _t):'le work?. o'f ~e poltl~r_stat,ion are.. hl:9hly _

t<_;chni.cal ~d sophi~'!;:.;bc~ted. FoJ::. this, ~hey_ prE?fer highly_ qualifi~d.,t:.~<;:h.nical

experts .who should find their job challenging and

interesting.

_. .A.~ ment;j,.o:p.ed ear.lier (Chap:ter. 1), there ~P a l?l?O:t. L~yel

Comxnittee a:p.c:l tl'lree Shop :Level Committees in this pqwer _station.
These Commit~ee~ h~ve b~e~ formed to ensu~e prOper work arr~g~ment.
The members of these committees were not so qualified as experts
I
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in their respective field. They were picked up on political
considerations. The highly qualified technical experts feel
alienated because of this. When the workers face any problem,
these members fail to resolve those primarily because of lack of
appropriate knowledge in that subjecto A number of employees of
FSTPP were sufficiently uninhibited in exposing their dissatisfaction.,

Sometimes,

absenteeism and labour .rfindiscipline are also

considered as indicators of lack of commitment. Sharma (1970)
used thirty independent variables and tried to see their relationship with absenteeism, the dependent variable. He stated
II
•••

(t

out of these thirty variables only the rural-

urban background and union involvement were found to be
significantly related with absenteeism. HOwever, in both
cases, the direction of relationship was contracy to
popular beliefs. That is to say, the rural workers were
found to be more regular than their urban counterparts
and those who were interested in the union and who were
active union participations were more regular than those
who did not have any union involvement 11

•

The present author observed that the employees who had
rural background were interested in adjusting themselves to the
system of the power plant. But due to their inadequate background
they failed to do that in some cases. They are more interested in

r/
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doing their duties than in union work or other ticks which are
going on around the industrial system.

It was further observed

·that they we;;.e thinking more about production of their agricultural land which are there .i.n 'their native places. Due to this
some of them are taking le·ave during the harvesting time.

He also observed that most of the employees who had rural

.
background

have considered that service provides a chance to

uplift themseives from the rural life-style to the urban lifestyle and better economic standard. Because of this, most of them
had no inclination to leave the organization. Besides this,
another important factor was there, that was, the better salaryand better benefits than what they are in many other organisatiuns.
In the case of people with urban background,
opposite·~

the fact was just

Many of them were interested to leave this organisation

even if they cculd get a little less benefit in other organizations. ·The reason behind needs to be carefully examined.

The employees who were involved in union activities had
less interest to leave the organization than the others. Due to
such involvement, they are more or less totally identified with
this establishment and find it rewarding to be over here.

Discipline is the most important criteria for appreciating
commitment to work. But due to unhealthy political atmosphere or
due to the undue interference of muscle power, we observe that
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there is a lack of discipline in the industrial sector, especially
in west Bengal. It should be mentioned here that many of the
private organizations had shifted their factories from west Bengal
to other places due to such unhealthy political atmosphere (there
are other causes also viz. shortage of power,. etc.) .. The lack of
d.i.scipline among the workers is another important re asc-n. There
are plenty of instances where the workers even disobeyed their
superiors. There were also instances when the upper class employees
(Supervisors, Executives) also violated the code of discipline.
At FSTPP some Supervisors and Executives were found to come late
to the plant and leave

ear~y.

Instead of attending to their jobs,

they were found roaming abcut here and there in the plant. They
were also disinterested in attending the cultural programmes of
the plant.

Reasons for the indiscipline can be enumerated as below:
(1) The supervisors who look into the discipline of the workers,
were themselves not that disciplined.
(2) Informal cliques based on pseudo-kinship relations were
formed in the factory. The boss was cc.,nsidered as the pseudoelder brother and therefore, ·were looked upon to protect the
i.nterests of the subordinates (the pseudo younger brothers).

(3) The managerrent was not founa to be committed to the purpose
of muking the enterprise efficient and disciplined.
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Despite these, there is a 10\-J rate of

abs~nteeism.

'l'he

main causes behind this can be understood as follows:
(i) Salary is bet·ter than many other organizations,
(ii) Quarter facilities are relatively better here,·
(iii} Free transport facilities are available here,

(iv) Enough job securities are here.
(v) House-building loan/vehicle loan facilities are

availeble here.
(vi) Good promotion facilities are expected here.
(vii) Children's education facilities are adequate here.
(viii) Good recreation and employee's welfare f ac iii"ties
are available here.

The influence of technology as a constraint, or even
a determinant,

of social relations and behaviour in

industry has been explored by researchers who have been
labelled as using a 'technological implications'

approach.

Concern for the social consequences of the material means
of production has, of course,

a long and important history

in social science (Marx and Engels, 1958; Durkheim, 1933);
the use of a 'technological implications' approach,
however, involved making detailed distinctions between
types of production system within modern industry'
1981 : 92).

(Brown,
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considering the above statements, we may say that the
Farakka Super Thermal Power Plant is a highly sophisticated
technology-based industry. The production of this industry depends
upon the condition of the machine, quality of the raw materials
{coal), end sincerity of the employeeso The present investigator
was informed that the coal used here are of lov1 quality (of .less
calorific value). Lack of sincerity of the employees (in some
cases)· was also a reality due to some unavoidable circumstances
(which have been discussed earlier). 1-.s a result the production
of this power plant is not that satisfactory. As a result, the
employees are not getting production incentive bonus here.

Attitude to work must be looked into as a cunsequence of
totality of the workers experience inside as well as outsiae the
factory (Beynon and Blackburn : 1972). In FSTPP it has been
observed that there are at least some experienced employees whose
ranks are also fairly high but the technical works deployed under
them are neither very qualified nor mucb experienced. Due to this
·though the later are under the supervision of a number of
experienced employees, denionstration of commitment of technical
workers is not that conspicuous.

It should be mentioned here that the social relations and
behaviour (and of course production) cannot depend upon the nature
of workers' orientations to work any more than it can on the type
of technology ..

!--/
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It has been observed that a number of employees of this
power station were indisciplined. This was due to highly political
motivation of the employees. Most of the employees were the members
of some union or assocfationo It is a fact that most of the trade
l,mions are enthu.sias of some political parties of west Bengal
as well as of India. The activity of the unions of FSTPP could
not be upto the expectation primarily due to this fact.

CHAPTER

6

lriCJRKERS AND TRADE UNIONS

The Trade Union has curne to become an important element
of modern industries. The paternalistic employer in general does
not encourage workers to form union. This is true in case of
private as well as public sector industries. The employers,
to

th~mselves,

by and large are not prepared to forego

left

thei~

dictatorial stance. This is particularly so when they are aware
that they are requir·ed to enforce something which the workers
do not like. But wherever the trade unions exist, the situation
is different. The workers come unitedly to resist any illegal
and sometimes even legal orders of the management. Bho-.vmick
(1981) makes a similar observation in his study of the tea
plantation industry of India. As it reveals,

if i·t is not possible

to exploit them by extending extra f acili·ties, the employers try
to destroy the trade union activit:es through adoption of illegal
means ..

The situation is quite different in the cc.se of public
enterprises. The management (it is to be remeinbered that they
are also employees in general ties to keep the union leaders within
their own group by giving certain extra facilities.

In most cases,

the management takes initiative to divide the workers and their
unions systematically in order to make them weak and take advantage
of them.

In some cases

(specially in the public sector organizations)
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the management encourages workers to start union activity.

It

tries to keep a group of organised workers \vi thin their fold
by extending favourable terms. 'I'he trade union activity at the
Farakka Super Thermal POwer Project follows more or less a similar
pattern. There. are altogether three workers' unions,

one super-

visors' Union and an Executives' Union in this poder plant. The
unions are named is below:

(i) FSTPP Employees' Union, Farakka : This union is
affiliated to INTUC (Indian National Trade Union Congress). 'The
number of members of this Union upto May, 1989 is 310. The General
secretary of this Union was

r1r. Aml an Pandey at that time.

(ii) FSTPP workers 1 Union, F arakka : This Unic.;n is affilia- ·
ted to CITU (Centre of Indian Trade Union). The total number of
members of this Union in Hay, 1989 was 610. The General Secretary
of this Union was Hr. K. L.

(iii)
by UTUC

Mishra at that time.

FSTP~ Srarnik Union,

Farakka : This Union is affiliated

(Unit.ed Trade Union Congress). The total number of members

of this Union is very low. The general Secretary of this Union
was Mr. Narayan -sarkar at that time.

The FSTPP Employees' Union, Farakka, has at present two
parts :
(i) FSTPP Employees' Union, Far akka,

headed by Mr. Arnlan

Pandey and (ii) FSTPP Employees• Congress, Farakka, headed by
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Mr. Laxmikanta Banerjee. The members of FSTPP Employees• Union
are now divided into two groups. The differences are primarily
due to differences in the political inclinations of the leaders.
In :c., act,

there was no secrecy about the political patroniz ation

of FSTPP workers 1 Uniono The local M. I.,. A.. , Mr. Abul Hasnat Khan was
the President of this union. Though he was not an employee of
FSTPP, he was elected the President. Although an outsider, he
often visits this plant for union activities.

It is to be mentioned

here that there are too many restrictions about entry into this
power plant by an outsider. But for Mr. Khan, there was not much
difficulty in continuing with his Union activities and repeated
visits to the power plant.

The Supervisors' Association is e;x:clusively for the
supervisors of this power plant. It was reported that there were
Supervisors • Association in every plant of NTPC. There is a close
connection among the Associ at ions between plants. 'rhe Executives •
Association, on the other hand, is exclusively for the executives
of this power plant. There are, nevertheless, Executives• Association is every plant of.NTPC.

·rhe Supervisors • Association of this power plant was formed
in the year 1983 and the Executives• Association was formed in the

.

year 1984o All the Supervisors are the members of supervisors•
Association and all the Executives are the members of Executives •
Association.
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:

'

Supervisors• Association and Executives• Association are
nonypolitical bodies. But members have keen interest in politics
and many of the members of these two associations indulge in
political activities (which is not formally open but is onl¥ an
open secret).

It is·to be mentioned here that there are more than 8000
contract labours who are working under different contractors.
Out of these,

about 1000 labourers are permanent and the rest are

temp·orary. The permanent are so in the sense that the works of
their respective contractors are permanent.

Actually the contract works of NTPC as well as FSTPP may
be divided into two parts : These are

(i) Temporary contract

works - construction is un<ier this category.

(ii). Running

contract works·- Repairing works, Canteen etc are under this
category.

The workers works under the first category are known as
terrporary workers. Their works will continue till the completion
of the construction works of the project •. After completion the
construction works, the contractors may give them opportunity of
works to other new projects if available. Generally this scope is
for the well mannered and skilled workers.
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On

the other hand, running works should continue upto the

continuation of NTPC. Those who work intm this category are known
as permanent workers o
The contractors may change from year to year but the
workers under these con·tractors con·tinue. Due to this, there is
~

a sense of permanancy in their jobs. There is an agreement between
the union (of these Contractors 1 workers) leaders and FSTPP
management that these workers should continue their works. Their
salary and other benefits are also decided upon by the management.
The contractors should obey this decision. The temporary workers
are ·mainly engaged in consttruction si·tes.

The leftist union of these temporary workers is called
Paschim Banga Nirman Karmi Union, Farakka Unit. Since the construction work varies from time to time, the number of workers
also varies and due to this the number of members of the union
also varies from time to time. Mr. Abul Hasnat Khan (local
M.L.A.) was the Secretary of this Union for a long time. At the
time of field investigation,as already stated, he was the President
of this Union. Regarding remuneration and other benefits of the
workers, the workers and the Union leaders generally negotiate
with the contractors.

The leftist Union of the first category i.e. of permanent
contract labourers is

1

Farakka Tapbidyut Thikadar Mazdur union 1

,
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Mr. Khan was the secretary of this Union the number of members
of which was· about 700.

A union leader (Mainul Haque) here also functioned as
a contractor. As a result, people working under him enjoy no
benefits of Union acti-g-ities, despite ·the fact that the Union
formally exists there.

workers• Attitude Toward Unions and Associations:

At the time of filling out the questionnaire, most oi the
workers highlic.:Jhted positive attrii.:;utes. to the Unions/Associa- _
tions and the leaders •. But the same workers demonstrated apathy
or negative attitude toward Unions/Associations during latter
discussionse

In response to a question

11

What role the union

leaders play for the development of the power project and of its
employees? 11

,

one of the workers reacted,

11

Please find out 11 •

As already mentioned, there was a clash between the
Executives and Supervisors vs. workers.

One of the Executives

(member of Executives • Association) mentioned,

11

~'/orkers

• Union

is not working for upliftment of the project and is only busy for
satJ.sfying every desire of its members. {of the particular union)
whether the same is legal or illegal. supervisors• Association is
also working in the same fashion. Executives • Association is
working both for the upliftment of the project and for the employees.
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Union leaders ·are anxious for the development of its members
(members for the particular union) only and not for the project
as a whole. They are mostly working for the fulfilment of unfair
demands of its members.

It has been observed that practically no union/association
were working for the overall benefit of the project. The
Execu.tives • Association was in·terested to get more facilities
from the authorities. They were least bother whether their
demands were legal. Examples may be produced regarding the allotment of quarters. The same type of observation was there for the
supervisors association and workers union.

It was observed that the union leaders (whether i t is
executives association or supervisors' association or workers•
Union) were more interested to pass their time by enjoyment but
less interested to do their works. The author observed that
a number of leaders were indiffereat about duty hours and even
to relaxing in their respective quarters during duty

hours~

Thats

.why i t may be concluded that the respondent appear to be highly
committed to the executives'

association and has a negative opinion

about the supervisors and workers.

A

that

11

worker (member of FSTPP workers• ·Union, CITU) reported

Activity of CITU and of Supervisors' Association is for the

benefit of common employees and the plant. The activity of
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Executives• Association is exclusively for their members 11

..

This suggests that the respondent was politically motivated.
Instead of FSTPP workers• Union and FSTPP Employees' Union, he
wanted to say about CITU and INTUC respectively. According to him,
his Union (crru) was only doing works for the benefit of the
employees but.not the others. He did not hesitate to refer to
the clash between the workers and executives.

In general, every Union leader was eager to say or
.

"

demonstrate that his Union has been engaged for the benefit'of
the employees and the plant but alleged that the other unions
were doing nothing. They were puppets of the management. Some
of the observations the author made are noted herein this context.

Many members and leaders of FS'rpp workers' Union remarked
the present investigator that the FSTPP Employees• Union was
established by the then Cabinet Minister A.. B. A. Gani Khan
Chaudhury. S'ince he was the minister of pov,er at that time, he
wanted that the employees migh·t be under the management by the
help of the· said Employees' union. According to th,eir version,
since t:.he time of establishment of FSTPP Employees' Union, they
vJere working on behalf of ·the management but not for the workers.
~l'hey

also C);dded that since congress Government is in Delhi, the

said union is still continuing· such type of activities. The
similar statement was made by the members and leaders of the FSTPP
Sramik Union.
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On the other hand,

the members and leaders of FSTPP

Employees' uz:ion told that the works of FSTPP workers' Union is
harmful for the project and for the workers. According to them
leaders of FSTP.P workers' Union are highly politicc.l motivated and
they talk much but not work at all. They also added that these
leaders always try to achieve something for their personal benefit.
Many respondents told the present author that the leaders of
FSTPP workers' Union was trying to destroy the rythm of work among
the employees.
This suggests that the interrelation of the members of
different Unions and Associations was not smooth. Most of the
members. of all Unions/Associations wanted to say/show that the
Executives' Association was a part of the management. They work
as a part of the management's organization. Most of the workers
had grievances against the executives. In order to demonstrate this
grievance 1 the workers merged with the supervisors. During field
investigation of the author there. was a combined protest rally
of the workers and supervisors in the month of December, 1989.

The relationship between the leaders of various Union's/
Associations was apparently smooth though in public they alleged
each other for their interest. Some of the facts regarding this
are given bel0\-1:

Members and leaders of FSTPP workers' Union remarked that
the works of FSTPP Employees • Union was cuntinuing on behalf of
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the management. Similar statement was by the members and leaders
of the FSTPP Sramik Union. On the other hand, members and leaders
of the FSTPP employees•

union blamed the FSTPP workers• union

that they were trying to destroy the rythm of work among the
employees. These remarks shows the political interest of the
unions.

All the three unions with the Supervisors' Association
remarked that the activities of Executives' Association was on
behalf of the management • s organization. This remarks reflects
the grievance of non-executive staff against the executives.

Members of Executives' Association

remark~d

that the

act.l.vities of t.he 1.vorkers 1 union and Supervisors' Association
'das not for the benefit of the plant but for the narrow interest
of the members. This remarks reflects the grievance of supervisors
against the subordinates.

The following tables (Tables 6:1 and 6:2) show the workers'
attituce towards own Union and Association and notion about the
other unions and Associations.
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Table 6:1
workers• Attitude Toward Unions/Associations
(among the respondents)

__________________ __ _______________________
..

.

No. of members whose attitude towards
their own Union/Association is

N arne of the union/
Associ at ion

-------------------Positive Negative Neutral No

- ·--· --------FSTPP Employees•
......

comments
.. ---~----------------------

Union
FSTPP workers• Union

48
51

35
44

35

118

31

126

FSTPP'Sramik Union

18

08

04

Supervisors Association

43

32

22

30
97

Executives• Association

22

10

07

39

182

129

99

410

Total

------Table 6:2
Attitude of the Union/Association Members
Toward other Union/Association Members
(among the respondents)

N arne of the Union/
Association

No. of members whose attituae
the other Union is

----------------Positive Negative

Neutral

tG~ards

No
comments

FSTPP Employees• Union

30

37

09

76

FSTPP workers' union

29

108

14

151

FSTPP Sramik Union

06

26

02

34

Supervisors• Association

21

62

gg

Executives• Association

11

30

16
09

50

97

263

50

410

Total
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It may be mentioned here that the activities of the FSri'PP
employees • union were started under direct patrcniz ation of the
management. It was reported that the then management wanted to
keep the workers within their own fold and ·hence patronized the
workers to form the first workers 1 Union in this pov1er plant. One
important point is that Mr. A. B.P•• Gani Khan Chaudhury was the
cabinet :t-linister of power and energy at that time. Mr. Chaudhury
is from Malda District. The first union was affiliated by INTUC.
since INTUC is closely related with Indian National congress and
since Mr. Chaudhury was a popular congress leader of the locality
at that time, he might initiate to form the union.

It was observed that the FSTPP Employees• Union (JNTUC)
and FSTPP workers• Union (CITU) were taking active part in
different functions of the management. It was reported that the
Unions were negotiating only in the case of demand-based activi~est

ties. It is certainly true that most of the Union works in

Bengal as well as India are basically demand-based. Higher salary,
higher bonus, higher D.A.,more facilities are their main demands.
The Union leaders are least interested in promoting creative
role of the workers. ·

"'

It was observed that the personal relations among the
employees were rather very formal. The refations of workers
were centering around the workers and relations of executives
were mainly restricted to the executives. A few bachelors were
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exceptions in this respect. The officers vis-a-vis the workers

1-'

were maintaining a distance inside and outside the plant.

In

most cases, this is also true for the families of the employees.

workers were taking the Unions/Associations as good
pr ote cti ve p 1 at£ orrns

"'

Q

They vle re enrolling themselves as members

onJ.y for the· protection. The Union leaders and a few employees
had active participation in the Union/Association function. They
/

'

·are interested to cultivating relationship (formal as well as
informal) among the departmental colleages. MOst of the Union/
Association members expect something from the Union/AssOciation.
One of the high officials of the Personnel Department told the .
present investigator,

11

If I face any problem, this Association

(executive association) would help me 11 •

According to him, the

Association is nothing but a problem solving organization for
him.

.~nother

high official of the sane Department reacted

as follows:
11

Since most of the union as well as Association

leaders are not exposed to industrial climate,
they are unaware of how an Union/Association can
be run 1..,ri thout clash of rights with the managemento As a result, to fulfil their. demands they
resort to use of muscle power 11 •
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This power station is not an exception in this respect.
They are quit~ in t·une with the trade union activity which is
going on to the other private/public sector organizations in
west Bengal.
At present in west Bengal (in other parts of India
also), many of the trade union workers are getting
more salary, more D.A. and other facilities compared

to other sections of the working class •••

g

Freedom

of the working class is not the aim of the present
trade union activities. It's ·aim is to acquire
some special :Eac1lities and t.o manage the' permanency
o:E the service 9

••

0

o

~

Leadership is a profession or

career to conduct this type of unionism. It is also
a business iike the pleading (Bhattacharya , 1986 :
51).

It should be noted here that most of the trade union
activities in west Bengal are guided by the political leaders
(.)
(not by trade union leaders) and due to this most of the union
movements are going on for the political interest but not for the
interest of the working class and industries. The trade union
activity in the Farakka super Thermal Power Project is not an
exception in this respect. It should be mentioned here that
though the FSTPP is at the top to produce electricity in west
Bengal but it is not upto the level to the other pov.. er. plants
of NTPC. So many respondents mentioned that narrow trade union
activities are liable for this.

1.43

Attitude of workers Toward Union/Association Leaders

union/Association leaders are playing an important role
in industries/organizations. They don't have the role in the
union works only but the administration, production etc. are also
dependent upon them. A true leader will also make such informal
and individual relations with the workers/employees by which not
1.1
only the employees but their family members also would accept him
as a friend of their family. A leaoer should project such a type
of image by which the employees should take suggestions not only
for service but also for personal problems.

Many of today's leaders do not confoLm to this
image (personal relation), workers attach a great
deal of importance to their leaders and leadership
(Ramaswamy, 1983 : 96).

workers always want such leader (s) who will participate
.to major social, cultural and even family activities. Ramaswamy
further wrote,
The availability of abundant leadership skills had
led to the organization of community affairs along
lines which closely resemble un..ion organization.
workers believe that a leader is .indispensable to
planning and organization of any major activity
(p.

98).
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. It was observed in this power plant that the union/
Association leaders had accepted the union/Association works
as a part of their jobe They took this as duty rather than as
social work. They demonstrated that they were busy and almost
all the time were surrounded by some followers. This was a general
picture whether he was a leader of leftist Union or otherwise.

. A leader of an Association was doing his Association works
~~v'li th some co-members in his office table duri.ng off ice hours.
The
0

Deputy !~anager' s chair was just beside him. No one was bothering
him about this work. The leader does not want to spend his personal
time for such activities. He rather preferred to spend his officetime for Union activities. Due to this mentality many employees
do not work properly to.this power plant. Specially this type
of employees were observed more in the Personnel & Administration
and Finance & Accounts section. The informants also informed
about this. A Deputy General Manager remarked,

11

••••

Even there

is a CITU leader in this plant who did not type a single page
in four years" ..

An interesting fact was that most of the Union/Association
leaders were from the 'Personnel & Administration' Department.
The General Secretary of FSTPP Employees• Union, the General
secretary of FSTPP workers• Union, are all from the Personnel
Department.
employees

It is to be mentioned here that there were only 99

(six percent) in this Depar·tment out of total strength

of 1630 as in May 1989.
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In some cases, the wives and other relatives of the Union
leaders are in service

(although several among them are not

efficient). Union leaders are getting extra ieave, bvnus and
such other benefits.

It is also needed to discuss about the attitude of Union
members towards the union leaders. It was observed that many
members were not satisfied with the union leaders due to their
works. Many respondent remarked that the union and association
leaders were interested to get personal benefit rather than
11

collective benefit. Few of them told,

0 .

Union leaders are busy to

manage special vehiclE;=, wives 1 service and etc . 11 This type of
remarks, obviously inoic ates that there is no proper union activi ties. in this pcrwer plant. Table 6:3 sho.,.,s the atti tuc;e of union
members towards their leaders.
Table 6:3
Attitude of union members Toward their Leaders
(among the respcndents)

---------------------------------A

Name of union/
Association

T

I

T

U

D

E

(Noo of members with percentages)
Positive

(i) FSTPP

T

Negative No comments

Total

Emp~oyees'

55(13.41)

37(9.02)

24(5.85)

116(28a28)

64(15.61)

39(9.51)

41(10)

144(35 0 12)

11(2.68)

05!1.22)

04(0 0 98)

20(4.88)

(iv) Supervisors 9
As socic.tion

38(9.27)

24(5.85)

33(8.05)

95(23.17)

(v) Executives 0
Association

18 (4 .. 34)

09 (2. 20)

08 (1. 95)

35(8.45)

Union

(ii) FSTPP v/orkers Union
(iii) FSTPP Sramik Union

Total

18 6 ( 4 5. 3 6 ) 114 ( 2 7 • 8 0 )11 0 ( 2 6. 8 3 ) 41 0 ( 1 0 0. 0 0
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From the given table we observe that ·J5 percen·t of the

"

members have sho-wn positive attitude towards their Union leaders
and 27.., 5 percent (among the res;,c.mdE-'nt) have shovm negative
attitude towa.r.cs their leaders.

Although there is a

gen~ral

nution t.hat Trade unicn

activities of the private sector undertaJdngs and L_,ubJ ic sector
undertaJ<.ings are quite different, but the characteristics avpear
almost similar in both the cases.

study of social, cultural and religious life Gf the
employees of an industry reflects the unity among the employees
and the unity obviously influence the production. Due to this it

is necessary to particularly highli'?h·t abGut the soc5.a1 and
cultural life of the employees of FSTPP v1hich has been a.ttemp·ted
in the chapter that follows.

CHAPTER 7

SOCIAL AND CUUI'URAL LIFE OF THE WORKERS

A very· less number of people of F arakka block have got
chance to be employed to this power project. Their social life
with the other employees to be discussed in this chapter. The
impact of FSTPP to those local people who did not get chance
to emp'loy here will be discussed in the next chapter.

Before construction of the Farakka Barrage and FaraJ...ka
Super Thermal Power Project, the people of Farakka Block were
generally poor and mostly illiterate. At the time of construction
of the barrage, a section of the people could earn cash through
wage labour. After completion of construction of this barrage,.
that source of earning dried out.

0

Although at present a few earn something through· deployment by this power station, they will be jobless no sooner the
construction of this power station is completed. Therefore, what
lasting socio-economic impact the barrage and power station will
have· on the life of the local people needs to be closely watched.

·Social Life of the Local Employees

Since Farakka is located at the border of Malda and
Mursh~dabad

districts of west Bengal, for the purpose of this

dissertation the people of these districts have been referred to
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as the local people. The total number of employees of Malda
and Murshidab.ad Districts is only 559 (Malda 289, Murshidabad270). This is out of a total of 1630 employees. Among the local
erry;>loyees very few are from Farakka Block who are actually land
oustees. It is difficult to find out any significant number of
employees of FSTP.P from Farakka Block except the land oustees.
Since the local people do not have adequate technical qualification, they are not well prepared to e am a job in the power
station. It is to be mentioned here that

th~

literacy rate of

the peOple of Farakka Block is only 20.75 percent (according to
the 1981 Census).

To discuss the social life of the local employees we
would like to divide them in two categories viz. Employees
staying at the quarters of FSTPP and Employees staying at their

own village. we will discuss these separately one after another.

(A) Local Employees Staying at the Quarters of FSTPP

It has been discussed earlier that we have considered
those employees as local employees whose residence is in Malda
or Murshidabad district. Therefore the employees of these two
districts who are staying at the quarters either they have
residence to unavoidable distance from the project or they were
not interested to stay in their natal villages. Few exception
were also there who managed quarters by their personal or

f.-

(
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political influence .. Most of these employees were staying at
quarters with. their

O'ml

family.

It has been observed that some of these employees were
Jnterested to stay in isolation from their kith and kins.

These

employees v1ere passing thei.r· non-duty hours with their family
members or by doing domestic works. The employees who compelled
to leave their native place due to their service are interested
to visit their horne when they get time. They maintain the relation
with their colleague and the neighbours just as courtesy. Instead
of this they are more interested to continue the relation with
those people who are staying to their native place. Incidentallymost. of these employees are of workman category. These employees
were observed as almost isolated in the plant also. They hav~
less number of friends.

It was also observed that they were

less interested to the union activities. Generally their wives
did not have higher education as they did not have also. They
are more interested to pass their time with T.V., radio and
chief literature. Generally they have found to maintain the
relation with the same type of association.

On the other hand these are another type of employees
who were interested to make relation with a number of employees.
'J.'hey have a number of friends, in the plan·t as well as in their
residential areas where they passing their time with the colleague.
They were more interested to the union activities. Most of them
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..

have higher education (gradti.~tion and post graduation).

Incidentally

many of ·them have the cases of love marriages. They are also
interested to visit thei.t native place but they have less
interested than the former one. Interestingly it was observed
that many of them were first generation educated and service
holders.

-These category of employees were found to be more
interested in organising and participating in different social
and cultural activities within the plant and in the residential
areas. It was observed that their family members are also
participating in these activities.

(B) Local Employees staying at their own Villages

Employees of these category were found to come to the
plant by bus or by cycle. Just after completing the duty hours
they were found to busy to go to their home. In most cases they
were interested to choose friends with those employees who were
aJ.so of the ·same place. Most of these employees had separate
association in their native place too. These employees were
passing their leisure time and holidays by doing domestic works.
by watching movie and Television and

listen~ng

programme. Many of these employees were
joint

f~nily.

liv~ng

chief radio
to their home in

Due to this, in most of the cases, they were in a

position to follow their traditional cultural life. A very few
of these employees were participating in the union activities
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and other social and cultural functions of t.he plant.

It .is to

be mentioned here that many of these employees had cultivable
land at their native place (those who belong to rural area).
They looked after the land and cultivation during their leisure
time. They also utili·sed the hol.idays and leaves for their
agricultural needs. It was noted that most of these employees
were supporting cultivators.

Social Life of the Employees of other places

Most of the employees of this pawer plant were from
outsiaes of Farak.ka Block. Among them the majority, as already
stated, were Bengali-speaking peoplee These employees stayed at
·the quarters of FSTPP. The informal relations of these employees
have already been discussed earlier-.
It was observed that though there was a lack of cordial
relation among the employees, they at least maintained the formal
relation with each other. sometimes they were visiting the
neighbour house but giving priority to visit the house of close
friends.
There were some employees who were really interested to
do some social and cultural activities wi·thin the plant and in
the residential areas. It is to be mentioned here that most of
these employees were of second and third generation service
holders.
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Family of the Employees
Employees staying at their own village, many of them were
living to the joint family system. All of these were paternal
joint family. This.family was composed of a man, his wife, parents,
children and their unmarried offspring living together in their
own household. In some cases it was also observed that motherin-law· of the employee and/or his widow aunt were also living
with him.

In very few cases,

it was observed that the employees

were living in the nuclear family which composed of a man, his
wife and children.

On the other hand, in most of the cases, employees staying
at the quarters were living in the nuclear family.

In very few

cases, parents were living with him.

In

the family of these quarters . . wives of the employees

were generally addressing him by name in· private. But this was
not to be taken as an understanding of equality. Females are
generally subordinate as it is in most cases in India.

Mother tongue of most of the non-Bengalee employees of
this power station is Hindi. The ratio of Bengalee and nonBengalee employees of this power station is 3:1 (approx.).
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There are so many non-Bengalee employees who can speak Bengali.
They talk in.Bengali at the time of conversation with the Bengali
employees/colleagues. By this way they are trying to adopt themselves to the local situation.
Scheduled Caste and Scheduled 'I'ribe Employees
There were 199 scheduled Caste employees, 41 Scheduled
Tribe employees, 30 Ex-serviceman and 16 physically handicapped
workers in the Farakka super Thermal Power Plant. Table 7.1 shows
the categorysise Scheduled caste, Scheduled Tribe, Ex-serviceman
and physically handicapped employees.

Table 7:1
Categorywise Scheduled Caste, Scheduled Tribe,
Ex-Serviceman and Physically handicapped
employees of FSTPP

-service
category

Scheduled
Caste
employees

scheduled
Tribe
employees

-----

--~~---

Execut.ive

Total

ExPhysiserviceman cally
handicapped

23

01

01

25

27.
(10. 4%)

01

08

36

149
(15. 6%)

39

21

(5., 6%)

supervisor
·workman

--Total
---

199
(12. 2%)

16

-41
(2. 5"/o)

---

---

30
( 1. SOlo)

source ." p &A Section, FSTPP, May, 1989.

225

16
(1%)

----

286
0
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From the given table it is clear that 12.2 percent of the
total employees of the project were scheduled Castes. Among the
Scheduled Caste employees, 11.5 percen·t were executives who
constituted 5.6 percent of the total executives of FSTPP. There
were 27 scheduled caste supervisors which constitutes 13.5 percent
of the total scheduled Caste employees and 10.4 percent of the
total supervisory staff. Nearly 75 percent of the total Scheduled
Caste employees were workmen who constituted 15.6 percent of the
total workmen.

There were 41 Scheduled Tribe employees which was 2.5
percent of the total employees; 30 ex-serviceman constituted
1.8 percent of the total employees; and 16 physically handicapped
constituted one percent of the total employees of FSTPP.

Family Background and Industrial Culture

Most of the employees belonged to middle class families.
The family-occupation of most of the employees was agriculture.
Very few had business as the primary occupation. Those who came
from the background of agriculture and business, most of them
belong

·t.o

the clerical cadre. Those who are in technical cadre

or officersu the family-occupation of them was service (Government
or private). They were service-holders-for two or three generations.

~

'
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Employees coming from agricultural

ba~kground

had nominal

participation iri Union/Association activities as they were not
interested in that. They were maintaining a close relation with
their family members (father, mother, brother, sister, etc.) and
with the village-life. The local employees of this category
were maintaining the industrial norms inside the plant and they
were converting to 'non-industrial people • no

~ooner

they

ar~

out.side the plant .. In some cases they could not fully adopt
themselves to. the industrial norms

Among 410 respondents, there were 149 local employees.
Out of these 149 respondents, there were 82 of Malda District
and the rest 67 employees were of Murshidabad District. Analysing
the collected data it is observed that there were 52 and 44
employees of Malda and Murshidabad Districts respectively who
could not adopt themselves to the industrial norms and this were
63.4 percent and 66 percent respectively among the respondents.

The employees who were service-holders for generations
had a tendency to acquire more benefits/facilities. If they could
get that in any other organization, they would not have any
hesitation to leave the service of FSTPJ?. Many of them had active
participation in the Union/Association activities. The majority
of the Union/Association leaders belonged to this category.

~
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social life of the Employees to the QUarters

The employees who are indu$trial workers of the first
generation, have a close relation with their natal homev Those
who are from nearby places, they visit their family every weekend.
Many employees of this group stay alone at Farakka to do their
duty. Their wives and children stay at their native places with
other family members. This group of people by great emphasis on
their connection with their natal place.

\

The Bengali employees who are industrial (or nonindustrial) workers for the second generation or so have relati¥ely
less connection with their natal homes.

If they have old parents,

back home, they communicate with them through letters once a
month or so. some of them send money to their· parents every month.
Occasionally they arrange to get together with their parents and
other family menbers.

Very few of the first category live at Farakka with
their respective wife .and children. They, therefore, visit their
natal horne at

ev~ry

opportunitye Very few of the second category

main·tain a close relation with their parents and other family
members. The non-Bengali employees mostly live at Farakka with
their wives and children. The majority of them (specially the
employees of U.P., Bihar and Orissa) send a reasonable amount of
money to their home after obtaining salary any month. They

'

~
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generally visit their natal homes once a year but maintain the
relation by exchange of letters from time to time.

Entertainment
competitiveness is a common criteria among the modern
peopleo Some amount of competition is there even in the material
posses~ion of the people. we observe that colour T.V./V.C.R.,

freezes, scooter/maruti etc have become the status symbol of
the modern people. Gne of the interesting phenomena of the
contemporary society is that an uneducated rich man gets more
respect than an educated poor man in the society. This is relatively
more conspicuous in the industrial establishments. The industriai
workers were interested in reading the film magazines/women's
magazine, etc. rather than cultural or literary magazines. They
spend their free time by watching the T.V./Movie or shopping or
roaming about here and there.

It has been observed that the employees of FSTPP get much
salary. But they are mentally materialistic rather than cultural.
Due to lack of interest· of the majority of the employees, proper
cultural atmosphere is not there.

Life Among the Labourers Under the Contractors
There were a number of contractqrs in this power station
who were doing the construction works of FSTPP. They have a number
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of workers and labourers. Few contractors have their own quarters
for their

wo~kers.

Bharat Heavy Electricals Limited (BHEL} is

one of the important contractors. The community life of such
workers is to some extent of sane like the employees of FSTPP.
It is to be remembered here that only those people

(workers of

the contractors and not of BHEL) enjoy the quarters facilities
who belong to the supervisory category. The construction workers
(labourers) of these contr <:.ctors are come from their houses to
attend to their duties. Few labourers· are there who are outsiders
(mainly from Bihar). They are stay in huts or houses with fellow
people.

To their house though the male member \'Tas appear as the
head of the family, in some cases the females also had priority.
It was generally observed to those f anlily where husband and wife
both were working as labourer. These families were generally
controlled by females.

The practice of caste system is not very rigid among the
employees of FSTPPo Perhpas this is the general pattern of the
labour class in most of the factories or industries. The official
records do not maintain caste identity of the employees except
for those belonging to the scheduled Castes and scheduled Tribes.
But caste identity seems important among the labourers of contractors who generally came from the so-called lower case background.
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The. poor local Muslims also work as labourers. Local contractors
and manual labourers of this plant are mostly local Muslims.

The management of FSTPP as well as the contractors were

"

trying to keep the local musclemen wj.thin thei.r fold by variously
satisfying them. The Muslims constitute the major group in the
immediate neighbourhood and most of the musclemen belong to this
faith .. · Perhaps due to this affinity, most of the local contractors, their supervisors, trade union leaoers of their labourers
are Muslims. Not only that, even the local political trends
mostly depend upon the tendency of the Muslims. The majority of
the local political leaders are also Muslims.

way of Life

The local employees of FSTPP maintain the same type of way
of life Like the other service-holders. They work to the plant
as per their duty,. some employees engaged themselves to agriculture
in the leisure time and holidays which have discussed earlier.
Some enjoy the free time/holidays watching movie and Television,
roaming about here and there, gossiping or by doing household
work like the other service-holders. A very few were observed as
interested to local politics.

It is better to say that there were

no difference between the mode of life of the local employees of
FSTPP and the other service holders, i.e., the mode of life of
industrial workers was observed more or less the same as those of
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the non-industrial workers.

The non local employees stayed at the residential quarters
of FSTPP. Passing of leisure time of these employees have discussed
earlier. Their enjoyment and time passing wre the limited residential complex oriented. Though it appeared that these employees
were more industrial workers comparing to the local employees
but it'is not tDme. Since they had no other alternatives to pass
their time, sometimes their matter of discussion was the

p~1er

station, NTPC etc. A very few employees were observed who were
fully adopted the industrial way of lifeu

For contract labourers, this was more disappearing because
it was observed that there ·was no difference between the mode of
life of the labourers of contractors ana the rickshaw puller,
coachman of horse drawn cart or even small shop-keeper. They
enjoy their leisure time by domestic works or by playing cards
and etc. Sometimes they take drinks and play small gambling also.
some labourers were observed to earn some extra money to their
leisure time by cottage industry.

The habit of playing cards among the bachelor employees
was conspicuous. In some cases they indulge in gambling. This
practice is, however, not that popular. Bachelors generally play
cards to pass their time. Few of the bachelor employees were used
to taking drinks but this was not a regular habit. Most of them
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preferred having beer. No drinking bout or abnormality among the
employees inside or outside the industry was observed.

Perhaps drinking is a common habit or has become status
symbol among the higher officers i.e. Executives. When the present
investigator visited their .residence several offered him drinks.

Before setting the FSTPP, Farakka was almost a non-

"
industrial area. There were only a few cottage industries viz.,

bidi making, weaving, etc. ·After inception of the FSTPP some
changes have Observed in socio-cultural life of the local people.

Above discussion reveals the fact that some changes have
taken place in the social and cultural life of the people in
and around Farakka due to the inception of the power project
in this locality.

CHAPTEft

8

n1PACT OF 'l'HE POWER PLANT ON THE

SURROUNDINGS OF FARAKKA

'It is necessary to study the effects of an industry on
the culture of the area and its community, where i t has grovm
up .. Here we will try to find out the ef iects of .E' ar akka Super
Thermal Power Project on the surrouncings. At the same time
impact of the power plant to the local people will also be
discus sec.

Farakka is the border of two distinct parts of the State
of west Bengal - North Bengal and South Bengal.

It is close to

the ancient capital of Bengal known as Gaur. Farakka is also
farnous for producing good variety of mango, silk and availability
of hilsa fj_sh.

It i.s more known for the barrage named after the

place and there is a proposal to produce hydroelectricity with
the help of this barrage.

Traditional Economic,. social, Cultural and Political life of the
People of Farakka

Before inception of FSTPP and before construction of the
barrage, the v1hole of North Bengal was rather isolated. Ferry
service was the only way to connect these parts with the other.
Due to this relative isolation, no large scale industry could
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r;row in North Bengal. Tea incustry was the only exception.
Naturally most of the people of North Bengal were dependent on
agriculture or agricultural industries. But due to the same set
of problems there was no proper market even for the agricult.ural
products.

1'10st of the people of Farakka Block,

a.s alrec-tdy stated,

were economically backward. Very few 'tJell-to-do farmers belonged
to the high caste Hindus. Generally, they were not cultivating
their land themselves. A large number of people belonging to
lower Hindu castes and economically backward rvruslim groups were
earning their livelihood as agricultural labourers under the
farmers. They, nertheless earned very little against their hard
labour. .r-1any of them were whole-timers under the farmers 1 who
used to be referred to as

1

Kamins
·-

1

•

In most of the cases,

these

Kami£.§! were getting just their food <md clothes and no money.
The number of pecple producing raw silk and mango was also few.

According to 1981 census

(in this year FSTPP was esta-

blished), 171458 people were engaged in agriculture-which
constituted only 13 percent of the total population. Gut of the
said population, about 6,659 were cultivators (approximately
5 percent) and 10,799 people were agricultural labourers (8
percent of the total population).
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Since there v.1as no proper marke·t facilities before
construction· of the barrage, the peasants were compelled to
sale their products at low prices. They had to travel to
Berhampore, the district town of r-·1urshidabad for marketting their
products by spending a good deal toward transportation. After
construction of the railway lines, they are participating in an
wide market networks along with their products.

Besides agriculture, there were some cottage industries
also among which lveaving, bidi binoing etc. were the most irrportant. ;.. nurriber of people; both Hindu and tt!Uslim, were engaged in
Th~

weaving.

Hindu weavers were known as Tanti ana the Huslim

weavers were known as Jolaha. They used to produce

~~~·

mosquito nets and towels (locally called Gamcha). These weavers
too got a market for their products after construction of the
barrage.

J.Vlany of the house-wives as well as the male members of
their family (both of Hindu and MusJ.im) were engated bi6i binding
to manage ·their families. After construction of the barrage they
are getting better support of ·the market.

It is to be noted here

that bidi-binding was one of the most important household
industries in this area. According to 1981.census, there were
12,651 people engaged in household incustry, which was about
nine percent of the total population. Out of the said population,
males

constituted 3,276 and females constituted 8,925.
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small business, fishing, coachmanship, etc. were the
other professions. A few people were earning their livelihood
by indulging in anti social activities.
There were 12,089 per sons
v.ras service or others

(L~lSl

census) whose occupation

(worked as middlemen,

agent, contractor,

etc.). Out of these, there were 10,961 males and 1,128 females.

At the time of construction of the barrage,

a number of

people turned themselves from the position of agricultural
labourers to construction workers. At that time they could earn
something by which they could manage the requirement of food
supply. But after completion of the barrage, they have become
jobless again and are compelled to turn themselves to their
original. profession as agricultural labourers. This has put them
into relative economic hardships.

At the time of

con~truction

work of the barrage,

a few

people also earned some unexpected sum as contractors or subcontractors. Because of sudden extra income,

these people changed

their life-style altogether. But they failed to improve their
educational background so quickly and due to this thay still
lag behind in other activities.

Though the income of the local people was less, there
was a cordial relationship among them. The lower age-group
people were addressing the male seniors as brother,

uncle,
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grandfather, etc. and the female seniors were addressed as
sisters, sisters-in-law,

e.unt, grand-mother, etc. There were

mutual co-operation and help among the people even for attenc:ing
to any individual problem.

MOst of the people of Fara}.ka had no active participation
in party politics. 'rhey used their voting power by the instruction
of the locally influenced people (generally the well-to-do land
awners).

~ost

of the people at that time were pro-congress.

There was cordial relationship between the Hindus and
Muslims. Communal disturbances were almost unknown. Moreover,
the Muslims were participating in the festivities of Durga puja
and the Hindus were participating in the Id-ul-fitr. Both of the
communities were paying regards to the elders of the locality
irrespective of their religious affiliation. Religion was not the
factor to put them apart.

Economic, social and cultural Life of the people of Farakka in
con temporary Times

Due to the wide scope of construction work of ESTPP,

a

nurrber of people are working as construction labourers. According
to t:he information, about 8000 people are engaged in the construetion work. They are working as helpers,

labourers, supervisors,

contractors, etc. The rainy season is a lean period for construetion work. At that time, they work as agricultural lcbourers
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under the local. well-to-do peasantse

It is to be mentioned here

that the economically as well as socially backward Hindus and
Muslims are mostly working as labourers. The rich and influential
Hindus and Huslims are working as supervisors, sub-contractors

ana contractors ..

At present a new tenoency is being observed at Farakka.
The local people are setting up hotels,

stationery shops,

automobile shops, etc. to supplement their income. Besides "this,
the poor people are engaged in rickshaw-pulling for their livelihood. weaving and other household industries

(which has already

been mentioned) are the other professions in wnich the people
participate. The other occupations are service, working as middlemen,

agent, etc.

Few local people are earning unexpected amount of money
due to the setting up of the power station. some of them are
getting this by showing their sheer muscle pov1er. Though agriculture was the main source of earning of the people of Farakka,
at

presen~

they in general are interested in service rather than

agricultureo The people who do not have proper education,

are

more interested in business th·an agriculture. With the changing
mentality of profession, changing of family system was also
observed here.

Though the joint fan;ily syster;, is still prevalent, but
an individualistic atti tuoe has been growing among ·the fan1ily
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members. Breaking of joint families to nuclear units is an
emerging trend. The heads of nuclear fam.ilies are mostly depend
on service in

~he

power plant. At the same time it.was observed

·that they are paying relatiVJely greater emphasis on individual
interest than on collective interest.

Previously the elders were getting more respect from the
youngers. But i t gradually changing at present. The younger
people these days do not hesitate to smoke in front of their
elders 1 but which was not a practice in early days.

Regarding education a

ch~ge

is observed among the people

of F'arakkao They are gradually getting interested- in education.
Dropout_ rates among the school going children are declining ..
Even t.he poor people try to send their childi:'en to schools for
education. Still

~provement

in education is not that satisfactory.

At present the people are trying to adopt themselves to
the_ modern culture. They are enjoying 'I'V/Radio programme. They
are going to Cinemas and V.D.O. shows. The young people are much
interested in the modern· Hindi films and film-songs. Even the
poor people entert.ain their guests by offering a cup of tea •

.~-

Most of the people wear trousers and shirts when they go out to

any pub J.ic place. 'l'he Hindu ladies and young girls wear sharees
and the Huslim young girls wear ~lwar and k~ij popularly called
as Churidar.

The ·Muslim ladies wear sharees.
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At present there are many clubs at F arakka • .!'10st of the
~

active members of these clubs are young people but the aged persons
also are patr.onising these clubs. These clubs are arranging
religious, cultural 1

and social festivals like Durga puja,

Rabipdrajayanti, Independence.day celebration, etc.

·The above facts suggest that the people of F arakka are
trying to adopt themselves with the new forces of change without
,_.

drastic. change in their. traditional social and cultural life.
Similar observation was made by Nash (1958) ..

He observed

11

Many areas of traditional life can flourish"

on a new level in the pr.ocess of industrialization 11 •

Many people are participating in active party politics at
present. The young peOple are very much involved with them. Host
of the clubs are also directly associated with the political
parties. The political parties are trying to differentiate the
.Hindu and Muslim communities for their political interests. An
irnportant. phenomenon is observed here that in most of the elections,
C .. P" ;r.,

' il

(M) as weJ.J. as congress are putting Muslim candidates .from

this constituency. In fact, most of the political leaders of this
locality are Muslims.
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Most of the trade union leaders of FSTPP were the local

t---

people of Farakk.a. Hr. Amlan Pandey, General Secretary of FSTPP
Employees • Union; Mr. K. L. Mishra, General secretary of FSTPP
workers• Union and Mr. Abul Hasnat Khan, President of the said
union were the local people of Far'akka.

It was observed that the

leaders of the contract labourers >vere the leaders of political
parties at the !3al'"re .. congress and

C.P.r.

(M) were the main political

partie'S at that place. The strength of other political parties was
rather poor. sometimes political chaos were created as a direct

r

result of clash between the supporters of two parties (specially
betv1een C.P. I . (M) and congress) .. Though there was politic.al disturbance, communal relation was good.

According to information, there was an overall cordial
relation among the Hindus and Muslims. There· were disagreements
between the members of these communities on issues like Tarn Temple
and Babri Masj iO. but no real clash occurred due to this.

The changing scene - As already indicated,

a number of

:people converted themselves from agricultural labourers to the
construction labourers. As the construction v1orJc of FSTPP is
going on since 1981, the income of these labourers is to some
~

ex tent regular.. Due to this, they are economic ally better off now.
They have changed their life-style particularly in food habits,
dress, entertainment, etc.
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Some people have acc.::pted a new profession (like middleman,
agent etc.). and by this they are earning an unexpected amount of
money .. As a result, there is a tendency toward abrupt change in
their life style through purchasing V.C.R., scooters/motor cycles
and other sophisticated material gooos. These people now maintain
a long distance with those people who were of same category few
years ago.

There are .some people who neither earn money showing their
muscle power nor get a change to do work in the plant. They do
not have any permanent source of income either. They are really
in a precarious position. sometimes they work as agricultural labourer, sometimes" as rickshaw puller and etc. Sometimes they
fail to manage their minimum needs by hard work. Due to this the
gap between the • have'

and' have not' is continuously increasing

in this locality.

It has earlier been mentioned that a few people were earning
their livelihood by indulging in some anti social works but after
completion of the first phase of the po•-Jer plant, this tendency
has come down.

A change is observed in the social and family life of the
people of Farakka. The j oin·t family system is breaking down and
nuclear families are grov,ring up. Out of 150 families studied,
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there were 92

(61.3 percent) nuclear families.

Instead of collec-

tive interest, individual interest is more irnportan t

at present.

There is a change in behaviour of the local people. There is a
visible change in the system of paying respects to the elders.

There are three schools managed by FSTPP but they provide
little change for admission of the local children. 'l'he local poor
i lli·ter ate people carne to know the necessity of education but the
increasing rate of education is _not upt.o the level due to lack
of proper scope ..

There are 81 primary schools and 12 secondary schools
including 3 Junior

~igh

Schools and 1 Hindi Medium school to

the Farakka Block. Besides these, there are the schools of FSTPP
still the li terac:f rate is only 20. 57 percent

(1981 census).

Though the poor people want to send their children to school,
they are not doing this. Because their notion is that his ~on/
girl may earn something at that time. Moreover, they are unable
to bear the minimum expenses of education. Authorities are not
taking proper step to overcome this problem.

We observe political clash amvng ·the people now, which wa:s
not there in the past.

It is true that this is the general pheno-

menon at preseni.: throughout west Bengal. There are several professional politicians at Farakka which was not, the case previously.

~>--
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There is no change in religious activities among the pecple
of Farakka • .!I'he people are more liberal in religious matters than
before.

Attitude of FSTP.P employees to the local people
The outside

employe~s

of FSTPP are·concentrated in three

residential places of FSTPP. They have hardly any relationship
with the local people. They have their own shopping centre,
schools" recreation centres, etc. If there is any relationship
tha·t is a sellers and buyers. The shopkeepers are local people
and after obtaining prior permission from the authority they
started their shops ,.at the shopping centres of FSTPP and live
there.

A few bachelor employees sometimes come to the tea stalls
outside the Temporary Township campuse This visit has no other
purpose but. to pass ·timeQ There is a shopping centre at the"
Temporary 'I'ownship campus too. Besides the shops of this shopping
centre, very few are there outside the campus. The ·tea stalls of
the outside shopping place are almost like the footpath tea
stalls seen elsewhere. Very few .employees come to these tea stalls.

The attitude of FSTPP employees toward local people is not
favourable.

One of the engineers of FSTPP reported,

11

I do not

like to mix with them and I have doubts whether any employee
woulo like to mix with them since they don't have education,
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culture,

and they are mostly interested in doing illegal works 11 •

Nevertheless, as a departmental manager reported,
11

Basically they are not bad. Due ·to their poverty they are

indulging in some illegal activit.ies.

I had arranged and organised

some cultural activities with the local people form them 11 •

Another respondent remarked,

11

They (local people) have not

any motive to develop their socio-economic condition and this is
due to lack of· education 11 •

This statements are mostly true. But there is a question;
who is responsible for this lack of interest in education"? The
poor illiterate local people or authority or the political leaders"?

Attitude oi the local people toward the employees

Most of the local people consider the employees of FSTPP
as people belonging to other spheres. According to them, they
are very rich, have hi'gh education, and belong to high society.
They became

~

because they are working in such an organization

where they get everything. These people observe that they are
attending to their duty and returning home by

ni~e

comfortable

buses. They get very good houses from the government, they wear
very nice and sophisticated dresses. There are schools in the two
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town.ships the doors of which are totally closed to the local
people. There are hospitals exclusively for themo Due to this,
a gap is steadily increasing between the local people and FSTPP
employees.

As a coachman observed,

11

·they are for themselves and we

are for ourselves - there is no relation between

US

11

•

Local M.L.A.. Mr. A.. H. Khan told, "A conflict is continuously

r

growing between the employees of NTPC ·and the local people".

According to. him the conflict is as follows:
The employees of FSTPP are living within the same area
ap the local

peopl~

but they do not want to make any sorts of .

relation with them. They take help of the local people, but their
labour, but they do not want to help them by any means.

It is to be mentioned here that there is a strict security
·{named by central Industrial security Force) at the gate of FSTPP.
It is very difficult for the local people even to enter into.the
power plant without having sufficient reasons.
11

:t·u:.

Khan reported,

Although there is a public Relation Ofiicer of this plant but

he doesn't have any connection with the public". This indicates
a clash of loca:1 people and employees of FSTP.P.
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Problems of local people and employees due to setting up of FSTPP

There are various types of problems of the employees as
well as t.he l9cal people ..

11

It is diffj.cuJ.t. to improve the local

people, there is no time to mix with them- that's why there is
no improvement. In future, we would be a people in an island. It
will take a long time to develop the local people culturally 11 •
~Employee of FSTPP, Engineer_?.

11

The behaviour of the employees of FSTPP is not so bad

but not sincere. They are making relation with the local people
·for their own benefits 1

nothing more than that". !:Local business-

man and contractor of FSTPP_7.

11

There is a gap bet\oJeen the expectation and reality of the

local people"

11

LMr.

A.H. Khan, M.L.A._7.

We are trying for their cultural and economic development

but they are not showing the interest upto the expectation 11
~An Executive of FSTPP_7.

"A labourer' .s son cannot be an officer ••• 11 £A contract
labourer of FSTPP_7 .. ·

It is true that the local people may get some education.
At least they can manage to get a certificate. This will provide
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them with a chance to get jobs in the power plant.

~ut

the proper

steps have not taken by which they might get apprOpriate education.

Three important problems need a reference here.
(i} As already stated, the campus of FSTPP was a very lov,r

lying area. This was the place for holding rain water. Since NTPC
acquired this land, the local people are facing the problems of
flood~

It is said that the serious flood problem of 1986 was

primarily due to this. ·

(ii) The second is that a mafia group has evolved due to the
setting-up of this po"'fer plant. It is believed that this mafia_
group is leading the union movement. They are taking sub con tract
from the contractors of FSTPP.

In their sub

con~ract

work, they

do not allow any Union activity. They force the big contractors
to pay commission.

It is said that they are virtually ruling the

e>.rea. The main complain is that there is a close connection between
·the management and this mafia group. The management of FSTPP is
utilising them for their own requirement and choice.

(iii) Another important point is that due to setting up of
FSTPP, the labourers are getting a chance to earn something. The
local businessmen are improving their lot. A new group of businessmen have emerged due to this. But the lower-middle class farmers
are facing an acute problem due to the presence of the power plant
as the barrage as well as the power plant have acquired their land.
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Not only that, due to setting up of this power plant, the rate of
agricultural_labourers has gone up. They lost a lot of agricultural
land over and above,

they are spending more to produce crops in

their land. Dt1e to this 4 their economic condition is cuntinuously.
dete.rior.atj_ng .. The lands acquired by the barrage and

po~yrer

plant

were of medium quality. The Railways also acquix·ed scrne land for
establishing railway tracks which belong to fertile category,.

scope of Economic and Industrial LevelOpment

It is reported that the ecunomic ccndi tion of the ordinary
local people has improved due to setting up of FSTPP. The
of .rickshc.ws, buses"'

!_~gas

numbe~

has incre c::,sed. Four rnc-rkct f-·laces

have grown and the local people get a chance tc sale their products in these rn".arkets. A number of people get chances to earn
something as day labouers/contract labourers. still the economic
development of this area is not that spectacular. The main cause
behind this is that no industries has been set up in this area
where the local people could secure permanent jobs. Though there
is a wide scepe to set up a number of in<iustries. in this area,
these are not coming up due to various reasons.

According to ·the District Industries, Centre, there is a
scope to set up 63 different industries in.this area but so much
land have already been acquired by the barrage. If the barrage
does not lease out land, i t would be difficult to get lane for
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setting up such industries.

A number of people are engated in bidi making industry.
'rhis is purely an unorganised sector. rrhese people are working under
the merch2nts of Aurr:ngabad anc Iihulian which are 15/20 krns away
from Farakka.

If proper steps are taken, this cottage industry

coulc be set up at Farakka by the local people.

About 700/800 people are engaged in weavin0. There are
four weaving cooperatives -

one at IvJahadebnagar, one at .fvJaheshpur,

one at Arjunpur and one at Kuli. 'I'here is a problem of marketing
their products. Due to this, proper development of this inciustry
is not possible yet.

There is a food processing industry which is rather primitive. This coulo be modernised and developed. ·rhere is a proposal
to start Sericulture Centre at Bahadurpur.

It is said that so much ash is coming out as waste-product,
the ash pond made to store this waste-product is inadequate. It
is said that ash brick,

low quality cement,

a.sbestos, etc. may

be made out of the said waste-products. In foreign countries,

ash

bricks are made of this waste-products in every power plant. P..n
Engineer of 0 & M section informed that the Hyderabad Asbestos
Company is purchasing this ash from 1986 by contract. But this
is only a little fraction of the total waste-proouct.
inciustry

If the

(to make Brick, asbestos cement etc.) is set up at this
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place as private sector or public sector enterprise, it coulc have
opened enormous job opportunities.

There is a scope to set up ancilliary industries at
Farakka8 Repsiririg shop, gas factory, etc. might also be there.

One senior engineer reported that oxygen is produced as biproduct
in this power plant. He suggested that a lar·ge scale industry
could.be set up to fill oxygen cylinders by this oxygen gas. The
local M.L .. A.

also repeated the ssme. He suggested that an I.T.I.

may be started here. If i t

starts~

for technical education as

we~l

there would be a wide scope

as job opportunities for the local

people. He remakred that if FSTPP extended some help to the state
Gove.rnrnent, the institute could be started.

Power Plant and Socio-Cultural eonsequence

Before the establishment of the FST·P:.P, the people of
Farakka were economically poor and b

ase

d

·

purely on agricultural

income. Most of the people were earning their livelihood as
agricultural labourers under the

we

11

-to-do peasants,

as fisher-

man, as weaver, etc. This is the general picture of most of the
villages of west BengalQ Thev 1
.1:

Care f aci.lit.ies# etc. Des1 ,1.' te t
.c--

J ~
ac~ea education,
·

Ll.S,

th

nutrition, health-

ere were cordial relations

smong them. Sorrow and J' oy of one moveo" th · th
e o er. There was an
over-all fellow-feeling and solidarl.'·ty,
even across caste and
religion.
"
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At the time of construction
of the Farakka barrage, the
...
'

poor people got a ch_ance to earn some extra money by which they
could for the. time being ease

th~ir

precarious existence. It is

pd.marily due to this fact, many agricultural labourers opted out
for construction work. But unfortunately, this respite was very
short-livedo
_.,'

.

',i

-·~

. :rt. 'is a fact that immediately after construction of the
barrage \vas over 1 the construction work of FSTPP was started.
·The -same

people~

who were engaged in the construction of barrage

also rushed for this job. Since the volume of work of FSTP.i:l is
more than the construction work of barr age,

in fact,

more peOple

have got the chance of working there. Naturally they were earning
more than their earning as agricultural labourerso such job
opportunities also attracted people from elsewherE to Farakka.

The poor

peopl~

of Farakka closely observe·· the modern

c:ivic arnenities e·.,gQ quarters with electricity ana water, school,
hospital, cinema hall, stadium., personal car, scooter, etc. Once
upon a time the ·small children of this area used to rush to see
an ambassador. Now they see the latest design Maruti van. Besides,
previously they useq to look at them with a sense of awe. Now the
people got so much, used to their presence that they have become
rather indifferent about this development •.

To the bewilderment of the poor, the people of this
locality, a few local peOple experienced abrupt change from day-
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labourers to millioners. At the same time th8se people observed
that when they went to hospital at the FS'rPP Campus, they were
denied any assistance or facilities avilable there. When these
people went t.o the schools of FS'I'PP, there too, they met wi'th
frustration~

Thus, when FSTPP was responsible for major trans-

formation of the way of life of a few, for the bulk, the organisation provided no scope depending on which they could also change.
Even when they turned to the FSTPP for employment as manual
labourers, they met with little reward. Naturally the local
people have started to feel that the employees of the FSTP? are
somewhat different from them. They are considered as the privileged few who are born with certain special endowments unlike
them. As a result, there is a clear demarcation bebveen local ·
impoverished or the •we•

and the privileged few, the FSTPP

employees representing 'they•. The difference between the two is
often not comprehended in these terms though, they are getting
crystallised very fast making the distinction relatively sharper.

With further increase in this difference, the possibility
of clash between the outsiders and the local poor people is
creeping in which needs immediate attention. The instant reaction
of the local people is to retaliate by charging exorbitant rates
for the local non-agricultural products, and even for pulling
rickshaw. The local people are charging high price in ·the market
even for their agricultural products. They think, since they
expect nothing from FSTPP or of the elite group, why should not
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they try to get some extra money for their products? On the other
hand, the said elite group feel that though they pay a little
bit extra money, but since they are getting fresh vegetables,
milk, egg, fish, etc. that get amply compensated. Thus, despite
the existence of ·an apparent wall between them, this has not led
to any serious disturbance.
As a matter of fact,

the local young people cannot accept

the employees of FSTPP or the employees of the other organizations/
institutionso They do not like to accept the existence of iQhese
organizations/insti·tutions at all. They observe that there are
schools but they do not get entry into those schools; there are
hospiLals but they are not entitled to that facility; there are
entertainment centres, but they cannot enjoy the benefits. The
most important thing is that they lost their land due requisition
while setting up the FSTPP but they are not getting nruch direct
benefits out of that yet as they are suffering c:1s a result cf
flood due to construction of the barrage cmo are still mostly
unemployed. They

with anger that despite setting up of

the FSTPP and construction of the barrage, they are still continuing their old profession of bid_! binC.ing, \ve av ing, fishing,

etc.

They are not getting the minimum chance of employment or minimum
education by which they could uplift themselves.

Another important fact is that the local poor people
cannot toler ate those few local peol-'le who suddenly chcnged
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themselves from poor to a rich man. They observe that those
neorich do not bother about upliftment of the rest of the colTl!Tiunity.
They also observe that those people are making relatic.ms with the
high officials of FSTP.P, high officials of barrage and administratj_on. some of them became political leaders also but they are not
taking any in l:.erest by which the poor fellovJ merrbers of the
comnru;lity could overcome their poverty, the uneducated could get
a chance for education. 'I'he bulk of the local people consider
them too as if

belongin~

to the •they•

group.

From the foregoing discussion i t is noted that the

~

authorities are not taking proper steps to set up industries
related to FSTPP by which there could be an economic upliftment of
the local poor peopleo Again, t.he local people dv not have the
knowledge or capacity to initiate any steps in this respect. As
a result, more outsiders are coming to avail of the chances than
that of the local people. Due to this,
and

1

the wall between the

1

haves•

have nots 1 s is getting increasingly streng·thened. 'l'his as

such is a negative trend since this has the inherent tencency of
dividing the people at the outset and then maintaining the line
of divide. Most of the local people ai·e so inoifferent about the
ex:L s·i:;.enoe of FSTPP and j_ts work,

including the construction work,
.i

that ·they do not bother to know whether the
"t:i on WG6k

I

est of the con:struc-

of FS'l'l?J? will continue or not. If the rest of the work

is shifted from Farakka to any\.vhere, either they are inaifferent
about this or they feel that they do not have that capacity by
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which they could stop the process. Because when there is a proposal
to shift the rest of the \-TOrk of FSTPP f:com Farakka to somewhere
else in Bihar (Anandabazar Patrika 31.7.92 : 'l'here was a protest
against the report),

only the contractors and union leaders were

anxious but the general labourers were totally unconcerne6. 'I'heir
version is that if this work stops they will go back to agricultural labourers or undj:!rtake any other hard works. 'I'his mentality
clearl'y reflects that though they are ·getting their present
ernploymen t ·through this project, they are not that involved in it
or have little emotional attachment with it. Actually they had a
lot. of hope from this power plan·t but in return they get very
littJ.e.

On the whole,

the local people seem tc have develaped

an attitude abuut the entire matter as if it does not really matter
much whether the FSTPP continues or otherwise. The social and
psychological factors responsible for this d2velopment need careful scrutiny. A fresh stucy with appropriate emphasis on those
aspects wuuld be in a position to
·respect.

throw further lir;.;ht in this

CHAPI'ER 9

GENERAL OBSERVMriONS

l'

&

COOCLUSION

'rhe j_ntention of the pre.sent study as noted in introduction
~

l,., To examine the s.tructure and organization of the Farakka
super Thermal Power Project relating to its production
systemo•
2o To highlight the interpersc...nal relations

bet~veen

the

management and employees of this po..ver plant.
3. To find out the formal end informal relation arr.ong the
employees of FSTPP •
....

.

4o To analyse

~he

role of trade union work and action

of the :power plant and their role in the life of the
worker so
5. To highlight the social and cultural life of the people
living ·in and around of this power plant.

6. social implication 6f the power plant in the locality.

In the

for~going

chapters .it has

alrea~y

been

presented an analytical discussion on VaJ;"ious aspects of Farakka
super ·rhermal Power Project and its impc.ct among the people living
in and arcund of this power plant. In this section I shall furnish
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the summary of findings on the entire study in the follov.ring
lines. The validity of the hypothesis and t11eir significance in
the context of present study is also highlited here. The conclusion
has been drawn on the basis of empirical facts and their analysis
as per objectives of th:Ls study.

I

Po1ver generation has been given high prioritx in the Plan
Programmes of contemporary India, but there is a snortage of
power. ·ro overcome this short age, the National 'l'hermal Power
Corporation (NTPC) was incorporated in November,

1975. The NTPC ·

installed its fourth Super 'rhern,al Power Plant at Farakka, situated
in l'l.urshidabad District of west Ben<:jal in 1981.

Ultimate capacity of Farakka Super Thermal Po1.ver Project
.(FSTPP) is 2100 MW and the estimated manpo•,ver for the project
would be around 3000 at the ultimate stage. ·rhere were 1630
employees in this power project as on .t-1ay, 1989. Employees of this
power plant are enjoying free quarters with free eaucation for
their children, free medical facilities, free vehicle facilities,
e'cc.

65 percent of the employees of FSTPP v1ere frcm outsice
Farakka. 80 percent of tne employees were Bengalees and the rest
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20 percent were non-Bengal,ees. Since they stayed at the same
,L__

1"-

residential areas,. i .. eo quat.·t.e.rs of FSTPP ~
e~J.oyees

an inter action among the

is taking place.

NTPC has adopted a structure of three tier system whie:h
consist of

(a) Corporate Functions,

(b) Centralised Service Func-

tions and (c)·operating Divisions, i.e. Projects. The Operating
Divisions have the total responsibility for implementation of the
project within the predetermined targets. FS'rPP is under ·this
division.

'rhe works of FSTPP may broadly be di vid.ed i.n to two
categories, viz.

(i) Corporate works (ii) Contract Labourers. The

Corporate's work is to find out the contractors• work and to
produce power.

rhe administerial chief of this power plant is the General
Manager. There are nine different departments headed by Deputy
General .tvianagers or Managers under the General Manager.

Employees of FSTPP are of two categories, viz. Executives
and Non-Executives. The non-executives are of three
are Trainees, Artisans and Supervisors.

~ypes.

There
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within the plant, employees. are maintaining informal relations
rather than formal one and the formal relation among them is
basically job-oriented. It is important to note here that the status
of the employees is not so rigid to ma}\.e the informC'.l r.:elations
among the emp loyeeso

To improve the production and to look after the industrial
harmony, certain committees are there in FS~PP which consist of
the members of Management and employees. Inspite of that there
are serious class-conflicts among the employees in this
plant.

po•t~er

In consequence of which the po\ver generation programme

suffer •

Almost all the employees from rural areas belong to the
non-executive category& They are not much educated and are
gener·a1ly from the agricultural background. They were eager to
adjust themselves to the prevailing sys.tem of the power plant.
But due to their inadequate capability they failed to do so in some
cases. HOst of these employees are of first generation serviceholders.

It is observed that they are more committed to their

works. Similar observation was made by Dasgupta who conunents,

'The

workers who came from ·aistant villages have no other altern'ative
but t:o live in the town. so, i t ap.f€ cu·,s ti·Jat partial dependence
on :e..gricul'ture affects to some extent to wr,olesome comrr,itment of
the woJ.:-:kers ·to the industrial occupation and tones donw the motivation for unidimensional economic goal'

(Dasgupta 1978 : 113).
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On the other hand, most of the employees \vJ th urban
(_

backgrvun6 are not so committed to their works.

It is observed

that the technical employees axe more ctedicated than the nontechnical employees. A number of employees of FSTPP do not bother
to expose their dissatisfaction. There are plenty of instances
-where the workers even disobeyed their higher authority. There are
also :Lnstances when the executives even violated the code of
discipline ..

Although there are a general notion that Trace Union
activities of the private sector undertakings and public sector
undertakings are quite different but the characteristics appearalmost similar in both the cases.

It is observed that there is no secrecy about the political
patroniz ation to the union actj_vities of this power plant. £ven
an union leader also functioned there as a contractor.

rJ:he interrelation of the rrembers of different Unions and
Associa-tions .is not ve·ry smooth.

Data reveals that,

amcng the respondent, the attitude of

44., 4 percent employe(-2!5 .is positive and the attitude of 31.5:!_ per
cent: E::f:p.l.oyees is negat:ive towards ·their Union/Association acti-

vi t..tes. On ·the o'cher hand,

attj_tuoe of 23.7 percent employees is
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po~:dtive

and attitude of 64.1 percent is negative tcw'ards other
.

Union/Associs:rtion~

Again,

.

0

attitude of 45 percent employees is

positive and 27.5 percent is negative towards their leaders.

Nost of the employees staying at quarters of FSTPP are
isolated from the local people.

~gain

the relation among the

employees is not very cordial within the resi<ientio.l complexes of
FSTPP.

The

employee~

staying at their own villages are continuing

their cultivation during their leisure time • .rv:.any of them avail
their due leave during sowing and harvesting times. Dasgupta
have.made simil.ar observation. He stated 'During peak agricultural
seasons like sbwing and harvesting. The industrial workers avail
themselves of the.ir due leave or engaged agricultural labourers on
payment•

(Dasgupta 1978 :

113)~

Employees of agricultural background
clc.)SE:

rf.=lat.ion

wi~ch.

~-Jere

maintaining a

their fard.ly and even with the village-life.

The.r.e was no di:Eference

~etween

the mode of life of the

labourers under contractors of FSTPP and .that of the rickshwa
pullers, coachmen of horse-drawn cart or even small shop-keepers.
They are passing their leisure time by domestic works or by
engaging themselves card-playing. some of them are also engaged
in various craft works for extra earning
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According to 1981 Census, the total population of Farakka
Block are

1,~4,445

with 68,371 males and 66,074 females. The

scheduled Caste population of this bloc}, is 15,522 which ccn::;ists
11.55 percent of the total por,ulation. rrhe total ::.cheduled 'l'ribe
po;;ulation is 2, 275 which cons·ti tuted 1. 7 0 f>.::rcent of: the total
populat:Lon of this locaJ.ity.
and

lv~us

~C'be

approximate:: ratiD o:c the I-lincu

lim population in this block is 3 0~7 0 • rrhe total literacy

rate is 20. 75 percent. 13 percent of the total population is
engaged in agriculture.

Out of this,

5 percent are cultivators

and 8 percent are agricultural· labourers. 9 percent are craftsmen
and 11 percent are.service-holders.

II

In Farakka local people were not migrated due to inception
of FSTPP, moreover a number of people immigrated to Farakka for
earning. The local people witnessed tha·t an _inoustry has been
grown up in their locality. But most of them do not have apy
direct benefit from this industry. They also observe that a number
of people of outside places get the opportunity of employment
at FSTPP but they f aiJ.ed to get that due to their lack of education.
To get this oppo1:·tuni ty the local people vJant to provide prOper
educatiun to their chilc.ren but many o .. them failed to do this.
As a result they want to accept the incirect benefits of this
power plant.
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The upper caste people of

Fara}~ka

he.ve started to earn

money as ccntractors. Some of them have starteo incustry oriented
, business,

agency etc. tvhile the lo•,ver caste people par:-tially

converted themselves from agricultural labourers to contract
labourers i.e. industrial labourer to earn their livelihood. At
the same time they are continuing their traditional profession i.e.
_agriculture, hcusehold industry etc. Srinivas
i t as a paradox of change and Singer

(1967) recognized

(1966) designated i t as

c cmp artment al iz ati on.

Due -c.o setting up of Ulis power· plant a few local people
earned an unexpected mcney but thei failed to acop-c. the inoustr ial
norms.,

From the foregoing discussion it is clear t11at only a
section of the local community, particularly higi·1er caste Hindus
and influential and educated 1'-Iuslims,

tried to adjut;t themselves

with t:he pr-ocess of ind.u.str ializ ation.

such ad.jus t::.m~nt is also .

par:·t.ia.l in nature. 'I'he people adjust v.Jith the demand of the new
situat.ione At the same tinie they have
norms too, for exa.n.ple,

patrcnisin~'

tneir traditional

religious belief and practices, social

relations, traditional way of earnings and such others. Dasgupta
(1978) stated this process as compromise between tr adj_ tional and

industrial oemands. This <;,r . . . up of: peoplr:::: is gcin.._, to their t.vorking
place '.vi t.h pan·t:, shirt, shoes etc. Eut they do not give up visiting
temples, mosc,;ues or other reliC.JiC.n.JS places with

~hoti

and Papj

ab~
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or Lungi and Kurta or

?.2J ama

and _!Surta.

L·
Those who directly or.- inO.irectl.l associated \.vith the power
plant,. are found to maintain the relati.0ns;:ip with. their kith and
kins who are staying away frorn their' _place of worko some people
~

are also send money to their home to mee·t the expenses of their
ntal family and to look .after the cultivation. Similar observation
was made b~ Eames (1954), Gadgil (1954) an6 Prabhu (1956). To
hi$ study in a yillage in North Central India, Eames observed that
about 7 5 percent oi the total migrants sead money" regularly to
their home. Gadgil and Prabhu observed that even when a migrant
managed to take his wife and children to town with him, he
probably had a

pie~

of land, or his old parents ana other relatives

in the village, needing his continual attention.

It is also observed that majority of the lqcal people of
Farakka have a ,desire to get opportunity of employment from FSTPP.
Because cne can improve his life-style by such type of employment.
Because of this ,they also want to get a service in :FSTPP or any
other establis.hment •

.Rao (197 4) had the similar observation who observed that
the villagers in general seek u:rban employment.

Only a few local people have neither adjusted themselves
nor tried to adjust with the forces of industrialization. They
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are con -cinuing thei.r traditional ecun omy anc, scci al life teo.
Abegglen' s

(1959) study also shcv.rs that a pre-industrial sccial

system may continue in the midst of a .radically changed technological system. Th.is group of people have a lot of grievances against
the employees of FSTPPo These people even are less in teres ted
abc.ut education of their children. According to them education
is not for their children and they will no-c be benefitted by
sue~

type of education.

The above_ discussion

sw~~ests

'By the process of industrialization,

that the first hypothesis i. eo
a pre-inoustrial communit¥

try to adjust itself with the industrialization vv-ithout breakc:Chm
of their traditional norms'· is onl.f partially established.

'rhe data reveals that the production of po;,,rer in FSTPP
is not very

sati~factory.

It is the only project of NTPC •-.rhere

eu1p.loyees have been cenied of incentive bonsus due to unsatisfactory . performance" It is to 0e mentionad :Oere that this incentive
bonus .is being paiO. by the corpo:r: at.ion to the n,umber of its
projects ):or the.ir better proC:uctiGn. I·hvugh the organizational
set. up of FSTPP j_s as per general standard,
of

wor1~,

due to lack of ,rhythm
"
the generation of power f.JO·,Jer. is poor. 'l'his is because

of the high politJcization of the en:ployees. J?urther, there is an
Jnformation that a boiler which was rej ec·ted for sub-standard
guality by the 1-:orba Project, was accepted by the Fc:.rakka Project.
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That boiler worked only for a few months . As a result, production
of one unit

-~otally

hapered for several months. This is against

promotion of commitment. A. number .of senior and experienced
I

employees expose their dissatisfaction about their place of worko.
It is true that·dissatisfaction reflects against the commitment of
employee·s which obviously reflects the production too. rrhis
suggests that.the seccnd hypothesis 'the development of production
system of the industry is entirely depended on commitment of its
employees• is found valid.

The third hypothesis is -- there lies a gap between
ideology and pr actj.ce in t.lle trade union activities in industrial
sys·tem.
.~.-

It is observed that the leadership of trade unions are
·continued py the S9IJ!e persons for a long time. After becoming an
union leader a person has interested for perscnal gains. But his
.appearat)ce reve_als that he works for the members of the union.
Dayal and Sharma (1976) had the similar observations. They
stated,

11

Those who

show-~d

higher int:.erest in unions be ieved that

.the union is a source of economic benefit and job securi ty 11 •

Due to such various causes the gap between the ideology

and practice of trade union activities is continuously increasing.
I

This gap is also

wide~pread

-

wh~ther

it is in public sector or in

private organizations. This is tnue both for the industrial as well
as non-industrial sectors.
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In west Bengal as well as in India as a whole the tr~de
union activi·t.ies are guiaea by the po.litj_cal par:ties. Due to
this, there is no ideal trade union movement at present. Instead
of looking after the interest of the employees,

the unions are

looking into the interest of. the respective political parties
and managements. This seems to be more prominent particularly in
west Bengal. _Similar observation was made by Bhattacharya (1986)
who observed "Freedom of the working class is no·t the aim ot the
present.· trade union activities. rt• s aim is to acquire some

L

special

facilities 11 ~

The trade union activities in FSTPP is not different from
the above discussione The union leaders of this power plant
are availing extra privileges but they are showing that they
are always working for the benefit of the general workers without
any personal gain. It is important to note here that according to
·rata (1977) the Hanagement and the Government shoulO. pursue to
develop healthy and responsible ·trac.<e unionism in industry.

Another important factor:- v.rhich has been observed to be
mentioned here that the employees of FS'I'PP gener·ally maintaining
their relation with the same class of people of
plant. To their social and cultural festivity,

outsic~e

the

they are giving

priority to interact '.-li <:h the people of satne cle:.ss.

In scme

cases it has been observed that employees are giving preference
to religion, caste and status to select their friends.
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From the above discussion it can be said that the thir&
)

....._

hypothesis is.valid •

'I'he fourth hypothesis is about the possibility of industrial
and agricultural development together. There is a wide scope for
indust.rial development at Farakka. Every possibilities such as
availab~lity

of raw materials, electricity, transport systems

·are there through which new industries may start at F arakka. But

l~

there is no proper planning for inoustrial growth.
Scheme, Rs. 13,49,000 had spent in 1987-88 and

R~.

In the I. R. D.P ..

16,50, 000 haec

spent in 1988...;,89 as subsidies. Certain schemes have taken by
the

aui::ho:city to improve the local people, industrial development

p·rogramme is not enlisted to the said schemes~ Gn the other hand,
·v

there is a widespread scope: for agricultural development in this
place. But there is a lack of planning about this.

Due to lack of proper plannin9 for agricultural and
industrial development, it .is not possible to testify this
hypothesis.

The fifth hypothesis is -

inoust:ries may be estab1isheo

in the rural sector 1.vit.hc.ut d.ras-c.ic chonge of socia1, culturc.l
and psychological set up at the region.

It is observed that after inception of the power plant,
there is no remarkable change of social and culturol life of the
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. people of F arakka. Moreover, i t appears that there is a change
of mentality of the local people. They cannot accept the fact that
the outsider would earn at their place. Education, culture, social
and economic condition are the factors for this mentality. Another
factor is ·there tha.t. the outside people have notion to avoid the
local people.. some local people have an aspiration to improve themselves in the aspects of their economic, social and cultural life
but they have failed to do so for various reasons. It has already
been discussed that the poor local people demand relating more
price for their agricultural pro6ucts or chc.rge more rernuri·eEation
·•
. - :-:·.
..
'

'

-

·~..

for their labour. Economic gain is not the ohly tendency _bE::lieved
this. Their outlook reveals that since the outsider immigrated
to their own place for earning they have to spend 'extra money.

It has been 6.escribed earlier that some of the people of
Farakka ·are economically benefitted by FSTP:P. But their numbering
are very less. A few local people also got the chance to work in
FSTPP. But majority are continuing their traditional cultural
life~

Thus there is no abrupt change in the social and cultural

life. In some cases it is observed that a few people have accepted
the trends of

cha~ge

the same time

th~y

into industrialization of the area but at

are also .continuing their traditions under new

environment. .. There are no significant impact ·to their religious
belief, norms, .festivals, etc.,
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In the context of social change in Farakka, i t is found
that some people of Farakka have adjusted themselves to new occupational roles in the new system of values, they have sought to
order their roles in the family and household in terms of traditional system of values with some modifications. Similar observations

~r1as

made by Raoa He

stated~

11

While villagers validate their

activ±ties in one area of social life in terms of new rights and
obligations, they seek to legitimatize their activities in another
..

area in tenns of traditional norms.

In doing so they perce.;!.ye

no contradiction but only advantages 11

(Rao 1974 : 517-518).

The above discussion reveals th~t a

peasant society is

not fulJ.y affected by the implication of a modern sophisticated
technology based industry which is similar to the observation made
by, Nash

(1958)., Accord.ing t:o hirr1 factories may be introduced into

peasant societies without drastic chain of social and cultural
consequences implied in the concept of industrial revolution.

The foregoing discussion reveals that the hypothesis is
partially valide
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III

The study reveals that the performance of Farakka Super
Thermal Power Project is comparatively better than that of other
power stations of west Bengal. But on the whole the power production
of FSTPP
is the poorest among the projects of NTPCo Lack of rhythm
.
.

of work is one of the factor and high politicization of workers
·is ,the other factor behind this.

It appears that this pawer project is not as beneficial to

the local people as it. \vas expected. This power project has. been

. :u:l
pet up by acquisitj_on of cultivable land of the local people. It

is a fact that· the landholding peasant enjoys an air of prestige
in the rural area. Land thus not only provide security but also
enhances status of its owner. The landholding peasants and the
landless labourers belong to two distinct class of unequal social
statusQ It is true that compensation has been vaid by the project
authority for acquiring land and the compensation has been calculated
in the economic terms.

In reality i t is no match to social prestige

since money ·can never restore the social prestige of the landless
·to that extent.Q Obv.iously the loss of prestige cannot be compensated

by the

monetary· terms.
After inception the power plant, the social harmony among

the people of Farakka has been threatened. It is difficult to
compare the economic benefit·with this loss of harmony among the
people.

.

.

'

'.;
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::! •

.Though s~e .employment opportunities were created with
inception of th.i's ,pbwer plant, such opportunity was too restricted
and woul9 hardly meet the needs of the local
I

people~

As a result,

:.

a class-based s<;>ciety has been further segmented in terms of
economic classes an.d a conflict between the classes became
inevitable ,

It. is .a fact· that a peasant society has been affected due
, to the inbeptio~ .of 'this power plant and the effects are as follows:

(i) A number of land owning peasant has become landless.

(ii) Some of the local people converted themselves t'O.
industrial worker and on the other· hand some of the
people .remain same as they were before setting up of
this po.-1er plant ..
.

·~

.

(iii} Few local people suddenly earned an unexpected amount

of

CSh

due to setting up of this power plant.

/loS

a

result a neorich group has emerged.
(iv) The very presence of this neo rich is humiliating the
village aristocrat.

·.,.:l::\~~;tf:rh.~ :

The above discussion may give an impression that the ·.' ·. · ·
··,·

:present author is ag_ainst of modernization and industrialization
of the area. This is certainly not a fact, rather the author is
ee3.ger for a qualitative e,hange in the rural scene. considering
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·the overall situation he wants to sound a caution. Generally
whenever a project
of this dimension is planned, its feasibility
.,,
is considered only by taking the financial aspects in view. As
a resui~8 the so,cial consequences of such measures never becorre
conspicuous. Finan~ial and other benefits not withstanding, as
. beca'\lse social ponsequences
,

d~e

to setting up the power plant to

I

t.Q.is ?I~a. Ther;caution tri'erefor·e is to pay due attention so that

there should not disintegration of the society by way of loss of
•

i

I

soc.ial values and heritage of 'the people.

. I
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(;To Collect Information from the Employees of FSTPP

_7

(A) PARTICULARS ABOUT INF ORMAN'T :

1. Name

-

2o Age and sex

3. I-1arital Status
4G Religion

5. cc.ste/Ethnic Group 6G Present Address-

...
7 .. Pennanen·t Address8e Educational Level 9o Total Monthly Salary -

(B) PARTICULARS ABuur THE PRGJECI'
PO~VER PROJECI') WORK :

(FARAl-..KA SUPER 'rHERHAL

.1. Department'2;, Designation-

·3" Nature of Job:4;, Types of Job-

.

5. Reasons for accepting this Job6, vJhen die you come to join this Job?

7. Duration of service in this projectS. Occupational backgrcund of the employee9. How did you get this Job?
10. J>.re ycu satisfied with your work at this place?

I

0.

11. Why do you prefer this job?
12. Do you like this work bet-cer than others?
13. what is your attitude to this project work?

14.

HOW did you adopt the i6eology of the work?

(B1) PARTICULARS ABCUT EMPLOYER-Ef•JPLOYEE RELA'r ICNS:

15. What is your attitude to the management/authority?

i)
ii)
iii)

iv)
v)
(B2) SOivZ OPL-J IONS OF THE El·1PLGYEES REGARDING PROJEC"i' WORK
Al.\!D GrHERS:

16G Are you enjoying any quarter facility?
17

p

What is your Opinion regarding that f aci l i ty?

18. What type of recreation-facilities aL·e available in
the project?
19. vlhat is your opinion regarding the existing welfare
organization of the project?
20. What is your opinion regarding

yc~r

colleague?

21. Is there any further employment opportunities in
this project?
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22., vJhat is your opinion regardinsJ the life of the
local people?
23 .. Do you think that the local people are/would be
benefitted by this power station? If yes, how?
24., Have you any technical/other problems of yGur work?
If yes, what are the problems?
25. Is there any disagreement amongst the employees in
achieving a common goal?
26. What is your opinion regarding the social implication
of this power station?
(B3) PAHTICULARS ABOU'r TRADE UNION ACTIVITIES:

2f$ .. HOW is the tr aae union/Supervisors I Association of
Executives 1 Association organized?
(i) What part do you play in the union/Association

activities?
;(ii) Do you co-operate with
association - Yes/No-

o:~her

members of the union/

(iii) Hhat is the name of the Trace union/Association with
which·you are associated?
(iv) Do you have any association with a political party If yes,

specif~-

28o Po you think that your activities of union/association

confer some extra privileges,

If yes,

specify-

29. What is your opinion regarding the Union/Association
activities of tnis power project? ·
30., What role the union leaders are playing for the
development of the power project and of its employees?

Signature:
~\ftJ ~~~
.~?;~;D~·!'f't \>~~5~:~~;

:i!ld)&'tl !lil ~ .'t7·~~, f: 'fj :r-r;'IJ

Date :

